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seen in Fig. 10 that the gun can be loaded with less expo- m-rT^ A w-.Ttt a t -c-r-r^-r^ ________sure of men than in the case of a breech-loader. The gun r NUAL VISIT TO SHOE BURYNESS.
itself would be a difficult object to strike from a point far On Wednesday, July 20th, the Secretary of State for 
below, such as the deck of a vessel engaging with the 100- War, accompanied Sir John Adye, Surveyor-General of 
ton guns at the Ragged Staff Battery at Gibraltar, or the Ordnance, with the Director-General of Artillery and the 
battery between Sliema and Tigne at Malta, from 70ft. to Adjutant-General, visited the School of Gunnery at Shoe- 
90ft. above the sea-level, nor would it be very feasible from buryness. As many of our readers are aware, an occasion 
a vessel to injure the detachments by curved fiie. of this kind is rather valuable as brinffing out a selection

In both figures the gun is shown traversed in the direction of designs which have arrived at a certain stage of perfec- 
for loading—that is, pointed with its muzzle towards the tion and trustworthiness than as exhibiting anything really 
loading hole of an iron cylindrical chamber B termed a novel or in the full sense experimental. On this occasion 
“ cage.5’ In position at Malta or Gibraltar there would be there was hardly anything that was striking in a popular 
two such cages at opposite sides of the traversing circle of way, but there were certain features of great importance 
the gun, the parapet extending from cage to cage, the gun illustrated. The following were the principal matters to
loading at the most convenient one. The angle through record :—(1) An Sin. howitzer—70 cwt.__mounted on a
which the gun can thus fire is 146 deg. The accumulator siege carriage fitted with hydraulic ' buffer ■ charges 
and engine are to be below ground. The accumulator 31b. 8 oz. and 11 lb. 8oz. R.L.G. powder. This was an 
in the Arsenal has a weight of about 71 tons, and is admirable design. The howitzer is one which recoils so 
worked by an ordinary steam sapper of 6-horse power, violently when free as to be quite unmanageable. The 
working up to 701b. to the inch. It can be pumped up siege carriage is not suited to take a buffer of the ordinary 
by forty men with hand-pump gear, in which case it is kind, but it has one in this case attached and made to act 
calculated that the gun can be fired at about the rate of by tension, the front end of the cylinder being fastened to 
one round in seven and a-half minutes ; while if man a holdfast at the foot of the parapet. By this means the 
power is used without an accumulator, it can only fire recoil is decreased from about 30ft. to 3ft. or 4ft. The 
twelve rounds in about fifteen minutes. The general carriage with its buffer can easily be detached and taken 
direction of the hydraulic gear connections are shown, from place to place. Here then by very simple 
Traversing, elevating, and depressing are effected by an unmanageable gun and carriage are brought under per- 
rneans of a handle at D, washing and loading by one feet control. No doubt a severe shock is experienced by 
near L in the cage. The charge is singularly well kept the holdfast in the parapet, but this is a difficulty that 
under cover throughout. The magazine and shell rooms must be met. There was a 6'6in. rifled muzzle-loading 
are designed to be below ground, the projectile and charge gun on Moncrieff’s hydro-pneumatic siege carriage, but it 
being lifted on a truck and run into the cage and brought was not fired.
round on the turntable and presented towards the muzzle I ■ The muzzle-loading and breech-loading 13-pounder guns
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MESSRS. SCRIVEN AND CO.’S VERTICAL PLATE-BENDING MACHINE—{For description see page S3).

were next fired side by side. Ring shell, common shell, 
and shrapnel were used. The breech-loading gun was 
worked with a friction brake on the naves of the wheels. 
Both these guns shot well. The unchecked recoil of the 
muzzle-loading gun was rather an inconvenience, but the 
brake on the breech-loading gun was only lightly applied. 
Good practice was made at some fieldworks with dummy 
detachments, which were cut to pieces.

A trial of machine guns then took place : the 5-barrelled, 
2-barrelled, and 1-barrelled Gardiner, and 10-barrelled 
Gatling, and a 4-bairelled Nordenfelt. The firing, how
ever, was hardly so good as it was recently at Shoebury- 
ness in the competitive trials which we have reported. 
The Nordenfelt, steel, inch, bullets at 200 yards riddled a 
iffi. plate, and might have pierced one double as thick. 
Next followed heavy and medium rifle breech-loading 
guns, commencing with the new breech-loading 12in. 
43-ton gun, from which three rounds of common shell 

fired, fuzed with Pittman general service fuzes, at 
targets at 500 yards range, this short distance being 
selected to show the action of the shell as clearly as 
possible. The chief question of interest was the behaviour 
of the gun itself on its carriage. The loading at the 
breech was effected with ease, the charges being made up 
of prismatic powder, contained in flat-ended bags, re
sembling closely those employed at Meppen. The gun was 
fired both by electricity and by hand : there appeared to 
be no escape from the vent, which is in the axis, and is 
completely closed on firing. A still more important 
question, however, is the management of the recoil, which 
was checked by means of a yoke frame fixed in the structure 
round the port through which the gun fires, according to 
a design of Colonel Inglis, R.E. The yoke frame is a power
ful rectangular girder frame, A A B B, page 77, whose 
horizontal limbs—the top A A and bottom of the frame- 

bent into the arc of a circle concentric with the points 
which the gun traverses, so as to run by means of 

rollers with vertical axes in grooves in the roof and floor 
of the casemate. This frame is capable then of 
moving round the traversing centre so as to enable 

1 the gun when attached to it to pivot properly

of the gun. The loading hole is habitually kept closed. 
The noise and shock inside the cage must be considerable 
when the gun is fired nearly over it. Colonel Inglis, R.E., 
however, made trial of it himself on one of the first rounds 
fired in the Royal Arsenal to ascertain if there was any 
serious objection to be made on this score.

For land service mounting, this system obviously 
possesses greater advantages than generally accompany its 
use on board ships, where toothed gearing, &c., have to be 
employed everywhere, to provide against the effects of 
rolling. Probably, however, most of our readers are aware 
that the Ajax and Agamemnon, as well as the Inflexible 
and Dreadnought, furnish examples of this system of 
loading at the muzzle in turrets. The same system was 
applied to greater advantage in the case of gunboats, 
where a gun in the bows can be depressed and loaded 
without any revolution, the gun being fixed, and the vessel 
with its twin screws affording the means of traversing. In 
The Engineer of August 22nd, 1879, we gave a cut, and 
on August 1st, 1879, a description of the Epsilon gunboat, 
which was one of eight first supplied by Elswick to the 
Chinese Government, carrying powerful 35-ton guns, the 
vessels themselves being each only 440 tons.

Before concluding, one other design of a very original 
character, made to meet a suggestion of its desirability 
being thrown out by Colonel Le Mesurier, R.A., should be 
mentioned, namely, a mountain gun unscrewing into 
two

were

parts at the trunnion ring—vide Engineer of 
November 22nd, 1818. This device, it will be noticed, 
enabled a field gun of considerable power to act 
as a mountain gun, instead of the short, feeble 
weapon previously used. It is not necessary now to 
repeat all that we said of this gun when it was first 
brought out. We may sum it up by saying that, at the 
cost of an extra mule to each gun, and the operation of 
screwing and unscrewing the parts, a hard-hitting piece, 
firing a projectile with 1500ft. velocity, is obtained. These 
guns have abundantly proved their value in Affghanistan. 
Sir F. Roberts has, we believe, the highest opinion of 
them, having taken care to have them as an accompaniment 
to his force ©n every expedition he undertook.
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VISITS IN THE PROVINCES.

THE ELSWICK ORDNANCE AND ENGINE WORKS.
No. III.

It is desirable to give a few illustrations of designs from 
the Elswick Ordnance Works before leaving the subject alto
gether. We will commence with the breech-closing arrange
ment now in use, as exemplified by the 43-ton gun—vide 
Figs. 6, 7, and 8, page 77. The breech-closing arrangement, 
which is common to many guns with slight modification, 
may be taken first, the gun itself being afterwards taken 
on its own merits. In The Engineer of October 8th, 
1880, we gave a description of the same system of breech 
closing, with the same obturating cup as applied to the 
breech-loading 13-pounder supplied to our own service by 
the gun factories. It differs chiefly from Palliser and 
French breech-loading arrangements in the system of obtu
ration or closing the • joint, 
end of a charged gun. S is the powder charge with 
central tube R, A the steel obturating cup, which fits 
closely into the mouth of the powder chamber inside the 
copper breech bush O O, being fixed on to the breech 
block by the screw spindle C. The face of the breech block 
is slightly convex, so as to leave the surface of the 
obturating cup gradually towards the circumference of the 
disc—vide Fig 6. On firing, the pressure of the gas forces 
the obturating cup against it, at the same time tightly 
closing the joint between the edge of the cup A and O. 
The fitting of A is, in fact, a most important matter. The 
firing arrangement consists of a needle E and the primer 
L, which are carried in a steel cylinder B, which has an 
interrupted screw so as to admit of being very quickly 
entered and tightened. The needle is held back by a 
spiral spring G until struck by a lever hammer IT, which 
is raised to full cock and made to fall by the pull of a 
lanyard attached to the shorter arm U, and the needle then 
drives its point into the primer firing the gun. The slide bar 
guard K prevents this taking place when the breech is not 
home. The stud T, moving in the groove Q, holds the 
slide-bar end sufficiently far in over the vent to prevent 
the hammer striking the end of the needle until the stud 
reaches the portion V, which carries it sufficiently far out 
to cause the bar to be drawn clear of the vent. The 
carrier N, with its catch P, resembles closely that on 
similar guns.

The gun itself is shown in section in Fig. 7. Compared 
with the 43-ton gun made in the Royal Gun Factories—vide 
Engineer, April 1, 1881—and now mounted at Shoebury- 
ness it is seen to differ in the general shape in which the work 
is done and the metal distributed along the piece. The Wool- 
wich gun has a chamber 15’5in. in diameter and 58’35in 
long against corresponding dimensions of 14'3in. and 
87'43in. Consequently the longitudinal strain on the 
Woolwich gun is much greater for the same pressure, 
it is obvious, however, that that breech is specially 
strong.

To pass on to another 43-ton gun. In Fig. 9 is shown 
one strengthened with coils of steel riband. The whole of 
the gun from breech to trunnion hoop is made of steel; the 
portions which are made of wrought iron or steel riband 
are so marked in section, the unmarked parts being steel. 
We have used the word “ trunnion hoop ” to describe the 
part known to artillerymen by that name. This gun, 
however, has no trunnions, being held in a saddle 
by the square cut rings shown on the lower surface. 
This gun is a much larger one than those of which we have 
just been speaking—the bore is 13in. against 12in. diame
ter. 13in. and 12in. projectiles of similar proportions fired 
with the same velocity would have stored-up work in the 
proportion of five to four, roughly speaking. The details 
as to charges, projectiles, and velocity have not yet been 
worked out practically, but the following is an approximate 
estimate. The 12in. gun, with a charge of from 315 lb. to 
325 lb., and a projectile of 700 lb., will have a muzzle 
velocity of from 1950ft. to 1970ft., implying an energy of 
about 18,650 foot tons. The 13in. gun, with a 500 lb. 
charge and a 1000 lb. projectile, may attain an initial 
velocity not far short of 2000ft. per second, having about 
27,460 foot tons stored up energy. Such results would 
argue greater proportional power for the 13in. gun than 
the 12in., and far exceed the estimate made in France that 
steel wire bears to solid steel in the same quantity strength 
in the proportion of four to three.

As to proportions, the riband 13in. gun has a length of 
bore of 390, or 30 calibres, against about 312, or 26 calibres 
length in the 12in. gun. The chamber of the former is 8 
calibres long against about 7| in the latter. As to the 
arrangement of the riband coil, it will be seen that it is only 
carried out to a certain extent; there is no longitudinal 
application of riband in this gun.

The 100-ton guns, muzzle and breech-loading, made for 
the Italian Government for the vessels Duilio, Dandolo, 
Italia, and Lepanto, and all their working machinery, form 
an undertaking of such magnitude that it would appear 
strange to avoid all reference to it. The first guns made 
in 1875 still remain the most powerful pieces in the world, 
with the exception of their 100-ton successors of rather 
larger calibre, made also at Elswick. To enter into a dis- 
cusion of them, however, is here impossible. We may 
refer to The Engineer of December, 1876, and January, 
1877, for account of first trials, and August, 1879, for later 
ones ; also February, 1879, for the system of mounting 
breech-loading guns on board the Italia.

Figs. 10 and 11 show the Elswick 100-ton gun muzzle- 
loader as mounted for Malta and Gibraltar—vide Engi
neer September 24th, 1880. This is the largest example 
of a muzzle-loading gun firing en barbette and loaded 
undei; cover by bringing it round parallel to the parapet, 
on the system advocated by Mr. George Rendel. The prin
ciple of keeping the centre of gravity of the mass nearly 
over the traversing centre is observed, while the employ
ment of the gun as an inclined plane for running the shot 
up to its seat in the bore is applied to considerable purpose 
in the case of a projectile weighing 20001b. It may be

Fig. 6 shows the breech
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spent a good deal of time in an inspection of the fort, and were 
much interested in the 9in. and lOin. muzzle-loading guns with 
which the lower and upper casemates are provided. These guns, 
the shields, and the armour have all been illustrated in The 
Engineer, so it is unnecessary to re-describe them here. This 
fort mounts forty-four guns, ranging from the 9in. gun of 8 tons 
to the 12'5in. gun of 38 tons, and including the lOin. gun of 
18 tons. In leaving the dockyard the steamboat steamed round 
the Hydra turret-ship, which carries four 18-ton guns, and a few 
went on board the guard ship lying near it.

Lectures on calculated strength, stiffness, and durability of 
constructive materials will be given in the last five weeks of Winter 
term, three lectures per week. Torsion, tension, compression, 
bending, fatigue of metals, wear, corrosion, factors of safety, the 
relative necessity of strength, stiffness or pliability in the different 
parts of machines and structure.

Lectures on principles of mechanics will be given during the first 
five weeks of Spring term, three lectures per week. Energy and 
its sources in combustion and gravity ; work, force, acceleration of 
momentum, strain ; loss of useful effect by dissipation of energy; 
hydrostatics ; hydrokinetics ; elementary thermodynamics ; fric
tional efficiency of machines and of modes of transmitting power ; 
storing up energy ; governing the supply of energy.

The lectures on principles of mechanism ; the elements of design ; 
on the general principles of economy of material, labour, and 
machine work, and on static designs, will also be given. During the 
third year none but strictly engineering classes are taken, with the 
exception of the Senior Geology, which should be taken by certain 
sub-classes of civil engineers, by mining engineers, and by architects; 
and with the exception of the metallurgical lectures and labora
tory work under the professor of chemistry taken by mining 
engineers. All the third years students with the exception of 
architects must attend and be examined on the lectures given during 
the.Winter term, upon thermodynamics and the generation and 
utilisation of heat. Only the mechanical students, however, need 
be examined on the subsequent lectures on the detailed design of 
steam boilers and engines. The students of each of the five main 
classes must attend the lectures of all the five classes ; but they 
not required to take notes or to bo examined on any but those of 
the class to which they belong. The fee for the lectures on one 
class of studies gives admission to all the third year’s engineering 
lectures. No student will receive a diploma for more than one of 
the five main classes in any one year. Throughout the session, two 
lectures per week will be given to each of the five main classes of 
engineering students. They will treat of the detailed design of 
selected classes of structures and machinery. The special subjects 
selected will be varied from year to year, and will bo announced 
at the end of each session for the ensuing session. The following 
sub-divisions of the five main classes of engineering will be ultimately 
recognised and provided for

Civil Engineering.-—Roads and railways; canals, rivers, irriga
tion, drainage, sanitation, and town water supply; harbours, 
lighthouses, and coast works ; surveying.

Mechanical Engineering.—Land engines, pumping and hydraulic 
machinery; road and railway locomotives ; marine engines and 
ship-building; agricultural machinery ; machine tools and imple
ments ; mill work and factory machinery.

Mining.—Coal mines; iron, copper, gold, silver, and load mines; 
mineral and other wells.

Engineering.—Telegraphy and telephony; electric 
lighting, electric transmission of power, and electric driving 
machinery.

Architecture. —
So far as lectures and examinations are concerned, the students 

of all the sub-divisions of any one of the five main classes arc 
expected to. do the same work; there are no separate lecture s or 
class examinations for each sub-division. But the private work 
and course of reading is prescribed for each student in accordance 
with the sub-division or sub-divisions to which he belongs. The 
bulk of the work of each student will be private (i.e., not class 

k), but will be done under the direction of the professor. The 
merit of each student’s study in the sub-division of his subject will 
be judged, not from ordinary class examination, but by the quality 
and amount of his private work throughout the session, and by a 
thesis.given in at the end of the session. The diploma will mention 
in which sub-division or sub-divisions of the main class the recipient 
has specially studied.

Arrangements will be made for the civil engineering students for 
field practice in surveying and setting out, and for the examination 
of works in progress. Similar arrangements will be made, as far 

possible, for the mechanical engineering students for the exami
nation ami testing of engines, boilers, and other machinery in 
near Birmingham. Similar opportunities will be sought to advance 
the.practical knowledge of the other classes of students.

Facilities will be given to the students of the third year wishing 
to make original experimental investigations of special engineering 
subjects, and the professor will do all in his power to encourage 
this sort of work, and to give assistance in it.

The gun-carriage is very simple, Its brackets are cut 
from armour plates—in each is fixed longitudinally a 
cylindrical water buffer C, whose piston rod is attached to 
the corresponding vertical limb of the yoke frame. In 
this way the gun carriage holds on to the yoke frame 
through which it fires, by means of its two buffers, like 
two arms, one on each side. These are but little 
below the trunnions, so that the resistance is brought 
more nearly opposite to the seat of pressure than 
usual. The buffer, of course, acts in tension. Its 
behaviour is admirable. The recoil is under 4ft., and the 
movement steady and easy, and the running up beauti
fully easy. It is possible that some less ponderous new 
design might be found to act equally Avell, but with the 
means already at hand this plan is excellent. The breech 
closing arrangement resembles that employed at Elswick ; 
the breech lever is caused to move round by a lever and 
pinion at I), and the breech block is withdrawn by 
means of a winch handle and screw E. Probably 
many of the officers who stood round this gun and saw 
the ease and celerity with which it was worked, compared 
it mentally with the far less powerful 38-ton muzzle
loading gun, which had been worked in the same casemate 
on a public occasion on June 22nd, 1876, by detachments 
at the rate of a little over a minute and a-lialf per round, 
but with great exertion. An imperfect comparison of 
time is unreliable. It was said that the breech-loading 
gun could be fired at the rate of one round per minute, 
but we cannot expect stress to be laid on this as a matter 
of time ; although we do not doubt if a fair trial were 
made the detachment working the bree«h-loading gun 
would very easily distance their rivals, their labour being 
comparatively light.

The firing of this gun was the feature of the day. 
There followed that of a 25-pounder breech-loading gun of 
224 cwt. on naval carriage and slide with 15 lb. charge, 
and of a 25-pounder gun of 13b cwt. on an Albini carriage 
with 3| lb. charge. The recoil was, we believe, Tbin. An 
Sin. breech-loading Armstrong gun, lib tons, was fired 
with !)0 lb. charge on an Elswick plate compressor carriage 
and slide. Lastly, a 6in. breech-loading gun of 4 tons was 
fired on a Vavasseur carriage and slide—described in The 
Engineer of dune 16 last—with 341b. of powder. This 
was tried on June 2nd, 3rd, and 13th last with excellent 
results with 37 lb. of Pa powder, giving a muzzle velocity 
of from 1875ft. to 1884ft. per second ; the recoil was 
18’7in. to 18‘75in. With 36b lb. of P powder, giving a 
muzzle velocity of from 1995ft. to 2020ft., the recoil was 
from 18 Bin. to 19in., the maximum pressure in the 
cylinder being 30001b., that in the gun being 17‘75 tons. 
We give these figures as more complete than anything that 
could be obtained on this public day.

MASON COLLEGE, BIRMINGHAM.
The following excellent programme of the course of education in 

civil and mechanical engineering to be given at Mason College lias 
just been prepared by the professor of engineering of the college, 
Mr. Robert H. Smith.

The programme of study is arranged so that any one year of it 
may be taken with advantage by a student properly prepared for 
the work of that year. But the benefit that may be derived from 
the study of any one year is very much greater for the student who 
follows out the whole three years’ course than for one who omits 
any part of it. Students entering the first year’s course must not 
be less than sixteen years of age. It is recommende d that those 
intending to serve an apprenticeship in a workshop or office should 
endeavour to arrange to serve one year of the apprenticeship before 
beginning the college course, and the remainder after finishing then- 
college studies. At the end of the first year ordinary class 
certificates of attendance and proficiency alone will be given. At 
the end of the second year a Junior Engineering Diploma will be 
given to those students who have earned it. At the end of the 
third year a Senior Engineering Diploma will be given to those 
attaining the required degree of proficiency. No student will 
receive a Senior Engineering Diploma who has not either obtained 
a Junior Engineering Diploma in the Mason College, or else 
produced a written certificate proving that he has elsewhere 
acquired equivalent knowledge to that to which the Junior 
Engineering Diploma of the Mason College testifies. The instruc
tion of the first two sessions is such as all engineers ought to receive 
in order to be well educated. In the third session the students are 
classified according to the special branch of engineering they 
intend to follow as their profession, and their studies are to a great 
extent distinct. Ultimately it is intended to classify them as :— 
Civil, Mechanical, Mining, and Electric Engineers and Architects, 
and these distinctions will be recognised in the wording of the 
diplomas. For the present only the first two classes—Civil and 
Mechanical—will be recognised in the work of the third session ; 
but it should be distinctly understood that the whole of the studies 
of the first two sessions, and much of those of the third, 
important and even necessary for mining and electric engineers 
and architects as well as for other engineers. Students are allowed 
to attend any particular classes they may deem more especially 
important for themselves on condition of their paying the fees and 
obeying the general regulations of the college ; but diplomas Avill 
be given to those only avIio pursue systematically the regular course 
as stated in the calendar. Short courses of evening lectures Avill 
be given, at times that Avill be announced by advertisement in the 
neAvspapers. These Avill be of a popular character.

During the first year, the Winter term Avill last ten and a-lialf 
weeks ; Spring term, ten and a-lialf weeks ; Summer term, eight 
weeks. Junior pure mathematics and junior applied mathematics 
aviII be taught during the Winter, Spring, and Summer terms. 
Chemistry will be taught by lectures and laboratory practice, in 
the Winter and Spring terms. Physics Avill be taught in the 
Winter, Spring, and Summer terms, junior class Avith laboratory 
practice. The students will enter the elementary or junior classes 
of chemistry and physics according to their state of preparedness, 
Avhich Avill be judged of at the beginning of the session by the 
representative professorsof tliesesubjects. For the engineering classes 
there will lie mechanical measurement, sketching, and drawing. 
Winter and Spring terms - two days per Aveek, three hours each. 
In this class the students have placed before them a solid body of 
geometrical form, whose dimensions they measure, and of which 
they make a clear and fairly-proportioned sketch, or sketches, on 
Avhich they mark all its dimensions. From this sketch they make 
correct scale draAvings of the body in different right and oblique 
projections. The subjects taken Avill advance from blocks of 
simple geometrical form to the common detail parts of machines.

Practice in the use of Avorkshop and field-measuring instruments 
will be given in Winter, Spring, and Summer terms. During 
Winter and Spring three hours every Saturday. During the 
Summer term the Avhole of the Avorking day of each Saturday is 
devoted to field practice in surveying.

Lectures mi measuring and drawing instruments used in the 
workshop, field, and draAving-office Avill be given in the Winter 
term, three lectures per Aveek. Instruments for measuring linear 
dimensions, small and large ; linear units and scales; instruments 
for measuring angles and areas ; measurement of cubic contents, 
mass, Aveiglit, time, speed, energy, rate of working, Aoav of fluids, 
stress, strain, and floAV of solids ; drawing instruments and the art 
of preparing draAvings of various kinds, e.g., of machines, survey 
plots and sections, topography.

Lectures on, and practice in, practical methods of calculation 
Avill be given in the Spring term to the end of February. Two 
lectures per Aveek, and two exercise days per Aveek of about tAvo 
hours each. Abbreviation and systematic method in arithmetic ;

of tables; the meaning and usefulness of formulas ; graphic 
arithmetic; graphic kinematics, statics, and kinetics; graphic 
tabulation on sectional paper of the results of formulas, rules, and 
experimental observation ; elimination and distribution of errors 
of observation, method of least squares, graphic methods.

Descriptive lectures on tools and driving machinery, and on 
workshop and field practice Avill be given in the Spring term from 
the beginning of March to end of Summer term, four lectures per 
Aveek. Hand and machine tools of the Avorkshop; punching, 
shearing, rivetting, and hammering machines, lifting machinery 
and tackle ; . steam,, air, gas, and electric motive engines; Avater 
Avheels, turbines, Avind mills ; contractor’s plant.

In the second year the engineering classes will deal Avitli machine 
measurement, sketching and drawing, Winter, Spring, and 
bummer terms, tAyo days per Aveek, about four hours each. The 
Avork of tins class is. similar to that of the first year’s drawing class, 
except that machines instead of machine parts are hoav the 
subjects of copy. Besides draAving on paper the pupils Avill have 
some practice in “ marking-off ” on metal and Avoods. In the last

bummer—term, they Avill design detail parts of machines and 
structures. I he engineering laboratory Avill be open in the Winter 
ana bpring terms, three days per week, about tAvo hours each, 
beveial of the folloAvmg aviII be subjects of experiment each year :

testing the strength and stiffness of materials; strength of struts 
ana pillars, flat plates, tubes, beams, and of plate and spiral 
springs ; testing, strength of soldered, brazed, screwed, rivetted,

, Tjher 5 experiments on hardening and annealing
steel and other metals ; experiments on surface friction of solids 
and liquids; tests of lubncative qualities of oils; measurement 
of horse-power of driving engines; measurement of horse- 
power required to do various kinds of Avork; experiments on 
wincl pressure, and on resistance to the motion of solids through 
liquids ; flow of liquids through pipes; conduction of heat through 
surfaces and through plates ; condensation of steam and evapora
tion of steam; slip of driving belts and of 
leakage of steam past pistons and valves.

Lectures on Avorkshop treatment of constructive material Avill be 
S- dU4ing the first weeks of Winter term, three lectures per 

' beaf?mns- preservation, and reduction of timber ; rolling 
iromvork-1^!!-’ cutHf’ and hardeniPS of metals ; preservation of
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SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.

SHEERNESS DOCKYARD.
The members and associates of the Society of Engineers made 

of their pleasant summer excursions on the 20th inst. to 
Garrison Point Fort and Sbeerness Dockyard. There Avere 
present about 120 members and associates and their friends, the 
party including Mr. Charles Horsley, president; Mr. Robert I’. 
Spice and Mr. Joseph Bernays, past presidents; Mr. Jabez 
(Ihurch, vice-president; Mr. Robert Berridge, Mr, William 
Sohbnheyder, members of the council ; Mr. Alfred Williams, 
honorary secretary and treasurer ; and Mr. BartholomeAv Reed, 
secretary. The party proceeded from London Bridge by special 
steamer, and Avere received on the dockyard landing-stage by 
some of the authorities, by whom they Avere conducted OArer the 
Avorks. The dockyard is used for building, fitting, and repairing 

• small cruising vessels, and comprises five dry docks, one closed 
basin, and two open or tidal basins. About 1700 
are. employed on the general Avork of the yard, and at the 
present time there is one Aressel—the Satellite—in course of con
struction, one—the Caroline—in

one

an .

Grain Elevator.—The largest grain warehouse, or elevator, as it 
is called in America, isnorvin operation adjoining the Columbia store, 
South Brooklyn. This elevator has cost its OAvner, Mr. David Doav, 
nearly 2,000,000 dols. It has a capacity of 2,500,000 bushels for 
storage, besides extra transfer facilities, and dockage for half a 
dozen vessels or more which can load at a time, differing from all 
other elevators hitherto built. It has three enormous toAvers as 
high as the building on which they rest. These, Avitli the engine 
house, contain all of the machinery, ’caving the warehouse proper 
fire-proof, Avithout an opening for a belt or shaft, consisting of a large 
number of separate fire-proof stores.

Trial of Portable Railways at Versailles.—The portable 
railways of Messrs. Decauville, of Petit-bourg, are no doubt pretty 
Avell knoAvn to our readers. Messrs. FoAvler and Co., of Leeds, 
liaA-e done a good deal to make the Avorld familiar Avith the principle 
involved.. A local exhibition is being held at Versailles, and we 
have received from Messrs. Decaimlle the folloAving description of 
the little line which the firm exhibits. We have felt that it Avould 
be A'ain to attempt to give an adequate translation, preserving the 
spirit of the original:—“ L’exposition de machines qui vient 
d’avoir lieu au Concours regional de Versailles n’a jamais ete aussi 
brilliante que cette annee. Mais parmi les nouveautes qui y etaient 
presentees nous devons signaler en premiere ligne l’attrayantc 
exposition de la Maison Decauville, inventeur des chemins de fer a 

etroite entierement metalliques, qui a obtenu le premier prix 
(medaille d’or) dans le concours special de chemins de fer agricoles 
que le Ministere de l’Agriculture avait organise a Versailles. C’est 
du reste la sixieme fois que des concours speciaux pour les chemins 
de fer portatifs ont lieu taut en France qu’a l’etranger, et M. 
Decauville aine a obtenu tous les premiers prix sans exception. Le 
public se pressait en foule dans les Avagons qu’une petite locomotive 
trainait d’un bout a 1’autre de l’exposition. A l’epoque ou nous 
vivons, la question des transports it bon marche devient cliaquc 
jour plus importante, et il ne s’agit plus seulement d’aller econo- 
miquement de grande ville a grande ville, mais egalement depuis 
les stations de nos grandes lignes jusqu’aux villes qui en sont 
eloignees de quelques kilometres. La vraie solution de ce problemc 
nous parait trouvee par les ateliers de Petit-Bourg, et nous avoirs 
admire le train-bijou fonctionnant sur une voic etroite de soixantc 
centimetres. Rien de plus coquet et de plus mignon quo ces 
delicieuses voitures de Ire, 2e, et 3e classe. Le compartiment de 
premiere classe, capitonne rouge et or,, garni de glaces pour les 
voyageuses coquettes, est d’un luxe qui ne laisse rien a desirer. 
Ce train-bijou est la nouvelle creation de M. Decauville aine, mais 
nous devons rappeler que ses ateliers construisent aussi des quan- 
tites enormes de chemins de fer portatifs pour l’agriculture, les 
travaux publics et la guerre ; et le chiffre d’affaires rien que pour 
ce materiel atteint aetuellement cinq a six millions par annee. 
C’est M. Decauville qui a fourni les cent kilometres qae le 
Gouvernement Russe emploie pour les transports de troupes dans 
la guerre du Turkestan, et il livre en ce moment le materiel neces- 
saire aux travaux du canal de Panama, des chemins de fer du 
Senegal, des ports de Sebastopol, de NeAvliaven, &c. Rappelons 
aux personnes qui n’ont pu aller.voir l’exposition du Concours de 
Versailles que les ateliers de Petit-Bourg ne sont qu’ii 55 minutes 
de Paris, sur la ligne de Corbcil, et les visiteurs reijus de la fa<;on 
la plus cordiale, y sont promenbs it travers les ateliers et l’exploi- 

I tation agricole tous les mardis et vendredis,” Really !

men

course of fitting out, and four 
are under repair. After passing through the fitting shop, Avhich 
is provided Avith galleries, one devoted to light fitting Avork, and 
the other to pattern-making, the brass foundry and copper
smiths’ shop were next inspected, after which two Cornish engines 

. of 50-horse power each Avere shoAvn. These engines are used for 
pumping out the docks, and liaAre been on the establishment for 
yi-xty years. In the boiler shop the visitors found a number of 
boilers under repair for the various vessels in course of re-fitting, 
among them being, those of the Sylvia, surveying vessel. The yard 
smithy contains sixty forges, several steam hammers of various 
sizes, and gives employment to 170 hands. A considerable 
number of wood-Avorking machines of different kinds, Avas seen 
m operation preparing ships’ timbers. The Satellite, to which 
Iuia e already referred, is a composite sloop, intended to carry 
eight Armstrong guns of the neiv pattern. 81ie is 200ft in 
length, with an extreme breadth of 38ft., and a moulded breadth 
of Jift. Her draught of Avater is 12ft. 9in. forward and 15ft. 9in. 
aft, AAitli a displacement of 1 420 tons. 8he will be propelled by 
a single screw driven by engines of 900-horse power. The build- 
ing of the Satellite a\ as commenced on the 4th of October 1S80 
and she is to be launched on the 13th of next month. ’ ;

There are, it may be admitted, many technical Government 
departments whereat the lessons to be learned may be very use
ful and Avorth remembering. It is to be feared, however, that 
time is so often disregarded in Government Avorkshop operations 
that; at Sheerness for instance, there is not much to he seen 
that need be remembered—in fact a visitor feels sometimes in
clined to. ask an operative if lie really does not knoAv better than 
Ins pace indicates. One may for instance see holes about -Lin 
diameter drilled through thin iron by a drill running at about 
sixty revolutions a minute. Great fear that grindstone spindles 
should wear out too soon is displayed by the annoyingly slow speed 
at AViiieli these tools run, and men maybe seen bending sheet iron 
plates, two at a time it is true, by means of a fine set of rolls 
about 1 °ft. in length, and large in diameter, and run at a speed 
suitable for thick plates, perhaps the whole width of the rolls 
instead of about 24in. Again, these narrow plates or sheets are 
evidently ahvays passed through the rolls at mid length, instead of 
varying the position. Some of the members visited the cable test
ing department, Avliere they saAV cables up to 4in.iu diameter tested 
A considerable portion of the work of this machine consists iii 
re-testing cables that have been some time in use. It transpired 
t.iat these old cables are not annealed before re-testing Avith the 
ordinary test of 8 tons per circular inch. It is of course difficult 
to say hoAv.much smaller the percentage of breakage Avould be if 
this annealing w ere done, but it may be certainly said that the 
expenditure on annealing would be well laid out. The members ,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.RAILWAY MATTERS. MISCELLANEA.
It appears from a recent report that the total number of persons 

who sailed from Hamburg—nearly all Germans—in the year 1871, 
with the intention of permanently settling in America, was 18,009; 
in 1872 it was 30,048; in 1873, 40,008; in 1874, 19,979; in 1875, 
18,527; in 1870, 15,832; in 1877, 11,807; in 1878, 12,718; in 1879, 
12,294; in 1880, 32,489; and in 1881, up to June. 30th, it was

TllE public opening of the first section of the Swindon, Marl
borough, and Andover Hailway took place on Tuesday.

It is proposed to make subways under the railway embankment 
at Sittingbourne, to prevent a repetition of the fatal accidents which 
have occurred to people crossing the line.

Increased railway accommodation is desired by the manufac
turers and trading classes of Heckmondwike. A meeting of the 
most influential of their number took place last week to consider 
a project for the extension of the Great Northern Hailway to that 
place.

The evidence before the Select Committee on Hailway Charges is 
in some respects startling. For instance, the London and North- 
Western Company alone has spent two and a-tliird millions ster
ling for London goods stations alone, and nearly two millions in 
Liverpool.

On the 20th inst. some men were loading timber trucks near the 
main line of the Midland Railway at Matlock, Bath, when the 
London express ran past. The balk being lifted was about lift, 
from the ground, and the man loading thought he could get it away 
before the express arrived, instead, apparently, of lowering it 
again. Two wide carriages of the train, however, caught it, and 
one occupant was killed.

The Geneva correspondent of a daily contemporary Avrites that 
the boring of the Arlberg tunnel is proceeding with great rapidity. 
The length finished since June, 1880, is 1720 metres, and an average 
yearly advance of 2100 metres is confidently expected after awhile. 
The average of Mont Cenis and the St. Gothard was only 1112 and 
1070 respectively. The St. Gothard tunnel, he says, Avill be com- 
] ileted by the end of September, but the lines of approach are not 
likely to be ready before next spring.

A MEMORIAL to the Manchester and Salford Corporations is in 
course of signature amongst influential people, strongly urging the 
taking of immediate action, in conjunction Avitli the directors of 
the London and North-Western Railway Company, to cover the 
river betAveen Victoria Bridge and the railway bridge over the 
Irwell at Hunt’s Bank, “so that the Avliole site of this foul stream 
may thus become and form a useful and important additional area 
to the existing street, Avhich is already burthened with traffic, 
secure two acres of land and a fine open space, and afford room 
for great increase of accommodation at the railway station.”

A CORRESPONDENT informs the Times that Mr. George M. Pull
man, the inventor of the Pullman car, is at present on a visit to 
this country, accompanied by his Avife and family, and is at present 
residing in Edinburgh. It is Avell knoAvn that Mr. Pullman is the 
possessor of great Avealth, and he hqs recently founded a city on 
the shores of Lake Calumet, near Chicago, Avhich he proposes 
should be a model manufacturing toAvn, constructed in accordance 
Avith the most scientific principles, and conducted in a manner 
equally enlightened. This toAvn, Avhich already boasts a popula
tion amounting to several thousands, is called after the name of its 
founder, Avho lias embarked no less a sum than £450,000 in the 
enterprise.

In concluding his report to the Board of Trade on the collision 
Avliicli took place on the North British Raihvay branch at Cameron 
Bridge on the 21st ult., Major Marindin says:—“ In the absence 
of these appliances—block and lock signals and points—for safe 
Avorking, Avhich is much to be regretted, the least which the public 
have a right to expect is that the rules for Avorking such lines as 
this should be adhered to Avith the most scrupulous exactitude, and 
that the servants of the company should not be permitted to 
their discrection, and to deviate from these rules, even Avith the 
object—in itself praiseworthy—of expediting the traffic, 
driver had had at his command a continuous brake fitted to the 
Avliole of his train, he could, no doubt, have averted the collision.”

While Ave are in India returingto the healthy system of railway 
construction and Avorking by private enterprise instead of State 
construction or nursing by subsidy, the Prussian Government 
purposes to extend its purchases of railways. To this end it has 
made proposals to the board of directors of the Bergisch-Maerkisch 
and Berlin-Anhalter KailAvay Companies, and summoned them to 
commence negotiations. Both railways arc extensive, and are tAvo 
of the most important in the kingdom. The ucav Anhalt station in 
Berlin of the second of these—as illustrated in The Engineer of 
the 1st October, 1880—railways is one of the finest in the country 
or any country, and some very important extensions and improve
ments in this raihvay and in raihvay intercommunication in Berlin 
have been lately made.

The export of coal from NeAVcastle, New South Wales, averages 
20,000 tons per Aveek.

Messrs. Joseph Kaye and Co., of Bank Works, Kirkstall, 
Leeds, have opened a store at 248, Higli-holborn, W.C.

The neAv North Docks, Liverpool, Avill be opened by the Prince 
of "Wales on the 0th September. The Princess will also visit 
Liverpool.

On Tuesday the new Leith Docks, constructed from the designs 
of Mr. A. M. Rendel, M.I.C.E,, Avas opened by the Duke of 
Edinburgh.

Mr. George Bennie has retired from the firm of George Bennie 
and Company, Glasgow, the business remaining in the hands of 
Mr. Bennie’s partner, Mr. E. Rusliton Coulborn.

The main shaft, 235 yards deep, at the OakAvell Colliery, Ilkes= 
ton, Avas on Saturday blocked by an accident to a cage, and the 300 
men and boys Avorking beloAV Avere imprisoned five hours.

A FINE promenade pier is being constructed at Nice with 
unusually extensive concert, bath and other accommodation at the 
outer end. It is illustrated in L’avenir des Alncs Maritirnes of the 
14 th inst.

The Sanitary Authority of Wallingford have been fined the 
mitigated penalty of £10, together Avith a further fine of 10s. a 
day so long as they shall alloAv the sewage of that toAvn to pollute 
the Thames.

A neav steel and iron foundry for the manufacture of small anti 
large castings by the crucible and Siemens methods is being 
erected by Messrs, Wm. Wylie and Co., in Polmadie-road, 
GlasgoAV.

The third annual national exhibition and market of machinery 
and utensils used in the breAving and mineral and aerated Avater 
trades Avill be held at the Agricultural Hall, London, from October 
17th to October 22nd inclusive.

The Barrow Shipbuilding Company has received an order from 
a French Company to build a steamer of large dimensions. She is 
to be 4G0ft. long, 50ft. Avide, and 37ft. depth of hold, Avith engines 
similar to those of the City of Rome.

A large mill—the Oak Mount mill, Burnley—which has been 
stopped for about tAvo years, has just recommenced running, It 
contains 03,500 spindles and 500 looms, and employs over 500 
hands. There has been considerable difficulty in getting Avork* 
people.

Severe complaints liaA'e been made of the insufficiency of the 
Avater supply in Paddington and Marylebone, supplied by the 
Grand Junction WaterAvorks Company. As the source of supply is 
not likely to fail, it may be expected that a sufficient supply will 
soon be given.

Mr. John Watson, the proprietor of Earnock Colliery, has had 
the Avorkings fitted Avith Swan’s electric light, and it is expected 
that the system Avill be in full operation in the course of a feAV 
days. A special engine of 12-horse poAver Avas erected to drive the 
dynamo machine.

A NEW catalogue of mining machinery manufactured at the 
Broad Oaks Ironworks, Chesterfield, has been published by Messrs. 
Oliver and Co. A considerable variety of mining and quarrying 
machinery is illustrated and described in it, and to those interested 
in machinery of this class it is useful. Several of the machines 
illustrated are the invention of Mr. R. Scliram, Avho is the London 
agent for the above firm.

already 73,033.
Professor Laurence Smith has observed that small detached 

fragments of the meteoric iron of Santa Cattarina (Brazil), not 
weighing more than 01 to 0'2 grains, Avere very Avealdy affected by 
a magnet; but on being flattened on a piece of steel, Avith a steel 
hammer, they become very sensitive to it. By heating red-hot, 
the particles were made to be still more easily attracted than by 
flattening. The meteoric iron contains 00 iron, 34 nickel.

That moist air conducts electricity has been denied on experi
mental grounds by Count DuMoncel and M. Gangain. The practical 
inference from their experiments is, that the losses on telegraph 
lines may be attributed mainly to such things as condensation of 
moisture, attachment of conductive dust, carbonaceous deposits, 
spiders’ Avebs, or contact of brandies of trees Avith the Avire, the 
loss by conduction in moist air being probably very small.

The following composition of an instantaneous silvering powder 
is given by the Chemist and Druggist:-—Argenti chloridi, 3‘0; 
potassii bitartratis, 20'0; sodii chloridi, 15'0. A portion of this 
poAvder is moistened Avith Avater, and with a piece of blotting- 
paper rubbed on the clean metallic object. The latter is thereupon 
rubbed Avith a piece of cotton, upon which precipitated chalk is 
dusted, then washed Avith Avater, and polished Avith a dry cloth.

Various reasons may appear sufficient to make it desirable to 
remove black ink from parchment. For this purpose the Scientific 
American gives the folloAving:—Moisten the spots first Avith a 
strong solution of oxalic acid, then Avith a clear saturated aqueous 
solution of fresh chloride of lime—bleaching powder. Absorb excess 
of the liquids from the paper as quickly as possible Avith a clean piece 
of blotting-paper. Repeat the treatment if necessary, and dry 
thoroughly betAveen blotting pads under pressure.

A recent parliamentary return shows that in the year ended 
30th September, 1880, there Avere in England 44,420,847 bushels of 
malt charged with duty, the amount of duty charged being 
£0,024,574 15s. Opl.; in Scotland, 2,093,459 bushels—amount, 
£304,551 7s. 2^d.; in Ireland, 2,783,211 bushels — amount, 
£377,401 10s. 9|d. Total for the United Kingdom, 49,897,517 
bushels, and amount charged, £0,700,587 19s. 7id. The quantity 
of barley imported into the United Kingdom 
11,705,290 cAvt., equivalent to 3,277,481 qrs.

At a recent meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences a paper 
Avas read, “ On the Velocity of Propagation of Explosive Pheno
mena in Gases,” by M. Berthelot. The experiments Avere Avith 
mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen and of carbonic oxide and 
oxygen—2 vols. to 1. These Avere placed in a long iron tube—open 
or close, fixed in various positions, &c.—and were inflamed Avith an 
electric spark; the passage of the Avave Avas measured by an elec
tric method. The velocity Avas in general about 2500 m. per 
second. Explosive phenomena are more complex than a simple 
motion of translation or even the propagation of a sound wave.

The Census in British Burmah gives the folloAving returns In 
Arakan—males, 384,045; females, 257,905 ; total, 502,000, as 
against 484,303 in 1872, shoAving an increase of 10 per cent. Pegu 
—males, 1,249,340; females, 1,081,001; total, 2,330,407, against 
1,002,058 in 1872, or an increase of 40'2 per cent. Tenasserim— 
males, 431,270; females, 380,548; total, 811,818, as against 
000,727 in 1872, or an increase of 211,091, or 34 per cent. The 
totals for the entire province are—males, 1,984,001; females, 
1,719,572; total, 3,704,253, as against 2,747,148 in 1872, showing 

of 947,085, or 34'8 per cent. Rangoon in 1872 
tains a population of 98,745 ; it iioav contains 132,004, showing 
increase of 33,259, or 30‘0 per cent. In 1872 the population of 
Moulmein Avas returned at 40,472; it is noAV, according to the 
Bombay Gazette, returned at 53,080, or an increase of 14 per cent.

in 1880 amounted to

use
A simple form of pneumatic excavator on the principle of that 

of Mr. Reeves, as used at the Tay Bridge, is hoav being brought 
before the American public. The air pumps are dispensed with, 
and instead steam is passed into the vacuum chamber to expel the 
air. Then a jet of Avater is forced upon a perforated disc in the 
chamber, the steam is condensed, a vacuum is formed, into which 
rushes the gravel, stone, or whatever may be at the bottom of the 
pipe.

If the
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The Wirral and Birkenhead Agricultural Society has just issued 
the prospectus, Avith rules and regulations, of the thirty-ninth 
annual sIioav, which Avill be held at Birkenhead on Thursday, 
Friday, and Saturday, the 8tli, 9th, and 10th of September next. 
Upwards of £1200 Avill be offered for competition, including a gold 
and several silver medals and money prizes for implements and 
machinery. All necessary information may be obtained from the 
secretary, Mr. J. Slater LeAvis, 28, Hamilton-street, Birkenhead.

Water glass was discovered in 1040 by Von Helmont, avIio found 
that Avlien in the preparation of glass from sand and alkali 
excess of alkali Avas used, the glass dissolved in boiling Avater; but 
it Avas not until 1828 that Avater glass as now known Avas prepared 
and practically utilised by Von Fuchs, in stereochromy or solid 
colour painting, in mural and monumental decoration, and for the 
preparation of various cements and artificial stones. Water glass, 
soluble glass, or silicate of soda, as it is variously called, possesses, 
Avlien properly prepared, many unique and Araluable properties. In 
cold water is is nearly insoluble, or dissolves very sloAvly. In 
boiling Avater it dissolves Avith facility and remains in solution 
Avhen the latter has cooled. Water containing 30 per cent, of the 
glass in solution is of a syrupy consistence, and may be used 
transparent varnish on many substances; on drying it forms a 
glassy coating that resists moisture and change of temperature very 
well. The Scientific American says it has been used extensively as 
a vehicle for certain pigments to form paints knoAvn as silica paints; 
but in the paints known by that name and largely used in this 
country, oil and the other common ingredients are used as the 
vehicle.

It will be in the recollection of our readers that during the Russo- 
Turkisli War the most important, or at any rate the most successful 
torpedo attack Avas the bloAving up of the Turkish ironclad Lutfi- 
Djelil on the Danube. This Avas performed from a small spar 
torpedo boat built by Messrs. Yarrow and Co. for the Roumanian 
Government, and it may be of interest to know that it is still 
satisfactorily at Avorlc. One peculiarity of this little vessel Avas the 
mode adopted for condensing the steam so as to avoid the noise of 
the blast. This Avas effected by the exhaust being brought in 
direct contact Avith the skin of the boat below the Avater line, and 
Avas found thoroughly efficient Avliere condensation without a 
vacuum Avas required.

We regret to learn, says the Times, that Sir George Airy is about 
to relinquish the office of Astronomer Royal, Avhich he lias filled 
since 1835 Avith so much honour to himself and advantage to the 
science of astronomy. Lord Northbrook, the First Lord of the 
Admiralty, and Sir Cooper Key, the Senior Naval Lord, paid an 
official visit of inspection on Tuesday to the Royal Observatory, 
over Avhich they Avere conducted by Sir George Airy for the last 
time. The Astronomer Royal having been for so many years 
connected Avith the Scientific Department of the Admiralty, avc 
earnestly hope that he will long enjoy the retirement which he 
has so Avell earned by the energy and devotion Avith Avhich he has 
throughout his long career discharged the duties of his responsible 
office, and the many improvements Avhich his great scientific attain
ments have enabled him to effect at the Royal Observatory.

A neav screAv steamer—Chateau Lafitte—300ft., 25 x 41T x

The Government of Jamaica seems to take a good deal of pride 
in its railAvay possessions. Improvements on the twenty-eight 
miles of existing railway line still continue to be prosecuted Avith 
vigour. Drainage Avorks, neAV culverts, fencing, gates, the re-lay
ing of rails, &c., are all going on. The old stations at Kingston 
and Spanish Toavia—the neAV and old capitals—have been re
arranged, enlarged, and improved in respect of facilities for goods 
traffic as avsII as passenger accommodation, 
stations are being erected at “Gregory Park” and “Old Har
bour,” the present Western terminus of the track; Avliile 
locomotives, carriages, and stock vans have been substituted for 
the disgraceful old ruins that used to rock over jerky and rickety 
lines. A correspondent of the Colonies and India says, “It is 
scarcely an exaggeration to say that before the Government pur
chased the railway it Avas nearly in the condition urged as a reason 
by a Western engine driver for resigning his situation—‘ things,’ 
as he explained, ‘ having mighty near come to only two streaks of 
rust and a right o’ way.’ The extension to Porus, at the base of 
the Manchester Mountains, is being forwarded, work having 
actually commenced on different points of the route, 
northern addition to the foot of Monte Diablo is also being cleared 
under a separate and active staff of engineers. This projection 
presents far greater difficulties than the other—the ‘Gibraltar 
rock ’ alone in the famous pass of the ‘ Bog Walk ’ giving a chance 
for considerable engineering skill to overcome and get through.”
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As the result of an investigation of the statistics of the rate at 
which barometric changes traverse the British Isles, by Mr. G. M. 
Whipple, F.M.S., superintendent of the Kew Observatory, he 
concludes—(1) That the average rate of horizontal motion of baro
metric changes in their progress across the British Isles is about 53 
miles per hour; (2) That the mean rate does not vary to any 
siderable extent from year to year; (3) That the maxima travel 
Avith somewhat greater velocity than the minima ; (4) That the 
rate of horizontal motion is slightly diminished as the change passes 
northAvard. This is also proved by the fact that the mean velocity 
along the Valentia—Aberdeen, track, is slightly beloAV that over the 
Falmouth—Leicester, track. . By far the greater number of baro
metric changes traverse the country at rates betAveen 30 and 00 
miles per hour, but transits at the higher velocities are somewhat 
infrequent. The mean SW-NE velocity of 53 miles per hour, if 
resolved into N and S and E and W velocities by the ordinary 
method of the parellelogram of velocities, gives a resulting move
ment of 38 miles per hour in a West-East direction, which, he says, 
may be safely taken as the normal rate at which barometric changes 
traverse the British Isles.

The periodicity of rainfall formed the subject of an enquiry by 
Mr. G. M. Whipple, superintendent of the KeAv Observatory, and 
by him a paper was communicated on the subject to the Royal 
Society early this year. From all the available statistics extending 
back with more or less completeness for many years, he finally 
deduced a table Avhich shows that in no one case is there any 
indication of a period of any integral number of years from five to 
thirteen inclusive running through them. Hence, Avliatever period 
of variation in rainfall there may be, coincident Avith fluctuations 
in the spotted surface of the sun, either of ten, eleven, or tAvelve 
years, this method of treatment shows it to be completely masked 
—in a long series of observation—by other A7ariations. The dis
crepancies exhibited in the first tables obtained made it very 
desirable to extend the field of inquiry, by including as many 
observations in the discussion as possible. Eventually he Avas able 
to collect ten series, which increased the total number of years of 
observations used in the discussion to 978. The result of the 
extended investigation in no Avay affected the conclusion pointed 
out by the obseiwations previously treated—viz., that taking the 
series of annual totals directly as they stand, there is no marked 
indication of the presence of a short cycle to be found. There are 
a feAV exceptions, in all of Avhich cases the coincidences but slightly 
preponderate over the non-coincidences. Again, the curves of 
variation differ Avidely for the same epoch in localities comparatively 
close together.
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A RECENT report by Signor Frescot, one of the engineers of the 
raihvays of Upper Italy, gives some interesting facts Avith regard 
to ventilation in the Mont Cenis Tunnel. The Mont Cenis Tun
nel is 12,500 metres in length, and has a capacity of 500,000 cubic 
metres. The mean temperature is 25 deg. C. In Avinter this 
causes sufficient natural ventilation, aided by the difference of 
altitude of the tAvo extremities—132‘5 metres. But in summer 
the external and internal temperatures are often equal, and artifi
cial means of ventilation have to be adopted. The passage of 
tAvelve trains per day, the Times says, may be assumed 
tabling 2500 passengers, each passage through occupying half 
hour. The locomotives burn anthracite, Avhich produces less 
carbonic oxide than coke, and the combustion is rendered as com-

30‘0, of 3402 tons gross, and 450-liorse poAver, with cylinders 
45in. and 82in. by 50in. stroke, built by Messrs. Oswald, Mordaunt, 
and Co., shipbuilders and engineers, Southampton, for the Com- 
pagnie Bordelaise De Navigation a Vapenr, Bordeaux, Avent on her 
official trial of six hours’ run round the Isle of Wight on the 14th 
inst., when, Avith a displacement of 4400 tons, she averaged 
speed of 12£ knots, with a strong tide against her for the greater 
part of the Avay. On the 21st inst. she Avent her second trial fox- 
speed on the measured mile Avith 1000 tons on board, Avhen she 
averaged a speed of 13‘0975 knots, one run being 14-002, and the 
other 13'333 Her engines indicated 2087-horse power, everything 
working cool and satisfactorily. She is the pioneer of the ucav 
company’s fleet Avhich is intended for service between Bordeaux 
and NeAV York.

M. de Lesseps, according to the Debats, when tranquillity is 
restored in Tunis and Algeria, Avill complete and terminate “in 
Algeria and Tunis the task commenced by politics and the army.” 
M.°de Lesseps has come to the conclusion that the scheme of Com
mandant Roudaire to create an inland sea to the south of Tunis 
and Algeria is quite practicable. The Paris correspondent of the 
Standard, hoAvever, remarks that the neAvs from Algeria and Tunis 
leads to the conclusion that the gigantic scheme of creating an 
inland sea between thesea and the Saharan plateau, even if it be prac
ticable, is likely to be interfered with by the Arabs. It may also be 
asked by Avliat process the European labourers engaged in digging 
this inland sea are to be protected, Avhen the Spaniards employed 
on the Avorks in the province of Oran can be massacred and led 
into captivity Avith impunity in proximity to French garrisons. The 
scheme which the Debuts so warmly advocates Avould require at 
least fifty thousand Avorlcmen, and one hundred thousand soldiers 
to protect them,

a mean

con-
an

plcte as possible. Noav it is estimated that the average total 
production of carbonic acid in the tunnel per day is 0987 cubic 
metres, of Avhich 0930 cubic metres are attributed to the trains, 
the rest to servants, passengers, and lights. The normal propor
tion of carbonic acid in the atmosphere varies from 0-003 to 
0'005. People can live in an atmosphere containing as much as 
0‘005. It has been proposed to attain in the Mont Cenis the same 
degree of purity as in our Metropolitan Railway, or O'OOlo of 
carbonic acid. With this vieAv, a large centrifugal ventilator has 
been set up on the Bardoneclie side; it is driven by Avater, which 
is abundant there. The entrance of the tunnel is closed by a 
door, which the trains open on passing under the arch, and close 
after passing. In winter, and also during some fresh nights in 
summer, the machine can be stopped, and any necessary repairs 
made. In addition to the ventilator, there is in use the compress
ing and aspirating apparatus that Avas employed in making the 
tunnel. Notivithstanding these means and care bestoAved on the 
fires of the locomotives, there is reason to fear that the present 
Arentilation Avould prove insufficient in case of even a small increase 
of the traffic.
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Those who are best informed concerning what has been 
done during the last few years in the way of experiment- 
mg with steel, can hardly have failed to perceive that 
much of the work of investigation is being and has been 
done over and over again. It is difficult to imagine how 
much more can be deduced from the pulling of bars 
asunder m the testing machine. Many thousands of 
specimens have been thus broken. These specimens have 
been various in form in length, and thickness ; but it has 
been impossible to obtain from the manner of fracture 
of the specimens broken any solution of the problems 
Avhich vex the hearts of steel makers and steel users 
alike. It has long appeared to us that a new departure 
was needed, and that experiments with steel should no 
over ground now untravelled. It is, we think, necessary 
before further progress can be made that a given pheno
menon m the behaviour of steel should be selected, and 
that experiments should be conducted to ascertain the 
cause of the phenomenon; or if a theory be put forward to 
explain it, then this theory should be tested. To carrv 
out this work fully and properly involves of necessity 
a considerable expenditure of time and money ; but it is 
possible for many individuals to spend both, and so by
uf&7prod“°n may be -U
. 0I*. conviction we have carried out the
inquiry, particulars of which we now place before

readers. We have to thank Professor Kennedy, of Univer- 
sity College, for making these tests, and Messrs. Kichard 
Orarrett and Sons, of Leiston, for the specimens tested.

Di. Siemens has put forward as an explanation of the 
ease with which steel with ragged edges breaks, the case 
° a strip of india-rubber. This will bear a severe strain 
with ease until a very small nick is made in its surface, 
when it will gradually tear through. Something of the 
same kind is seen when a draper nicks with his scissors 
the edge of the calico or linen he wishes to tear across, 
feteei is supposed to give way thus because it is homo
geneous. Iron will not so fail because it is made up of a 
number of layers of fibres, each of which may to a certain 
extent be regarded as homogeneous. If a dozen pieces of 
calico were pasted on top of each other, then the nicking 
with a scissors of one of the thicknesses would not ensure

e tearing across of the whole for obvious reasons. Now 
a good deal of evidence of a positive character is available 
to prove that Dr. Siemens is right ; but what may be 
called negative evidence is lacking. If ragged edges pro
mote the breaking of specimens of steel, then it seems 
possible that the smoother the edge can be made the less
been our ob 16 ^ t0 ^reak’ and to test tllis point has

. P1S+n Prehminary inquiry an experiment was made to 
test the relative influence on the strength of a plate of
ZpKPmiC iU\g a ^ol,e and then rimering it out, and next 
drilling a hole and then punching it out to full size.

The result is set forth in Table I. The bars were not

annealed, but were heated that they might be levelled. 
All the specimens used throughout the investigation 
were cut from the same plate of Landore S S steel. The 
figures on the drawings are those stamped by Professor 
Kennedy on the specimens. 722 shows the piece punched 
out of specimen 722, which broke as shown in the 
engraving. A hole half-an-inch in diameter was first 
drilled in the plate, and then a $in. hole was punched. 
The punch was sharp and filled the boss well. 721 shows 
the punching from specimen 721. The cupping of the punch
ing is very well marked. It will be seen that punching 
and rimering gave a better result than drilling ana 
punching.

The next experiment was intended to show the influence 
of smooth surface on the strength of the specimen. In this 
case one hole was punched and the other drilled. The 
punching is shown in 765, and the nature of the fracture 
in the engraving of the broken bar, also number 765. Both 
these bars were annealed after the holes were made by 
heating them to a dull red in a coke oven ; they were then 
withdrawn and allowed to cool slowly. The hole in No. 
766 was subsequently very carefully burnished, and the 
extreme edges were removed. It will be seen that No. 
765 gave a bad result. The steel is nominally 30-ton fire
box steel, but the specimen gave way at little over 24 tons. 
The specimen, No. 766, on the contrary, stood, it will be 
seen, 31‘85 tons, and the extension was very good. The 
results are set forth in detail in Table II.

The third series of experiments was intended to carry
our

m
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FRACTURED STEEL BARS.



43-TON GUN IN CASEMATE.

BREECH-LOADING AND ARMSTRONG RIBAND GUNS,
(For description see page 73.)
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Tons. 1 sq. in.sq. in. lb. lb. Tons.
Hole 

stretched
10'3 % Punched hole.

punching, fracture crystalline, 
with exception of a dull grey 
irregular zone round margin of 
hole.

J
" IO I 0-037 63,200 28‘21 0-864 1 : 1 60,340 30-00 Annealed after

V

J, 0-02S 72,040 Bo.792 so 32-56 0-712 1 :1 95,0S0 42-44 Brilled hole. Annealed after drill
ing, fracture silky, extension 
greatest at middle.

41'0 %

v-AssV

Do.793 0-031 72,400 32-31•O 0-654 1 : 1 103,100 Drilled and burnished holes. An
nealed after drilling, fracture 
silky, extension greatest at 
middle,

46-01 48-0.7.-S
■V

h:
S437<

704 Do.4 1-018 77,800 34-73 0-670 1 :1 118,200 52-76 37 "1 7o Drilled and burnished holes. An
nealed after di-illing, fracture 
silky, extension greatest at 
middle.

0-035 x Q'420 | 0-401 67,940 30'32 0-192 87 : 1 124,000 17-6 Vo in 10" Not annealed. Fracture silky, 
39-0% in 2" slight lamination visible, 
at fracture.
16 • 5 % in 10" Not annealed. Fracture silky.
31 -5% in 2" J
at fracture.

55-3

0-038 x 0-435 0-408 66,940 29-89 0-212 89 : 1 114,100 50-96

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[Tjr€ do vot hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of 

correspondents. ]

yard factories, and that it utterly failed in every way, as other 
plans have failed.

The plan which is now being tried cannot, however, fail to be 
great improvement on previous ones, although some years must 

6 i "IT ls.in Perfect operation. This plan is based upon 
that which lias existed for many years in the navy of the United 

rates, and consists in the very sensible and natural division of 
TTf i - s,eParate classes of men for the engine-room duties— 
„t S’ highly-educated scientific engineers to direct, and good 
skilled labourers to perform, the manual duties required.
co?e?TtTnbS f 6let-t+e- °f “,K .?•” 1 am m"ch P^led to dis
interest nf+b’ aS- 18 eviden.tjy n°t intended to advance the 
Tulvtf theengme-room artificers. In my letter of the 8tli of 
washing advocated increased pay, a decent mess plan, and
pensions ^“T^oc^tion increase of rank, increase of ordinary 
artifi™ ’ \ the frantlng of special pensions to engine-room
Yet ‘‘ F VU'd °n referring to it again, I find that it is really sm 
of tliis • 11 apPears so blinded by rage that he has lost all sight 
thinlsTb- ! I sh°T st?U f.urther his complete ignorance of 
tions mrf t have transpired m the Navy by asking absurd 
nons and by making assertions which ' 
foundation m fact.
'TUn0lStopt?notice “E- X-” further than to say that the 

were lPn+SCerS WJ10 resi°ned some twelve or thirteen years ago 
skillet? 1 ,lemen °f “y acquaintance—engineers truly—not simply 
wealthy in/618' °ne °f these gentlemen is now the actuary of a 
mtnSJr fl aSSUranCe cojupany in London, another has been 

‘ ° i formally years of a large engineering and shinbuildine-fS hWiei 2 j" *S° p'W «’' 0rk? Del»rtm“‘ of iSlt |
wbilcf T salary than that of the engineer-in-chief of the navv

^ot •*>

our

ENGINE ROOM ARTIFICERS, R.N.

any soliitionto thdqStolf mdl sWd^'tTera by 
unworthy of notice, as they certainly are, if it were not that by 
n them 1 might be sllPPosed to countenance something contained

It is not my intention to enter into any discussion as to what 
naval engineer should be-I stated this in my former letter-but 
as I had a considerable experience of engineering factories in 
London and the country, and some little experience also of the 
merchant service, before entering the Royal Navy, I think I know

unities of learning a good deal of the method of engineering some 
of the largest English and foreign mail steam ship companies’ 
vessels ; therefore I do not plead ignorance of any part of the 
subject on which I write, nor do I rely on what other people tell 
me, or in general opinion, as your other correspondents say they do-

totally different. I may dismiss the letter of “C C ” at onT 
simply stating that the plan lie proposes was tried many years ago 
on board the training ship Sulphur, and subsequently in the docU

:

ques-
have not the slightest

Per cent.

8-9

23-3

29-8

34-2

52-1

48-0

lb.sq. in. lb. 111. Tons. lb. Tons. In. Doth pieces planed at edges

765 0-936 38,700 50,890 0-701 41,350
(Punched bole.)

IS-46 54,3S0 24-27 0-116 Limit not very marked.
Fracture almost entirely 
crystalline, except a small 
zone of irregular form 
round hole, which is finely 
granular. Granular struc
ture also shows itself 
round edges of piece.

0‘4.32 The hole in this plate
not only drilled but care
fully burnished, and all 
corners taken off. Frac
ture silky granular 
throughout.

■Lbssx

rnmrn 'mM

983 V

§ O
rr>

35,700760 0-033 66,570 0-536 38,250
(Drilled hole.)

17-08 71,360 31-85 was

___ - 381 *• -
'mm wm

Table III.

I | Maximum load , Percent- actuaf
Area, per sq. in. origi- aJ,ea a£e breaking

*yas.’«sr ws;
max. load.

U.C.L
Test
No.

Stress at fracture 
per sq. inch 
actual area.

Dimensions. Final
extension. Remarks.

THE ENGINEER78.
Tlie experiments do not go far enough to permit them 

to be regarded as proving the proposition that the charac
ter of the surface of a steel plate, whether that surface be 
on the sides, or the edges, or constituting the periphery of 

orifice, exerts a powerful influence on the strength of 
the steel, but they tend strongly to confirm this view, 
and we have very little doubt that if the experiments 

extended over a greater range of specimens, it would 
be found that in all cases, excessively small cracks, notches, 
and tears in a surface weaken a steel bar or plate very much. 
The question is well worth pursuing.

We have endeavoured, as far as is possible by wood 
engravings, to give our readers a good idea of the nature 
of the fractures, but we feel that it is impossible to do this 
adequately. In the case of No. 794 the surface of the 
fracture is beautifully silky.

the inquiry a step further, wider plates being used, and 
of the strongest form, as shown by No. 794. The first bar, 
No. 791, had a bole punched with a gin. punch. Bar No. 792 

• was drilled with a gin. drill. The hole was carefully 
polished and very slightly countersunk on both sides. 
No. 794 had a gin. hole drilled, and two gin. semi-circular 
notches were made in the edge. The surface of the holes 
and of the notches was got up to a high polish, all sharp 
corners being removed. Nos. 795 and 799 were straight 
strips of plate nearly lin. wide and without holes, which were 
tested for the sake of comparing the solid with the per
forated plate. The results are set forth in Table III. It 
will lie seen that the best result obtained was that from 
794,the strain outlie contracted area being much in excess 
of that of any other perforated specimen. A special compari
son may be made between No, 792 and 793 with advantage.

an

were

Table I.

Limit of 
elasticity

| Ratio of 
limit of elas

ticity to 
breaking lb. per 

load ; sq. in.

Breaking loadAbsoluteU.C.L 
Test ; 
No. I

j Exten
sion of

Tons per lb. per Tons per holes, 
sq. in. sq. in. j sq. ill.

Nett 
J area. Remarks.Dimensions.

Limit of ! Breaking 
elasticity, i load.

in.lbs.sq. in.
T
i au

A——
71,300 0’37 Hole punched fin. diameter 

and rimed out, piece 
marked A, when received.

31-83721 0-702 50,050none
7

x .423 THICK

l q:§
04,150722 28-64 0"29 Hole drilled (probably -tin.

diameter) first, ‘ then 
punched out. Piece 
marked B, when received.

0-707X-~ 45,350noneat
“ .855

I V 7 \ 1 g

!. a ob |

Table II.

Exten
sion

Iof rivet 
hole. 

Mean.

Ratio of
limit to Limit of elastic- Breaking load 
breaking ity per sq. in. per sq. in. 

load.

AbsoluteU.C.L1
Test Nett

area.Dimensions. Remarks.
No. Limit of Breaking 

elasticity. load.

July 29, 1881.
.LNoyloubt there haVc been many “dismissals” for drunkenness— 

not resignations ”—-the men so dismissed being of tlie class of tli c 
so-called practical mechanic” or skilled labourer, who try “to 
drag out a miserable existence from shop to shop ” and who -five 
the Navy, and those who are in it, a bad name.

Now, in reply to the question why I did not see that the candi
dates for engine-room artificer appointments were properly quali
fied, I have only to say that in spite of the efforts of recruiting 
sergeants, and of bills posted in all tire large towns in 1878, only 

wasters from private factories, as a rule, came forward for 
entry ; that many of them could scarcely read or write, and that 
we had simply to take the. best of a bad lot, because we could not 
get any better ; and that is one reason why I advocate that better 
teims and accommodation should be given to the artificers, so that 
really good workmen may be obtained. That the Navy is not 
popular with mercantile marine engineers is strongly shown by the 
tact that, out of the thousands who hold Board of Trade certifi
cates, only two have joined the Royal Naval Reserve. This either 
shows great want of patriotism in that class of men, or else that the 
conditions of naval life are most distasteful to them.

No doubt when first the engine room artificers were introduced 
many good workmen from the dockyard factories did enter the 
-Navy as artificers, but owing to the excessive punishment inflicted 
on them by the executive officers for the smallest infraction of 
ship s discipline, and the numerous annoyances they experienced 
Horn the seamen,petty offieers, they deterred others of the same 
class from entering, and a good many of them left the Navy. 
Even so far back as 1870 a number of engineer officers called the 
attention of the Admiralty to the necessity of improving the posi
tion of the artificers, and to the question of excessive punishment 
by executive officers, arising from a case whioh occurred in II.MU. 
Bristol. Engineer officers, both of high and low rank, have fre
quently striven to advance the interests of the artificers, and they 
are prepared to do sq still further; but they cannot get everything 
Eley ask for immediately, even to please such an amiable person 
as E. X.,” the tone of whose letter is calculated to injure the 
artificers and their claims far more than it can do them good.

n ith respect to practical knowledge and seagoing experience, I 
certainly maintain that an artificer ought to have both before he is 
sent to sea as part complement of a commissioned ship’s engine 
room staff. This could be easily accomplished by the simple ex
pedient of employing newly-entered men for a few months as 

supernumeraries for instruction ” in tug boats, store ships, and 
troopers, by which means the artificers and the service would be

Experience.
27th July.

SYSTEMATIC MINERALOGY.
. StR,—In the.notice of my “ Systematic Mineralogy,” published 
m your impression of the 8th inst., you have found it necessary to

put the student on his guard ” against sundry errors there enume
rated. In this you have undoubtedly done good service, but in 

of the instances the caution appears to be unnecessary, and to 
these I will, with your permission, briefly allude.

1. It is said to be sufficiently evident that hardness would not 
have been defined as specific cohesive power had I ever sat upon a 
piece, of cobbler’s wax. I certainly did not use this experiment as 
an aid. to framing the definition, but as the latter does not differ 
essentially from Naumann’s “Absolute Cohesion,” or Millar’s

Degree of Force with which the Component Particles are held 
together, ’ the omission of experimental proof of the kind indicated 
does not appear to he a serious fault. The illustration that you rely 
upon in refutation seems to indicate a belief that slag lead is 
harder than copper, which is not correct.

2. The novelty as to the qualification of degrees of tenacity can 
scarcely be regarded as a very new one, it having been used almost 
m the same form in Dana’s “Mineralogy” for twenty-five years at 
least, and probably longer.

3. .Your opinion concerning tlie Hungarian gold mill, “that 
nothing is less likely, to have been the intention of the users of this 
process than that imputed to them,” must he very decidedly 
challenged, as the statement objected to is primarily derived from 
one who was a very large user of the process, it having been 
propounded by the late P. von Rittinger, I think, about twenty 
years since, and is to be found in that author’s “ Lelirbuch der 
Aufbereitungskunde,” where it is also stated that the solubility of 
native gold—GOOto 850 fine—is but small, being from 15 to 30 oz. per 
ton of . mercury, or thereabouts. My own observations upon 
hydraulic gold workings in America have convinced me of the 
substantial accuracy of von Rittinger’s theory. Solubility is one 
factor in the action, but the least important one.

4. The is.omorphism of orthoclase and albite, which you consider 
erroneous, is, of course, to be understood in the sense previously 
defined, in tire text, where it is said that the morphological relation 
subsisting between these minerals is qualified as isomorphism by 
Raumelstey, and as Polysymmetry by Scachi. The latter has 
always appeared to me to he a somewhat superfluous term.

5. A table of specific gravities, taken from the Annuaire of 
the Bureau de Longitude, is said to occur at page 213. This is a 
mistake ; there is no such table in the book. H. Bauerman.

some

21st July.

PATENT LAW.
. Sir,— In a leader in your issue of 1st July on “Patent-office 

Fees, ’, you say you have the best interests of the inventor at heart 
and will be glad to see discussed in your correspondence columns 
the question raised by a letter from Mr. Hoyle in your same issue. 
Much that he says is well founded on fact. Bat when he says, as 
he plainly does, “I simply propose one law for the rich and 
another for the poor,” I totally dissent. To begin with, you cannot 
possibly draw the line. In the next place, even if you could, it is 
not logical to tax inventions, for the more we get of really good 
inventions tlie more will the country benefit. Besides, your corre
spondent’s proposal would fail to meet the objection you seem to 
imagine is inseparable from cheap protection, viz., that hosts of 
men would fly to take out patents, and neglect their own business 
in the attempt to make a fortune thereby.

Now after a careful perusal of your remarks on this subject— 
some of which not only I, but also many others have read with 
feelings of disappointment and regret—I feel convinced that your 
objections would be met were the patent law amended on tlie 
basis of the resolutions proposed by me on the 2nd inst. at the 
adjourned discussion of Mr. Lloyd Wise’s recent paper, read to the 
Foremen Engineers, on Mr. Anderson’s Patent Bill. These resolu
tions will in due course be considered by the above-named society, 
and I shall be glad to know the opinions of your readers respect
ing them. They are, in substance, as follows :—

1. That regard being had to the exigences of trade and foreign 
competition, such reform of the patent laws is urgently needed as 
will to the utmost encourage the introduction and development of 
new inventions and improvements.

2. That the Patents for Inventions Bill, 1881, brought in by Mr. 
Anderson and others, and lately read a second time, is satisfactory 
in principle, because it aims at providing :

A. Paid Commissioners of Patents.
B. Better management of the business of the Patent-office.
C. Better indexes and improved library accommodation.
D. Extension of the term of letters patent to twenty-one years 

(which is only one year more than in Belgium and Spain).
E. The same duration of patent in respect of foreign inventions 

notwithstanding any prior foreign patent.
F. Reduction of fees on future and on existing patents ; also 

extension of term as applied to exisitng patents.
G. Grace (subject to fines) for payment of stamp duties.
H. Extension of the term of provisional protection.
I. Efficient protection from the date of application—by stopping 

“ racing ” for the seal, to the detriment of tlie earlier of two 
applicants.

R. Power to add to a patent subsequent improvements upon the 
original invention.
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by reason of its aims as by the earnestness of bis efforts to attain them, 
liis deductions, however, are unfortunately not of that worth they de- 
servetobe. I am unable atthismoment, owing to excessive pressure of 
work, to give an analysis of Air. Haywood’s views, but, with your pre
mission, I will return to the subject again later on ; in the mean
time it is only just to say that whilst his example of my flexible 
wheel base is exceedingly creditable to him, it lacks the impress of 
large practical experience and the latest development of the 
mechanical principles involved. ,Jas. Clkminson.

7, 'W'estminster-chambers, Victoria-street, S.W., July 21st.

they did not think them a failure. I think your information is not 
cjuite correct on this point; but be that as it may, I can only tell 
you that they don’t think them a failure in Ireland at all events, 
for what with those constructed and the lines sanctioned, the 
total length of narrow-gauge railways amounts to 150 miles.

I had a lot to say about other points raised and referred to in 
the review, such as the failure of the broad-gauge railways to com
mand the traffic in Ireland, why they pay so little on the cost of 
their construction, &c., but I am at the end of my paper and must 
stop. I had also a great deal to say about my plans for the 
drainage and reclamation of the bogs and waste lands of Ireland, 
and the remarks made in disparagement of them by you. I think 
you are more hazy and uncertain on bog drainage than any other 
subject you have touched upon. Infact, youhave “hogged” your
self in it, and there, I am sorry to say, I must leave you sprawling 
away, as I have no space left on which to pull you out on to dry 
land. J. I1. Doyle, C.E.

Croydon, July 10th.
[Comment on Mr. Doyle’s letter would be useless. AYe publish it 

lest he should say that “ justice has not been done to Ireland.” We 
may, however, venture, perhaps, to point out that 100 millions 

‘gilt be spent to as much advantage in England as in Ireland in 
arterial and other drainage works.—Ed. E.]

L. Compensation for use by the Crown of patented inventions.
M. Authority for public servants—not employed in the Patent- 

office—to become patentees.
That although the objects of the Dili, as briefly set forth in 

the foregoing resolutions, are satisfactory, it is capable of consider
able improvement in detail.

4. That modifications of the following nature are desirable
The qualifications of the proposed Commissioners should be

J.

a.
indicated.

h. The salaries proposed should be larger, to secure a better class 
of officers.

The duties of the Commissioners should be so defined as to 
preclude the possibility of undue interference with inventors, 
patentees, or others, and particularly so as to guard against 
arbitrary refusal of patents for alleged want of novelty or otherwise.

d. The Commissioners should draw the attention of every appli
cant for a patent, so far as practicable, to any analogous inventions 
already on record in the Patent-office.

e. The stamp duties payable after filing the specification should 
be payable by yearly instalments of £5 each, instead of as proposed 
in the Bill.

/. To discourage carelessness, the fine for non-payment of duty 
within the prescribed time should be £50, with power to the Lord 
Chancellor, however, to reduce the fine in any case where, in his 
opinion, the circumstances would justify that course.

f). Addition of improvements to an existing patent should be 
made at the patentee’s risk, and should not be subject to the 
decision or opinion of any Government officer.

5. That regard being had to the great loss and injury inflicted on 
unwary inventors by grossly incompetent and fraudulent persons 
acting as patent agents, it is highly desirable that any Patent Bill 
that may become law should provide proper restrictions as respects 
patent agents.

G. That to this end :
h. All the present patent agents should be registered in the 

Patent-office.
/. No person should, after the passing of the Act, be permitted 

to act as a patent agent until he shall have served articles to a 
registered patent agent and passed an examination by some com
petent authority.

j. All persons registered as patent agents should annually obtain 
certificates of their right to practice, and should be made liable 
to be punished for misconduct by the Lord Chancellor or the Master 
of the Rolls.

7. That the use of the word “ patent ” in connection with any 
article or process that has not been patented in the United Kingdom 
should be punishable.

8. That the Patent-office Museum should be transferred to an 
appropriate building in a central position, and be properly kept up 
out of funds derived by the granting of patents, so as to form a 
reliable and well-arranged historical record of the progress of arts 
and manufactures, in connection with which technical lectures 
should be regularly delivered.

I trust now that you have freely opened your columns to this all- 
important subject many persons will avail themselves of the oppor
tunity to express their views thereon. It seems to me that much 
of the seeming difference of opinion is due to misapprehension 
and the absence of a common ground of argument.

Oakley Works, Chelsea, S.W.,
July 11th.

c. WROUGHT IRON GALLERY—READING TOWN HALL.

Sir,—It appears to me that in designing the wrought iron 
gallery in the Reading Town Hall, Mr. Max am Ende has made 
much ado about nothing.

Practically the conditions were these—given a gallery to be 
supported on three sides; wanted, support for the fourth side. If 
this fourth side had been a straight girder, there would have been 
no difficulty about the matter, for it would have been easy to make 
it quite deep enough to carry the load to be put on it; but tbe fourth 
girder is not straight, but curved, and in this lies the only difficulty 
presented by the problem. There is more than one simple solution 
of the problem. It will suffice if I state one. By the introduction 
of a simple branch-and-root girder at each corner, cantilevers might 
have been entirely dispensed with, and the whole construction 
much simplified.

The conditions were, however, just those which would prove 
most tempting to the non - English minds as an occasion for a 
display of recondite mathematical reasoning, and I do not for a 
moment dispute that Air. am Ende has provided a very neat and 
elegant solution of a neat problem. When he reasons with Air. 
Parsey, however, against cantilevers, he rather breaks down. 
“After the Lord Alayor’s coach comes the donkey cart.” With 
cantilevers the work might have been done perfectly well; but Air. 
am Ende’s solution of the problem is the more pleasing of the two. 
I may, to help to elucidate matters a little, point out that there 
was no difficulty in making the whole gallery a rigid structure, 
which should be carried on the three walls, without any cantilever 
action whatever, and without root-and-branch girders. Air. Alax 
am Ende is too competent a mathematician perhaps to have over
looked this fact; possibly there are radical objections to this plan 
which I cannot now see. If Air. am Ende will say what they are 
he will confer a favour on M. I. S. I.

London, July 26th. _____

NAVAL BRASS.
Sir,—I have read Air. Barry’s letter, and noted what he evidently 

believes to be a failure in his attempt to produce this new metal. 
To the mind of a practical brassfounder the proportions of copper 
G2, zinc 37, and tin 1 part, would immediately suggest a metal of 
very considerable strength and tenacity. Since reading Air. Barry’s 
letter I have made an ingot of this metal, and found it to be some
thing like what I would have expected—a close, fine fibre, indeed 
almost of a homogeneous appearance. I tried to break it with a 
sledge hammer, but failed. I next tried compression under a large 
screw press, and after having obtained a deflection of l|in. between 
points of 13in. suspension, it yielded ; but the exact pressure I had 
no means of ascertaining. Judging from the results of one or two 
trials which I have made, in order to ascertain its qualities in 
forging, I am not encouraged to anything like the degree which 
you have set forth in your article of the 24th ult. This, however, 
is no doubt due in some measure to the absence of, the preparatory 
processes in the manufacture of brass and copper rods, after 
leaving the ingot mould, and before being placed in the fire for 
the purpose of forging.

How Air. Barry could arrive at such extraordinary results, pro
vided he had the assistance of a brassfounder of even a very 
ordinary intelligence, I am at a loss to understand. But if he has 
employed an iron-brassfounder, I could no longer wonder at any 
result at which he might arrive—unless it had been the correct one. 
Of course, I do not wish to infer that this is the cause of Air. 
Barry’s failure, inasmuch that I have not the least authority which 
would warrant me in making any such assumption ; but in the 
absence of any other good reason to account for his misfortune, 
this one has suggested itself to my mind, knowing, as I do, how 
prone most men are to the idea that to know the “proportions of 
the compounds ” of any alloy is all that is required, the actual 
bringing together and the retention of the several metals being of 
no importance whatever, and may therefore be entrusted to any 
person wrho can melt them.

However, should Air. Barry wish to see a small sample of the 
trial I have made, I will forward it to him on receipt of an intima
tion to that effect.

22nd July.

SILKSWORTH COLLIERY.

Sir,—In the concluding paragraph of your article on the Silks- 
wortli Colliery, you state your belief that the engines at that 
colliery are the only winding engines in England the cut-off of 
which is controlled automatically by the governor. Permit us to 
say that we fitted our Air. Stevens’ patent automatic expansion 
gear to a pair of 40in. winding engines at the Great AVestern 
Colliery, at Pontypridd, 
nearly twelve months, and notwithstanding the low boiler 
pressure, the results have been most satisfactory. We enclose 
diagram, and shall be glad to furnish further particulars should you 
think them of sufficient interest. The Uskside Company.

Uskside Ironworks, Newport, Mon., July 12th.

This has been in regular work

Samuel Worsham. 
Assoc. AI. Inst. C.E.

safety valves.
Sir,—Referring to the discussion going on in your paper in June 

last, having no time to reply when in Liverpool, I beg to send you 
a report as I find the spring safety valves on board the steamship 
St. Columbia, made by Pattison and Hewitt, of Liverpool. The 
valves are 4;jlin. diameter, loaded to 901b. on the square inch. 
They blow off exactly at 90 lb., and come back sharp at 88 lb. on 
starboard boiler and 883lb. on-port boiler, when they shut down 
quite tight, make no noise on closing, and blow steadily when 
blowing. The bracket that carries the easing shaft is cast on the 
sirring case, and we get at the springs at once without any trouble. 
The adjusting rings are so arranged that the valves can be set when 
steam is up. Altogether the valves have given me the greatest 
satisfaction, being now six months on the ship and given no 
trouble. W. C. AIartyn, Chief Engineer.

S.S. St. Columbia, Baltimore, U.S., July 16th,

OLD IRELAND IMPROVED AND MADE NEW IRELAND.

Sir,—I have just seen in The Engineer of the 20tli of Alay the 
review of my book with the above title, and as there are many 
erroneous statements contained in it, I hope you will kindly give 
me space, and permit me to correct them.

After carefully reading the review referred to, I have come to the 
conclusion that you have not read the work, and have criticised my 
book without reading it over; for were it otherwise, the conclusions 
which you have drawn from it, and the statements made respecting 
ii by you, in reference to the works proposed by me for developing 
the resources of the country and improving the condition of the 
Irish people, would be very different to those set forth. You first 
refer to my estimate of 1G0 millions for the required public works 
in Ireland, to be got from the Government on loan at interest—and 
as you say spent in ten years—as only a “dream,” but you are 
kind enough to say that you agree with me by expressing the 
following opinion, viz.: “ We have not the slightest doubt that the 
expenditure of 1G millions annually in Ireland for ten years would 
do the island, in one sense, a great deal of good; but when 
have conceded this, we have granted all that we are disposed to 
admit.” ^ In this last paragraph you have turned what you call my 
“ dream ” into a nightmare by proposing to spend 1G millions a 
year ; such a proposal being utterly absurd, and was never made 
or thought of by me.

It would be impossible to spend 1G millions annually upon public 
works of any kind, which were properly carried out, and having 
reference to their after usefulness, in Ireland, for the best of all 
reasons, as the labourers, mechanics, engineers, and other establish
ments, together with the materials of bricks, mortar, stones, and 
ironwork required, could not be procured and collected together 
for the work in anything like the numbers or quantities necessary 
for such an outlay, in such a short space of time as one year. Of 
the 1G0 millions given in my estimate of works, 111^ millions 
swallowed up on two works only, tbe artificial drainage of twelve 
million acres, and the tile or underground drainage of eight million 
acres ; so that for all the other works proposed by me 484 million 
remains, which is small, and not so very startling and “dreamy ” 
as you would lead us to suppose, especially when we consider that 
only 30 millions have heen spent by the Government on all the 
works carried out by them in the country during the last hundred 
years. These two works are of paramount importance to the 
country, hence their great cost and relative importance in 
scheme of work for bettering the condition of the people.

It is acknowledged by men of all shades of opinion that there can 
be no prosperity in Ireland until the land is relieved from the 
devastating effects of river floods, by straightening and deepening 
the rivers, removing shoals, rocks, eel-weirs, and other obstructions 
out of their beds ; and tbe fields made productive by tile drainage, 
thereby freeing them from excessive moisture, thus enabling the 
land to produce double the quantity of corn, potatoes, &c.,°that 
it does nowr for the same amount of labour and manure expended 
upon it.

The Government are now doling out small sums of money every 
year for these works of drainage, practically doing little or no good, 
owing to the smallness of the amounts exjiended, keeping the 
countiy unproductive, and the people poor, miserable, and discon
tented. At the rate of progress now made from year to year—and 
they have been at it in this way for forty years—it will be a thou
sand years before the work of drainage is completed. Aly proposals 
are—see pages 87 and 90 of my book—that the work of arterial 
drainage should be carried out and completed in thirty-three years 
at an expenditure of two millions a year, and the field drainage in 
twenty-two years at the same annual cost, all of which could easily 
be done, unskilled labour being that principally required for the 
work.

Foundryman.

Sir,—Referring to tlie correspondence in your last issue 
respecting “The Admiralty and New Alloys,” I am desired to 
inform you that Air. Muntz is at present absent from home, but 
that on his return he will reply fully to Air. Farquliarson’s letter, 
and explain that the standard of good “Aluntz’s metal” is over 
30 tons instead of 22. Robt. Thomson, Secretary.

Aluntz’s Aletal Company, Limited, French Walls, 
near Birmingham, July 26th.

BRONZE CASTINGS.
Sir,—Replying to your correspondent of last week, “ T. T.,” I 

produce many tons of heavy castings of bronze, and considering 
how much cleaner, sounder, and in every way better I can get my 
metal from crucibles, I invariably, for all weights not exceeding 
30 cwt. use crucibles—Alorgan’s make of 500 lb. capacity each. 
In cases of necessity the air furnace simply makes up the deficiency 
of my pot furnaces. The metal is conveyed in a channel to a 
“ sow,” with damper or shutter as near the mould as convenient; 
I run from 12 cwt. to a ton into the “sow” before raising the 
damper. I regulate flow of metal to mould by capacity of stream 
from crucibles and furnace. Cast quickly. Wash channel and 
sow with plumbago, drying before the metal is ready. S. R.

2Gth July. --------

SAW GUARDS,

Sir,—I notice in your valuable paper of the 23nd, p. 56, an 
account of exhibits at the Derby Show, that Air. Tayler, of Bury 
St. Edmunds, showed a new saw guard, which is no doubt effectual, 
but it cannot deal with flying splinters, which often cause bad 
accidents. Will you kindly allow me to state that my patent 
prize medal safety guard prevents these splinters being driven off ; 
a model of it can be seen at the address below, and I shall be 
pleased to show a machine with recent improvements at work by 
appointment. E. R. Dale.

147, Queen Victoria-street.

we

PROPOSED BRIDGE OVER THE DOURO.

Sir,—I am sorry Air. Reilly did not adopt the suggestion in my 
last letter, viz., to make a model of the bridge, as I think it would 
have shown who had made a muddle of the strains, and would 
have saved any further correspondence on the subject. Seeing, 
however, he has not done so, I trust that among such a large 
number as your readers comprise there will be found one with suffi
cient mechanical ability and regard for the correct solution of “a 
comparatively simple problem in structural mechanics ” to be at 
the trouble of constructing a model and sending the results to The 
Engineer. It is satisfactory to know that the discussion has been 
interesting and profitable to at least one of your readers; at the 
same time I am sorry your correspondent, Air. Cutler, has not 
thrown more light on the subject, as I think the gist of liis obser
vations are contained in my letter published July 8th. I apologise 
for occupying so much of your valuable space.

New Docks in Brooklyn.—Perhaps nothing will be more 
gratifying to the shipbuilding interests all over the world than 
the positive assurance that ere another winter arrives they will 
have adequate facilities for docking and repaiiing steam and other 
vessels of the largest class at this port. Complaints having been 
made that there were no dry docks for the immense new European 
steamships which have lately been built, a company was formed to 
provide for this want, and it was decided to build docks large 
enough for vessels GOOft. long and drawing 24ft. of water. This 
will be large enough for any vessel afloat except the Great Eastern, 
including the new leviathan, the City of Rome. The company 
recently purchased 28 acres at the Erie Basin, South Brooklyn, the 
property having on it two dry docks, which were built some years ago, 
but which have not been in use for some time past. The property 
embraces a street frontage of 745ft., and a water front ou tlie pier 
line of 1000ft., and extending from the street into the Erie Basin, 
a distance of over 1100ft., making a total length of bulkhead anil 
pier accommodations for vessels of over half a mile. The entire 
property has been placed in the hands of well-known contractors, 
to enlarge and improve the two dry docks and appurtenances, and 
to extend and remodel the piers, bulkheads, &c., and make them 
suitable to the present wants of Now York. The two dry docks 
will be put in thorough order and condition, and the larger of the 
two will be increased in length GOOft. The docks will he of 
wood, and the following will be the dimensions of them when 
completed

are

any

A Common Five-eight.

LOW TENDERS.
Sir,—If I should not be infringing on too much space of your 

very valuable paper, would you allow me space to comment ' 
few words on the lamentable death of the fireman who was killed 
between Clayton and Horton, on the Thornton branch of the 
Great Northern Railway on the 19th inst. Possibly many of your 
readers might not have seen the account. The accident happened 
thus—While the 8.5 a.m. train from the Exchange station—Brad
ford—was proceeding between the two named stations, it appears the 
fireman had occasion to go up on top of the tender to ascertain 
the quantity of water; whilst doing so his head came in contact 
with a stone bridge which knocked liim off and killed him on the 
spot.

And now, Air. Editor, the remark which I wish to make : Had 
the tender been fitted with one of Sharp’s, of Sheffield, patent water 
receiving holes and tool-box combined as fitted in the new engines 

pplied by Beyer, Peacock, and Co. for the Lancashire and York
shire Company, it would have been an impossibility for such a sad 
accident to have occurred as the above patent is so convenient to 
the men on the foot-plate, and as it is a duty which very often is 
done or has to be done to ascertain the quantity of water in the 
tank, and such conveniences for the men would I am sure be 
much appreciated by them. A Driver.

Stockport, July 25th.

m a

Dock No. 1. Dock No. 2.
feet.

.. 6C0

.. 120

feet.
Length on coping 
Width on coping 
Width at entrance 
Draught of water

The coffer dam of dock No. 1 has just been completed, and the 
workmen are now engaged on thp inside of the dock, preparing it 
for new timbers and thoroughly refitting it. Dock No. 2 is almost 
ready for the solid stone capping which is to be placed around the 
entire dock. The dry docks and sufficient of the adjoining property 
have been leased to Philadelphia parties, llie lease is foi fifteen 
years The four solid brick warehouses now built upon the pro
perty’, and which are of great capacity, have been leased for a term 
of fifteen years, together with all the property north-west of the 
dry docks, to the Centaur Steamship Company, the old Inman 
steamer City of Limerick being the first to occupy a berth at tins 
property under the new management. Over 1,900,000 dols. bail 
been laid out on the docks and property by the former owners, and 
the improvements which the company now owning them have 
hand will cost from 800,000 dols. to 1,000,000 dols. more.
U.S. Nautical Gazette.

8 r,
20

su

You are evidently a broad-gauge man, and consequently my pro
posals for constructing narrow-gauge railways for developing the 
resources of Ireland have had a seriously disturbing effect upon 
you. You say, “ If I had kept my eyes open, that I would have 
known the narrow-gauge railway system of India was a complete 
failure, and that they will all have to be taken up and replaced by 
broad-gauge lines.” I seldom keep my eyes closed, except when I 
am asleep, and my friends tell me I don’t take as much of that as 
many others that they know, but it certainly is news to me that 
the narrow-gauge railways in India have failed. I was in India 
sixteen months ago, and I heard nothing of it then ; on the 
contrary, the Government were at that time constructing 
gauge railways as hard as they could, which showed clearly that

THE DUFFIELD BANK RAILWAY. 
Sir,—Engaged as I am and have been for

construction and working of a considerable mileage of railways of 
this character, and flexible wheel base rolling stock, it will be readily 
understood that I take something more than a passing interest in the 
results given by them. The attempt of Mr. Haywood to arrive at con
clusions of practical value is commendable in the extreme, as much

some
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so, of course, the better a locomotive engine is in material, 
workmanship, and design, the less fuel will it use ; but this 
kind of economy is obtained incidentally, not purposely. 
It is clear that a reduction in coal bills can only be obtained 
by generating steam economically and using it to advan
tage. . It is many years, however, since in this country 
anything has been heard about special cut-off gear ; and the 
changes which have been made in the proportions of locomo
tive boilers are very few. Tubes Um. in diameter are the 
smallest, and 2in. in diameter are the largest used. The 
widest spacing is lin.; the closest $in.; but both dimensions 
are abnormal, the one being a little less and the other a little 
greater than those usually adopted, 
length of the tubes almost always lies between 10ft. and 
lift., and the heating surface is almost invariably arranged 
in the proportion of 60 of heating surface to 1 of grate 
surface, or thereabouts. It would appear that no better 
results than those now obtained

per cent, more than their predecessors of the same 
cylinder capacity and heating surface did. It is not easy 
to see where progress in this direction—if it be progress— 
will stop. The rapidly extending use of the four-wheeled 
bogie has a good deal to do with the increase in the weight 
of locomotives. The modern English bogie is a tremendously 
heavy affair, and the extension of the engine frames in front 
over it, represents in itself a good deal of weight. It is 
to be hoped that the result obtained is worth the money. 
On this point there is, however, a great difference of 
opinion. Some English engineers like the bogie ; others 
do not. One reason for its adoption is, however, that it 
saves the wear and tear of leading wheel tires, and an 
engine fitted with a bogie can keep at work, other things 
being equal, for this reason, longer than a six-wheeled 
engine. We have heard this disputed, and it has been 
argued that the small leading wheel of a bogie must wear 
out faster, as far as flanges are concerned, than the flanges 
of a 4ft. leading wheel. The balance of argument is, 
we think, in favour of the bogie. Another point in 
its favour is that it really seems to do what American 
engineers claim for it—settle down the road in advance of 
the heavily-loaded drivers. Although weight is objection
able, in the sense that its adoption to make parts of a 
machine strong seems to be a crude and even rude 
expedient, yet it may perhaps be shown that the modern 
locomotive does not weigh an ounce more than it ought. It 
is not contended by anyone that locomotives gain anything 
save durability from weight, and it is not too much to say 
that no one can say what the effect on repairs will be 
of an extra ton or two of metal in a locomotive. It is, 
however, quite certain that there is no uniformity of 
opinion among locomotive superintendents on the subject, 
many men of much skill aud experience denouncing weight 
and keeping their engines as light as possible. It is to be 
regretted that it seems to be out of the question to get 
any figures which will show which policy is right.

COMPOUND PORTABLE ENGINES.
A greater number and variety of compound engines 

were exhibited this year at Derby than ever before 
appeared at an agricultural show. In describing these 
engines we intimated that they, no doubt, owed their 
existence in a large degree to the circumstance that com
pound engines are just at present in fashion. In other 
words, purchasers of portable and traction engines prefer 
to buy such engines ; and their desires are met by the 
makers. So far as can be gathered, purchasers do not 
know for a fact whether compound portable or traction 
engines are better than any other engines. They believe, 
we suppose, that they are more economical, and therefore 
they buy them, but they would probably buy any other 
type of engine made by firms on whose reputation they 
can .rely, if it were equally put forward as the best. 
It is not difficult to write the history of the 
compound portable engine.
Messrs. Robey exhibited at Islington, at one of the 
Smithfield Club Shows, a compound portable engine, 
invented by Mr. Edward Allen. The year before—that is 
to say, in 1862—Mr. Wenham, showed at Islington, a 10-h.p. 
compound portable engine, with cylinders 5in. and 8§in. 
diameter, and 12in. stroke. The steam was superheated 
between the two cylinders. The boiler had 83ft. of sur
face, and the superheater on the smoke-box 25 square feet. 
Both engines were said to be very economical, but the 
system did not find favour in the eyes of users of portable 
engines, and both quickly died a natural death.
Cardiff competition for the prizes of the Royal Agricultural 
Society, held in 1872, showed that such admirable results 
could be obtained with the single 'cylinder, that—substan
tiating, as it did, the results of the Oxford trials of 1870—it 
gave the coup de grace for the time being to the compound 
system, concerning which nothing more was heard until 
Messrs. John Fowler, of Leeds, exhibited their “ York
shire ” engine at Kilburn. This engine, we need hardly 
tell our readers, closely resembles the mining engine 
made by Messrs. Robey; the principal difference being that 
it has one large and one small cylinder working compound, 
instead of two simple engines. According to the state
ments made by the makers, this engine was, at the date of 
its exhibition at Kilburn, the most economical non-con
densing engine ever made. When describing it at the 
time, we stated as much. The example set by Messrs. 
Fowler was not repeated; but last year Messrs. Richard 
Garrett and Sons produced a compound portable, the 
performance of which was better by a small amount, as 
we personally ascertained, than the stated performance 
of Messrs. Fowler’s “ Yorkshire ” engine. About the same 
period Messrs. Marshall and Sons, of Gainsborough, pro
duced a portable compound engine, of much the same type 
as the Leiston engine. Concerning the performance of 
this engine we possess no information of any kind. 
The results obtained by Messrs. Fowler and Garrett 
showed that a compound engine is more economical than 
any ordinary simple portable engine. But while 
section of the agricultural engineers was engaged in 
developing the compound system, Messrs. Davey 
Paxman and Co., of Colchester, were improving the 
performance of the simple engine. In the Diamond 
Fields, at the Cape, economical steam engines are a 
necessity, not so much because fuel is dear, as because at 
times it cannot be procured at any price. We have been 
credibly informed that as much as £30 has been paid for 
a single ton of coal, while £40 per day has been paid for the 
hire of a portable engine. If two men succeed each in obtain
ing ten tons of coal, the man who has an economical 
engine may be able to keep on working steadily until a 
fresh supply reaches him, while his neighbour, with a less 
economical engine, has to cease operations. It will be seen 
that such conditions afford an enormous stimulus to 
exertion. The engine must, however, be light as well as 
economical. Mr. Paxman, instead of compounding, made 
his boiler economical by adopting the best proportions, and 
he carried 120 lb. steam, and cut this off by a special form 
of valve gear. The result is that he has obtained a run of 
5 hours 35 minutes on the brake with 14 lb. of coal per horse 
per hour. This is equivalent to 2"5 lb. of coal per dynamome-
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In like manner the

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
can be had, no 

matter what changes are made in proportion; nor 
does it, indeed, seem to be possible to effect any 
improvement either in the use of steam or in its 
production. There is good reason to believe that 
the consumption of fuel in locomotives does not 
exceed 3 lb. per horse-power per hour, and in many 
instances where engines make long runs with loads 
which just suit them, the consumption of fuel is no doubt 
much less than this. Indeed, Mr. Stirling states that he 
has got down to a little over 2 lb. per horse per hour with 
some of his engines. The only attempts which are made 
to get away from existing rules of locomotive design take 
the direction of increasing the size of the cylinders to 
permit more expansive working. But these attempts 
have for the most part been failures ; 1100 square feet for 
I7in. cylinders, 24in. stroke, give admirable results inde
pendently of the diameter of the driving wheels, a result 
which is due most likely to the circumstance that the 
average number of revolutions made in one minute by a 
goods engine will be not far short of those made by a 
passenger engine, if we exclude the highest speed at 
which passenger trains are run. Mr. ' Stirling, who 
attempted to depart from this rule, and used 18in. by 28in. 
cylinders with 8ft. wheels, and a heating surface of 1165 
square feet, with lift. 8in. tubes l^Un. diameter and 217 
in number, has had to enlarge his boilers by augment
ing the size of his fire-boxes—the only place where 
augmentation was possible—and. with most satisfactory 
results. There is then, it would seem, reason to think 
that finality in the matter of relative proportions has been 
reached in this country, and that nothing can be saved by 
modifying them. The more carefully this truth is 
examined the more startling will it appear. The condi
tions of speed and load under which locomotives work vary 
very considerably, and a wide diversity exists between the 
qualities of the various coals used. Thus on the southern 
lines Welsh coal is burned, and in the north North-country 
coal. It might be thought that the boiler and furnace 
which would suit one would not suit another; but this is not 
the case, and whether dry Welsh coal or bituminous 
northern coal is employed, the result is much the

Under such conditions the word improvement can only 
have one meaning when applied to locomotive engineering. 
Changes in design and proportions can only do good in the 
sense of keeping the locomotive out of the repair shop. 
There is room for improvement in this respect. It is well 
known that an enormous mileage can be got out of indi
vidual engines. Thus, over 100,000 miles have been made 
with the most insignificant repairs ; but the average for 
all the engines on a line may not be more than one-fifth of 
this. If the average performance of all locomotives could 
be raised to 50,000 miles per annum, without any repairs 
of importance, it would be a great thing for the railway 
companies. More than one locomotive superintendent has 
recently expressed his determination to get 100,000 miles 
out of each of his engines before it need visit the repair 
shops. Whether this result can or cannot be attained is 
an open question ; but it is, at all events, well worth while 
to try to attain it. It can only be reached by paying the 
most scrupulous attention to a great number of details. 
For nothing, however, has an engine to be laid by so often 
as because of trouble with axle-boxes. When we consider 
how small is the bearing surface, and how heavy the loads, 
the wonder is that axle-brasses last as long as they do. An 
effective area of 40 square inches, or less, has to carry as 
much as seven or eight tons, representing a load of 450 lb. 
per square inch ; and this is not only endured, but carried, 
without heating or cutting, day after day, for months 
together. But the very verge of endurance is no doubt 
reached ; and it is well understood that an augmentation 
in the size of crank-shaft bearings, at all events, is highly 
desirable. This can only be got, properly, by increas
ing the length of the journals; and this, with inside 
cylinder engines and the ordinary type of valve gear, 
cannot be done. In the attempt to do it, outside crank 
cheeks have been made as thin as possible—thinner than, 
perhaps, it has been quite prudent to make them. Inside 
and outside bearings have been employed for the 
purpose ; but there is still room for change in this 
direction. Joy’s valve gear, adopted by Mr. Webb, of 
Crewe, seems to have solved the problem. Last year the 
members of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers 
inspected at Barrow a goods engine fitted with this gear. 
The results of the work which has been done in the twelve 
months by this engine are, we understand, eminently 
satisfactory. With Joy’s gear the valve chests are placed 

top of the cylinders, and yet are driven direct without 
a rocking shaft. . The cylinders can be got quite close 
together, and inside bearings alone of any required length 
can of course be employed. In this way the difficulty 
hitherto encountered in dealing with what are perhaps the 
most troublesome bearings in a locomotive are all got 

and it may be added that it also becomes possible to 
augment the lengths of the crank pins—an advantage 
worth having.

The method most in favour just now of keeping locomo
tives out of the repair shops consists in increasing their 
weight. Everything is heavier than it used to be. Engines 
of a given cylinder capacity weigh 10, 15, and even 20

%* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to 
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the 
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all 
cases, be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the 
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that 

received by us may be forwarded to their destination. No 
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with 
these instructions.

*** We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts; we 
must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.

%* All letters intended for insertion in The Engineer, or 
containing questions, must be accompanied by the name and 
address of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a 
proof of good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of 
anonymous communications.

W. T. R.—We have already answered your question in the negative.
W. E. M.— The appeal has not yet been heard. It is impossible to say when 

it will be heard.
D. B. B.— We are unable to supply ang information in addition to that 

which has appeared in The Engineer.
Amedabad.— An illustration of the engine which exploded at Ravnton 

appeared in The Engineer for June 3rd.
R. G. \V.—An American patent can be granted only to the inventor, who can 

apply J or one through an American agent.
E. B. (Rotlienfelde).—Messrs. Elliott, mathematical instrument makers, 

West Strand, London, supply a continuous indicator.
51. D.—There is no book [on the Cornish engine published at the price you 

name. It is possible, however, that you could get a copy of Pole's treatise 
ond-handfrom T. B. Batsford, High Holborn. A complete set of papers 

on the Cornish engine, illustrated by working drawings, has been published 
in The Engineer. The first of these papers appeared on Jan. 7th, 1870.

W. R.—Screw propeller shafts are usually broken by the irregular wear oj the 
bearings, by which the shaft gets out of line, settling down in some places. 
The effect of causing a sagged shaft to revolve is exactly the same as if it 
was bent through a distance equal to the versed sine of the curve which it 
males, twice every revolution. This continued bending finally destroys the 
texture of the shaft, which breaks just as a piece of wire bent backwards and 
forwards in the fingers breaks.

J. W.—Peroxide of hydrogen is knoicn in the arts as hydroxyl. It was dis
covered in 1818 by Thinard. Its formula is H-2 O-j. It differs from water 
in having another atom of oxygen united with each two atoms of hydrogen. 
It is an unstable compound, and a most powerful bleaching agent. It is 
prepared with extreme difficulty by passing a current of carbonic anhydride 
C 0-2 through water in which baric peroxide is suspended. It is a colourless, 
syrupy liquid of astringent taste, liable to explode at 212 deg. If it could 
be prepared at a moderate price it would be oj great value as a bleaching 
agent.

Correction.— We are requested by Messrs. Hayward Tyler and Co. to state 
that they did not exhibit a Linford engine at Derby, though one was 
entered by them.

answers

sw

In the year 1863

LIMEKILNS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)

Sir,—Would some of your readers kindly tell me ■which are the most 
suitable lines, with regard to economy of fuel, for a vortical limekiln from 
which 16 to 20 tons of lime are drawn daily? . Calcium.

July 27th. ________

same.

THE COST OF CHIMNEYS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer )

Sir,—I shall feel greatly obliged to any of your readers who will kindly 
givo mo information as to about the cost of constructing a chimney of 
the following dimensions Total height above ground, 100ft. The first 
25ft. to be 10ft. square of stone, the remaining 75ft. octagonal in form 

d of the usual proportions ; the bore of the shaft, 2ft. 6in., and parallel, 
and about the difference of the expense in constructing the 75ft. octa
gonal part, in stone or brick. O V.

Bradford-on-Avon, July 21st.
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LOCOMOTIVE IMPROVEMENT.
. All recent improvements in the construction of locomo

tive engines have had for their object the diminution of 
wear and tear, rather than a reduction in the consumption 
of fuel per train mile. It admits of being proved that the 
more durable an engine is, the less coal will it consume ; and

over
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general, deserve very much stronger censure than we fear has 
yet been, or is likely to be, dealt out to them.

now in his district a great many simple engines which are 
most wasteful of fuel, and that by compounding these 
engines—McNaugliting them—a great saving of fuel might 
be effected. He adds that as good results might be 
obtained by putting down new simple engines, but no com
parison can be drawn between the cost of the two opera
tions. It is fair to Mr. Fletcher to make this statement, 
as we have assumed from certain passages in his last report 
that he favours the compound system simply because 
it is economical. We have received a communication 
from him on the subject in which he says:—“The 
compound system is the only practical means we 
have, in many cases at all events, of availing ourselves of 
the advantages of high pressure. It is not very difficult to 
renew a range of boilers. They can be pulled out one at a 
time without stopping the mill. But to pull down an old 
beam engine and put a horizontal one in its place is a very 
serious question ; whereas an engine can be McNaughted 
with very slight interference with the regular working. I 
think it will at once be seen that in dealing with old 
engines and existing arrangements it is far easier to 
‘ McNanght’an engine, or to put on what they term a 
‘ pusher,’ than to root out the whole thing and go in for 
single-cylinder engines de novo. I think this has been a 
little lost sight of. It is explained in the report that the 
results are derived from the indication of the engines 
under the Manchester Steam Users’ Association oidy, and 
in a prior report it was distinctly stated that ‘ though 
Tables 1 and 2 are in favour of the compound system, it 
must not be concluded therefrom that the compound 
engine is necessarily more economical than the single
cylinder engine. The table deals simply with those 
engines under the inspection of the association.’ ”

For ourselves our contention is, and always has been, 
that no special economy is to be derived from compounding, 
'per se, but that circumstances arise under which compounding 
is essential to economy, because of the circumstances. It 
may, however, yet be found that the compound engine will 
secure economy per se, for a reason about which little or 
nothing has been heard. We allude to the compression of 
steam between the two cylinders, and the consequent 
re-evaporation of the water condensed in the high-pressure 
cylinder. An apparent instance of this is found in the case 
of Messrs. Garrett’s compound portable engine, in which 
the high-pressure cylinder gives out much less power than 
the low-pressure. The point requires, however, further 
investigation before it becomes possible to speak decidedly 
upon it.

trical horse-power per hour. The best result yet obtained 
with a compound portable or semi-portable engine was got 
by Messrs. Fowler with a 16-horse power engine, driving 
two 4ft. stones. The consumption of fuel—Welsh coal— 
is given by Mr. Redsliaw as 2T25 lb. per indicated horse
power ; but this engine is fitted with a condenser. If we 
add 10 per cent, as the excess of indicated over dynamo
metrical horse-power, the consumption of Mr. Paxman’snon- 
condensing engine will be 2‘25lb., ascompared with 2'125 lb. 
for the condensing engine. From this it would appear 
that it is possible to build a single cylinder portable 
engine which will be as economical as any compound 
yet constructed. As bearing on the same point we may 
state that Mr. P. Stirling, of the Great Northern Railway, 
has informed us that as the result of a most careful series 
of experiments, he has found that some of his locomotive 
engines develope one horse-power for every 2-06lb. of coal 
burned.

We cite these facts for the double purpose of showing 
the precise position of the compound versus simple portable 
engine question, and to prove that there is nothing about 
the compound engine which renders it of necessity more 
economical than the simple engine. But if this point be 

conceded, we have nothing to urge against the 
of compound portable and traction engines. Whether, 

indeed, the compound or the simple system be adopted 
is merely a question of expediency, and in this light, 
and in" this light alone, should it be studied by 
the purchaser. Now in favour of the compound traction 
engine, at all events, a great deal may be said. 
The pressure carried in such engines has been gradually 
creeping upwards, and 1401b. is not seldom met with. If 
steam of this pressure is to be used economically, it must 
be employed with a large measure of expansion; but to do 
this properly there must be a large cylinder. But if a 
large cylinder and a high pressure be put into the hands 
of the ordinary traction engine driver, the result will be 
disastrous. The tendency with all users of traction 
engines is to overload them. The large cylinder and high 
pressure will be utilised to the full, the boiler will be 
forced to do more than it ought, and will be burned out, or 
failing this it will not keep up the full pressure ; the 
engine will be kept in full gear instead of being notched 
up, and the result will be disappointment all round. To 
put on a special cut-off gear is out of the question with a 
traction engine, although it does very well with a portable 
engine always running one way. If now the engine be 
compounded, it becomes impossible for the steam to be 
used without being expanded. If two traction engines, 
the one compound, the other simple but fitted with an 
extra large cylinder, were both put into the hands of highly 
competent men, it is possible that one would burn as little 
coal as the other. Put into the hands of the ordinary 
driver, the compound engine ought to burn about 25 or 
30 per cent, less fuel. In other words, compounding com
pensates for want of skill and honesty of purpose on the 
part of the driver and owner of the engine. It is 
quite possible that the people who buy traction engines 
have realised this truth, but we much doubt it ; and for 
the moment, at least, the demand for compound traction 
engines—if there be a demand—is simply the result of a 
desire on the part of the purchaser to have something new 
and presumably better than anyone else in his district has.

It is, we think, a remarkable fact that the builders of 
traction and portable engines have taken so long a time 
to find out the peculiar virtues of the compound system. 
As we have explained it, it is nearly twenty years since such 
machines were first brought under their notice. No 
can accuse them of want of energy, shrewdness, or intel
lectual ability. They rank among the most competent 
mechanical engineers in the world. Is it not fair to argue 
that if the compound system held out any startling pro
mise of advantage to be derived from its adoption it would 
have been adopted long since? The truth is that, as we 
have said, the compound portable engine has advantages 
which have nothing to do with the theory of its action, 
and depend for their realisation on the want of skill of 
those who have charge of it. It is only now that this 
.aspect of the question begins to be understood. The 
putting forward of a compound engine as eminently econo
mical touched no one’s heart, but the assertion that it will 
compensate for the deficiencies of a driver goes home at 
once to the intelligence of purchasers. But it is by no means 
to be assumed that such a reason for its adoption is to be con
tinued or neglected as insignificant. Any improvement 
which will make the steam engine give a better duty than 
it would give without it .under the conditions of workino- 
should be valuable—only let the truth be stated ; let the 
saddle be put on the right horse.

Y hat v e have said of traction engines applies largely to 
portable engines. The conditions under which the highest 
economical results can be got from this type of engine are 
not always present. Special cut-off gear must be used if 
the simple engine be retained ; and it becomes an open 
question whether under the conditions it is not better to 
substitute a second cylinder for the special valve (rear 
Much may be said for both ; but it is indisputable that in 
many cases the balance of advantage will be altogether in 
favour of compounding. More regular turning will be not 
with two cylinders than with one. The weight of the fly
wheel may be kept down, and strong mechanism not likely 
to get out of order will take the place of the more or less 
delicate arrangements inseparable from the use of special 
cut-off gear. The same arguments will to a large extent 
apply in this case as in that of the marine engine. So loim 
as special appliances were required for compounding the 
marine engine, so long did its merits remain unappre
ciated. As soon, however, as it came to be understood 
that the only constructive difference between the com- 
pound and the simple screw, engine was that, whereas the 
latter had two cylinders of identical dimensions, the other 
had one cylinder bigger than the other, the compound 
system was adopted. There must in any case be two 
cylinders and compounding them is a better and a 
Simpler job than fitting two single cylinders with more or 
ess complex cut-off gear. In just the same way it has 

been pointed out by Mr. Lavington Fletcher that there are

GUY FAWKES WANTED.

Sir W. Harcoxtht’s startling information to the House 
Monday night lias interested us all. The discovery of ten 
infernal machines at Liverpool speaks at once to "the 
scrupulous wickedness of the Fenian conspirators in America, 
while we have for the pleasant side of the question the fact of 
our police having effected a capture. We believe that it is 
hinted that the intended destination of such machines was beneath 
the floor of the House of Commons, so that we find ourselves in 
the presence of a modern edition of the gunpowder plot, just at 
that stage when Monteagle has received Tresham’s letter and 
action lias been taken on it. We are, however, brought up 
suddenly by the reflection that the central figure of the whole is 
missing, we have no Guy Fawkes! What a tame matter our 
5th of November would be had he been lacking in James’s 
reign. Perhaps, however, it may appear that we are treating a 
most serious matter in a frivolous way. We will, therefore, 
shortly trace out a few facts bearing on the question. It appears 
that six of the machines were found in one case and four in 
another. Each machine consisted of a metal box divided into two 
compartments, the upper one containing a six hours clock move
ment for firing a detonator, and the lower one a charge of obout 21b. 
of a compound termed nitro-lignite, nearly resembling dynamite, 
but not so strong—probably made by the action of nitric acid on 
sawdust. The detonators necessary to fire the charges were absent. 
Ibis impossible to divine what was the precise object sought to be 
attained by this consignment, but we can fix certain limits to it. 
First then it is clear that the vessels carrying them were 
not intended to be injured by them, for, in such a case, 
detonators would have been inserted. Further, there would 
not be found six cases, each with a separate clock move
ment, for the first one that acted would blow up all the 
others. Then the comparatively small size of the charges pre
vents us from drawing a comparison with the horrible engine 
which exploded while it was being sent on board the Mosel at 
Bremerhaven by P. Thomas. The charges recently found at 
Liverpool would by no means have blown up or sunk a vessel. 
It is probable that the damage effected by a single machine con
taining only 2 lb. would be very limited in most instances. As 
each machine, however, had its own clockwork, it was surely 
intended to act by itself ; yet in what way serious damage was 
to be effected by 2 lb. of nitro-lignite it is hard to say. The 
Standard throws out the hint that the police may have seized 
the charges too quickly to enable the consignee to present him
self. We know of no ground for saying so. On the contrary, from 
what we can learn, we believe that veiy ample information 
was furnished and wisely acted on, and that it was pretty clear 
that no consignee was likely to come forward. Then arise other 
doubts, was there ever a consignee ? or was the whole matter 
concocted to advertise the Fenians, and while it tended to create 
a panic in the hearts of Saxons, to draw out further subscriptions 
from the friends and admirers of the brotherhood ? Lastly was 
it the plan of an enterprising individual to make a private haul 
for himself ? We believe that the information was very definite 
in terms. The machines were pretty sure to be seized, while an 
imaginary name would prevent the necessity for the existence of a 
consignee. We do not know what reward is given in such cases, 
but we should feel an inclination to stipulate that it should not 
exceed the value of the goods taken, unless some guilty person 
was found—in fact, Guy Fawkes. The possibility of anyone 
collecting money either for himself or for the Fenian brother
hood by manufacturing conspiracies and reporting them himself 
is disheartening, no doubt, although a happier supposition than 
that of a recklessly wicked plot. The police should have their 
eyes open, whatever may be thought, only we suggest that their 
eyes be open to both alternatives, not one only.
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THE BRITISH WORKMAN.

“ Put not thy faith in princes,” is a biblical caution with 
which we are familiar from infancy. We are taught by ever 
recurring experiences that the warning is equally applicable to 
the other end of the social scale. A year and a-lialf since the 
Cleveland blast furnacemen, acting under the advice of their 
chosen leaders, and after repeated conferences, adopted conjointly 
with their employers a sliding scale whereby their wages were to 
be regulated for two years certain. The sliding scale was based 

the actual price of pig iron, ascertained quarterly from the 
books of the masters by an independent public accountant. In 
consideration of the advantage of such a guarantee against the 
risk of strikes, the masters agreed to a somewhat higher basis 
level of wages than the price of pig iron would then justify or 
than had previously been paid. In other words, they conceded

£' 1!:: l“Uen11o“eaKetHi;hi  ̂ *» ™ « MIDDLESBROUGH,

strikes. Since the adoption of the scale certain advances of A little late m the day the iron-made town of Middlesbrough 
wages have been made in accordance with the accountant’s is preparing to celebrate its jubilee. It is now over fifty-one 
report ; and these upward movements have of course been made years since the commencement of what an inscription on the 
without demur from either side. Now the tables have turned. front of the first kou.se described as “ the new town of Middles- 
The accountant recently issued his report for the second quarter brough-on-Tees,” but owing to uncontrollable circumstances, the 
of the present year, showing that a reduction of 24 per cent, celebration of that jubilee has been deferred, until the period for 
must take place for the third quarter. This reduction has been the unveiling of the statue of Mr. Henry Bolckow, who may be 
made, and we regret to say that a portion of the men at once gave described not only as the founder of tlm great iron and steel 
proof that to trust in their good faith was to rely on a broken niaking company that bears his name, but also as one of the 
reed. On Saturday, the 16tli, the mine fillers at Messrs. Downey pioneers of Middlesbrough. In addition, portraits of the founder 
and Co.’s Lackenby and Coatham Works came out on strike of the town and of one of its oldest citizens are to be presented.; 
without a minute’s notice, and their example was immediately and the date for the occurrence of these events has been chosen 
followed at Messrs. Bolckow, Vaughan and Co.’s Works, at Eston aR that for the celebration of the jubilee—two months hence. It 
and South Bank. Remonstrance was quite useless. A union too bate now to question the utility of celebrations such as 
official who feebly protested was hooted ; other men who would this, but maY be . questioned whether a more fitting- 
have taken the place of the malcontents were intimidated, and method of that celebration could not have been devised—some- 
twenty-four furnaces were left to their fate. Until the Tuesday Iking that would have been of practical benefit for all time to 
afternoon following the position remained the same, the strikers the town—than that of statue erection, portrait presentation, and 
meanwhile having unsuccessfully visited other works in the dis- feasting and fireworks. But the decision has been come to, and 
trict, endeavouring to make the strike general. Then on it may be that in the method that lias been chosen the present 
the urgent remonstrance of the president and secretary of their generation wifi have fixed upon its memory as fully as in 
own union, to whom be all honour for the tact and honesty they auJr other way the marvellous growth of the town since the 
displayed, the men returned to their posts, and the furnaces days when it was i a small coal shipping port. In. the 
were again put into blast. But unfortunately untold damage three periods into which the life of the town may be divided, 
had probably already been done. The loss to employers and to there is something like an epitome of northern history- that of 
employed will run into thousands of pounds. The injury to the the small coal trade ; then that of the iron, and now that of steel, 
furnaces themselves will certainly be found to be vTery great ; and ®tik in its youth. I he . periods of transition from one of 
probably some of them will never be in good working order again these to the other have given the checks that the town has 
until they are emptied of their contents and relined from top to experienced. Its trade is now being slovly placed . on a 
bottom. But the loss and annoyance which have occurred are sounder foundation, and it may be believed that there is in the 
nothing to what would have been the case had the strike become f,iture a further growth. Already it possesses within its bounds 
general. Truly our great iron and coal industries can only be the largest number of blast furnaces m any one district and 
carried on in fear and trembling. It is in the power of a few there 1S close to it—within the bounds of the port of Middles-' 
excitable, irresponsible, reckless workmen if they happen to take brougli—probably the most noted and the largest of the steel- 
action when circumstances favour, to infect an indefinite number works in tlie world. In the course of a very short time another 
of their comrades and bring calamity, if not ruin, on numbers of extensive works will be begun, and there are indications 
innocent people. The present difficulty is over and only the bill that as a producer of Bessemer steel, and of steel produced by 
has to be paid. No doubt the aggrieved firms will consider it the dephosphorisation process, there may be as large a production 
as one of those contingencies which are inseparable from the Middlesbrough, relatively, as there is now of ci tide iron. It is 
carrying on of their trades. A feeling of thankfulness that it well> therefore, that at the present time the capital of North 

may possibly pervade their minds rather than of Yorkshire should demonstrate to the world that it has outgr 
annoyance at the injustice they have suffered. But we conceive the check which the decay of the iron rail trade gave to it, and 
it to be our duty in the public interest to paint things in their preparing for another advance. I he jubilee compares
true colours. We like to call a spade a spade, when we fully the town of the present with that of the past, and though it 
recognise it to be one. And we deem it to be of the utmost must.be acknowledged that its life has been chequered, yet it is 
importance for our great national industries, that the sacredness certain that it has been one of marvellous progress, 
of contracts should be upheld, whether between buyer and seller
or between workmen and employer. He who knowingly and THE AWARDS AT THE MELBOURNE EXHIBITION,
wilfully breaks a contract he has voluntarily and deliberately Things do not seem to have gone very comfortably with the 
entered into is doing as much to make law and order impos- members of the jury section No. 26 of the Melbourne Exhibi- 
sible, and to reduce society to anarchy and barbarism, as is the tion. Twelve of them send a communication to the Melbourne 
brigand or the pirate. All honour be to the men who Argus, from which it would appear that their awards have been 
refused to join in this industrial insurrection. But in our opinion in many instances overruled by a machinery committee, which 
those who commenced and carried it on for three days and then they say consisted largely of exhibitors and their agents. They 
only succumbed because they could not succeed in making it say :—“ Among other objects we had to adjudicate upon a port-

on

one

ownwas no worse



THE REGISTRATION OF PLUMBERS.
A bill for the registration of plumbers and the supervision of 

all plumbing work by the Health Departments of New York and 
Brooklyn, has been passed by the Legislature at Albany and 
approved by the Governor. The law with regard to registration 
will go into effect next March; the more important provisions take 
effect immediately.

The following rules, drawn up by the New York Board of 
Health, after consultation with intelligent plumbers and sanitary 
engineers, will probably be substantially adopted under the new
law :—

“When the (plumbing) work is completed and before it is 
covered from view the Board of Health is to be notified, that it 
may send inspectors, upon whose report the board will act upon its 
final approval.

“ All materials to be of good quality and free from defects ; 
the work to be executed in a thorough and proper manner.

“All the plumbing in the house so placed as to be readily in
spected.

‘ ‘ Every soil pipe and waste pipe of iron, and extending through 
and at least 2ft. above the roof, of undiminished size.

“ No traps on vertical soil pipes or vertioal waste pipes.
“ The house drain of iron, with a fall of at least lin. to the foot, 

and provided with a proper trap near the street, and with an inlet 
for fresh air just inside the trap. It should run along the cellar 
wall, and never be hidden under ground.

“ These iron pipes to be sound, free from holes, and of a uniform 
thickness of not less than gin. for a diameter of 2in., 3in., or 4im, 
or five thirty-seconds of an inch for a diameter of 5in. or Gin. 
Before they are connected they should be thoroughly coated inside 
and outside with coal-tar pitch, applied hot, or with some other 
equivalent substance.

“All joints in the soil-pipes and waste-pipes so calked with lead, 
or with cement made of iron filings and sal ammoniac, as to make 
them impermeable to gases.

“When lead pipe or trap is connected with an iron pipe, the 
joint should be made through a metallic sleeve or ferule, and 
calked with lead.

“Every sink, every basin, every water-closet, and every tub or 
set of tubs separately and properly trapped.

“All traps ventilated by a special pipe extending above the
roof.

“Every ‘safe’under a basin, refrigerator, or other fixture, 
drained by a special pipe not directly connected with any waste- 
pipe, drain, or sewer.

“ Every water-closet supplied with water from a special cistern, 
and not by direct connection with the Croton supply.

“ No overflow pipe from a cistern to be directly connected with 
y soil-pipe, waste-pipe, or drain.
“ When the pressure of the Croton is not sufficient to supply the 

cistern a pump should be provided.
“ No cistern for drinking water to be lined with lead.”

an

The Iron and Steel Institute.—The autumn meeting of the 
Iron and Steel Institute will be held in London on the 11th and 
three following days of October next.

Fletcher’s Solid Flame Cooking Apparatus.—Some time 
since Mr. Fletcher, of Warrington, whose name is so well-known 
in connection with the application of gas in furnaces of various 
kinds for laboratory and metallurgical purposes, turned his atten
tion to the construction of gas cooking apparatus, and amongst 
other things he has made some very excellent solid flame boiling 
furnaces, in which the mixture of the gas and air is very perfectly 
effected by their introduction tangentially into a small circular 
basin-like cavity, which is covered with a stout perforated sheet 
metal cap, and thus forms a large burner giving a solid flame of 
great heat, and with combustion so perfect that there is no lighting 
back and slight explosion when the gas is turned off. The gas may 
be turned very low, and still a good atmospheric flame is given. 
The burners are simple in design and made in a variety of forms 
suitable for either ordinary kitchen use, or as there is no smell 
given off, or very little, the small form may be used on the 
breakfast table.

Opening oe the Clacton-on-Sea Waterworks.—On Tuesday 
last the directors of the Clacton-on-Sea Gas and M ater Company 
formally opened their waterworks at Clacton. The ceremony of 
starting the engines and pumps, and turning on the water to the 
town mains, was performed by Mr. S. Chaplin, Mayor of Colches
ter, in the presence of a large and fashionable assembly. . I lie 
engineer, Mr. Jabez Church, M. Inst. C.E., F.G.S., who designed 
and carried out the works, explained the operation of the 
machinery, and conducted the party over the works, which were 
tastefully decorated with flags and flowers. I he mayor, in an 
appropriate speech, declared the works to be opened. The party 
then walked through the company’s gasworks, which adjoin the 
waterworks, where the process of gas manufacture was explained, 
and afterwards dined at the Royal Hotel by the invitation of the 
directors of the company. These waterworks were commenced in 
May, 1880, trial borings having previously been made by the 
ing of an artesian well to the depth of 120ft. from the sui face, 
with a boring continued to a depth of 405ft. into the chalk, the 
water, which is of a remarkably good quality, is pumped into the 
tower by a 15-horse power engine, and bucket and ram pumps in 
duplicate. The tower itself is built of red brick with Bath stone 
dressings, is 101ft. high, and contains a wrought iron circular tank 
holding over 30,000 gallons, which is carried on wrought iron 
<drders\ The service of water will be constant, and the pressure 
of water sufficient to throw a powerful jet over the highest house 
in Clacton. The contractor for the well and main laying was Mr.
T Tilley, of Walbrook; for the engine, boiler, pumps, and tower- 
tank, Messrs. H. Young and Co., of Pimlico; Messrs. Saunders 
and Son, of Dedham, Essex, were the builders, and Mr. H. (.aide 
cott was clerk of works.
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able steam engine, the general design and workmanship of which

while the slide VERTICAL PLATE BENDING MACHINE.
did not appear to us to be above mediocrity, 
valve, a most vital part, was of a form for which, after diligent 
search in the works of the highest authorities, no precedent or 
justification could be found, and to which all those members of 
the jury who had made steam machinery their special study 
raised most serious objections. The award was given and 
appealed against. Experts were called in, and by their written 
report confirmed our award, and here we supposed the matter 
would end, the regulations distinctly implying that an award 
so confirmed is absolute and final. To our great surprise, how
ever, the Machinery Committee, of which the Melbourne repre
sentative of the makers of the engine is a member, raised the 
award to first order of merit. We at once protested, and a 
conference was arranged on the subject of disputed awards. At 
this so-called conference we were denied a hearing, the objection
able award was maintained, a pledge distinctly given by the 
committee was violated, and a resolution passed reflecting most 
seriously upon our reputations.” In concluding their communi
cation they summarise their grievances, and among the items it 
is alleged “that their awards have been submitted for revision 
to a bodyq members of which are immediately interested in the 
exhibits of which the awards are in dispute.” If awards to new 
arrangements of valve gear or anything else are to depend upon 
“precedent or justification” in “the works of the highest 
authorities,” it is, perhaps, not to be wondered at that those who 
make the awards get into hot water.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, BRISTOL.

We have on one or two occasions referred to this college, and 
to the arrangements in the department of civil and mechanical 
engineering and surveying, for the practical instruction of students 
during the six summer months, and theoretical instruction during 
the winter months. This is perhaps the best arrangement tliatcould 
be made for ensuring an intelligent acquirement of practical and 
theoretical knowledge, especially if the students make the best 
of their advantages, and note fully during the one six months 
the points upon which they find they particularly need to 
bestow most attention during the other. Careful students will 
do this, and no arrangement can be made which will cause a 
careless one to learn his profession thoroughly. The engineering 
classes are under Professor J. F. Main, Mr. A. Marshall, M.A., 
being president, and the civil and mechanical engineers, under 
whom, or in whose office, or in and on whose manufactories or 
works, the summer six months may be spent, are fifteen in 
number. We have received an intimation that the coming college 
session commences on the 10th October, but we are not informed 
as to the success of the scheme which has now been under trial 
several years.

Among the most recent improvements adopted for avoiding 
leakage from the seams in the bottom of boilers is to make the 
boiler plates sufficiently long to enable a complete boiler ring to 
be formed of one or two plates, and so avoid a rivet joint in the 
bottom part of boiler. By the use of the ordinary horizontal 
plate bending machine the work of bending these extra long 
plates into proper “set” is found to be an operation of very 
great difficulty, and entailing the expenditure of a large amount 
of additional time and labour, and great risk to the workmen. 
To meet this difficulty Messrs. Scriven and Co., of Leeds Old 
Foundry, Leeds, have designed and introduced a vertical plate 
bending machine to bend the longest plate to a complete circle 
or anyr radius.

It easily bends wrought iron plates 1 jin. thick, and steel 
plates lin. thick cold and 7ft. wide, and the front roller is 
adjustable and arranged to lift out, so that a plate can be bent 
to a complete circle or tube. This machine bends plates faster 
than horizontal rolls and with considerably less number of men, 
and with no risk to workmen. The plates also come out per
fectly circular without the double curvature at the end, which is 
unavoidable when using horizontal rolls, and what is of equally 
valuable importance, the required “ set ” of the plate is obtained 
to a nicety and with perfect ease. These new bending rolls are 
of exceedingly simple arrangement and are very successful, for 
by their use there is a saving of fully 50 per cent, of the labour 
and time consumed in the ordinary course of plate bending. 
The gearing and driving pulleys are under the floor line, thus 
giving a clear course all round the machine, and the driving 
pulleys can be carried to any convenient distance from the 
machine to be suitable for driving ; or the machine can be driven 
with a lOin. diameter cylinder steam engine with reversing link 
motion for reversing the rolls.

These vertical plate bending machines are working at Palmer’s 
Shipbuilding and Iron Company, Limited, Jarrow-on-Tyne ; 
Barrow Shipbuilding Company, Limited, Barrow-in-Furness; 
Earle’s Shipbuilding and Engineering Company, Limited, Hull; 
and Messrs. Tlios. Richardson and Sons, Hartlepool.

ROLFE’S SEWER YALYE.
When valves are used to trap the ends of drains they are 

usually constructed as in Fig. 1. The dotted portion shows the 
free space left for the entrance of sewer gas when the outflow is 
small. Mr. Spencer Rolfe, of Westminster-chambers, has devised

FIG.2FIG.I

fSmiTILE EXPLOSIVE POWERS OF DUST. feltA report lias been presented on the results of experiments 
made with samples of dust collected at Sealiam Colliery, in 
compliance with the request of the Home Secretary, by Mr.
F. A. Abel, C.B., F.R.S., President of the Institute of
Chemistry, and Chemist to the War Department:—“ The 
results of the experiments with Sealiam and other dusts appear 
(says Mr. Abel) to have demonstrated—(a) That coal-dust in 
mines not only much promotes and extends explosions in mines, by 
reason of the rapid inflammability of the finely-divided combustible, 
and of the readiness with which it becomes and remains suspended 
in air-currents, but (b) that it may also be itself readily brought 
into operation as a fiercely burning agent which will carry flame 
rapidly as far as its mixture with air extends, and will operate even 
as an exploding agent, through the medium of a proportion of fire
damp in the air of the mine, the existence of which, in the absence 
of the dust, would not be attended by any danger, (e) That dust 
in coal-mines, quite apart from any inflammability which it may 
possess, can operate in a distinct manner, as a finely-divided solid, 
in determining the ignition of mixtures of only small proportions 
of fire-damp and air, and consequently in developing exnlosive 
effects, (cl) That a particular dust in a mine may, therefore, be a 
source of danger, even though it contains only a small proportion 
of coal or combustible matter. Although the explosion which may 
occur through the agency even of a non-combustible powder, in the 
manner described, may be of very mild or feeble character in the 
fh'st instance, it may be almost at once increased in magnitude and 
violence by coal-dust which the first ignition will raise and bring 
into action. The proportion of fire-damp required to bring dust in 
a mine into operation as a rapidly burning or an exploding agent, 
even upon a small scale, and with the application of a small source 
of heat or flame, is below the smallest amount which can be detected 
in the air of a mine, even by the most experienced observer, with 
the means at present in use, as lias been already demonstrated by 
the experiments of Mr. Calloway. Indeed, with dusts of highly 
sensitive or dangerous character, under those conditions, and very 
possibly with dusts not more so than the least sensitive of the 
Healiam samples, in the presence of a source of considerable heat 
and flame, such as a blown-out shot or an overcharged hole would 
constitute, a small proportion of fire-damp, the possible existence 
of which in the mine might not be in the least suspected, may 
seive as the inciting cause to the development of an explosion of 
coal-dust. In the complete absence of fire-damp, coal-dust 
exhibits some tendency to become inflamed when passing a very 
large lamp flame at a high velocity ; if exposed to the action of a 
large volume of flame, such as produced by the explosion of freely 
exposed gunpowder or gun-cotton, it exhibits, in addition, a decided 
tendency to carry or propagate flame. But, so far as can be 
determined by experiments on a

the arrangement shown in Fig. 2, by which the entrance of 
sewer gas is prevented. The engravings explain themselves. The 
traps are made in all sizes by Messrs, Blakeborough and Son, 
Brighouse, Yorkshire.

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
The following programme has been issued of the Newcastle meet

ing, 1881, heldat Newcastle-on-Tyne, and commencing Tuesday, 2nd 
August. Thefollowing papers have been offered for reading and dis
cussion : “ On the Tyne, as connected with the History of Engineer
ing,” by Mr. I.LowtliianBell, F.R.S.,of Port Clarence; “OnthePro- 
gress and Development of the Marine Engine,” by Mr. F. C. Mar
shall, of Newcastle ; “ On Iron and Steel as Constructive Materials 
for Ships,” by Mr. John Price, of Jarrow; “On Printing Ma
chinery,” by Mr. John Jameson, of Newcastle ; “On some recent 
Improvements in Lead Processes,” by Mr. Norman C. Cookson, of 
Newcastle ; “ On Bessemer Steel Plant, with special reference to 
the Erimus Works,” by Mr. C. J. Copeland, of Barrow-in-Furness ; 
“ On a Feed-water Heater for Stationary and Locomotive Engines,” 
by Mr. George S. Strong, of Philadelphia, U.S.; “On Slipways,” 
by Mr. William Boyd, of Wallsend ; “ On Compressed Air upon 
Tramways,” by Mr. W. D. Scott-Moncrieff, of London. On Mon
day, the 1st August, the secretaries’ office will be open from 2 to 
7p.m., at the Wood Memorial Hall—adjoining the meeting room 
—for the registration of addresses, issue of detailed programmes, 
members’ cards, visitors’ cards, &c. The office will also be opened 
on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, at 9 a.m., for the 
same purpose. Members’ letters may be addressed to the Institu
tion of Mechanical Engineers, Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne. On Tuesday, 2nd August : 10.0 a.m., reception in the 
lecture room of the Literary and Philosophical Society, by the 
Mayor of Newcastle, Mr. Jonathan Angus ; 10.30 a.m., address of 
the president, Mr. Edward A. Cowper, the reading and discussion 
of papers will follow; 1.0 p.m., luncheon at the assembly rooms, 
by invitation of the general committee; 2.15 p.m., special train 
from the central station to visit the works of Sir W. C. Armstrong 
and Co., Elswick, by invitation of the firm ; 3.30 p.m., special train 
from Elswick to Newburn, for members wishing to visit the New- 
burn Steelworks, by invitation of Messrs. John Spencer and Sons ; 
leaving Newburn on return to Newcastle at 5.10 ; 4.15 p.m., return 
by special steamer from Elswick to the Swing Bridge, Newcastle, 
for members who have not gone on the excursion to Newburn ;
4.30 p.m., inspection of Swing Bridge ; at 7.0 p.m. the members are 
invited by Sir W. C. Armstrong, C.B., F.R.S., past president, to 
dine with him at the Banqueting Hall, Jesmond Dene—evening 
dress. On Wednesday, 3rd August : 10.0 a.m., meeting in the 
lecture room for reading and discussion of papers ; 1.30 p.m., special 
train from central station to Jarrow; 2.0 p.m., luncheon at Jar- 
row, by invitation of Palmer’s Shipbuilding Company; 3.0 p.m., 
inspection of Palmer’s Shipbuilding and Engineering Works, Iron
works, &c.; 5.0 p.m., special train from Jarrow to Newcastle. The 
annual summer dinner of the Institution will be held at the 
assembly rooms, at 7.30 p.m. Thursday, 4th August: 10.0 a.m., 
meeting in the lecture room, for reading and discussion of papers ; 
1.0 p.m., luncheon at the assembly rooms, by invitation of the 
general committee; 2.15 p.m., special steamer from the quay; 
2.45 p.m., arrive at the works of the Wallsend Slipway and 
Engineering Company; 3.30p.m., departure from ditto ; 3.40p.m., 
arrive at the Lead Works of Messrs. Cookson and Co.; 4.40 p.m., 
departure from ditto; 5.0 p.m., arrive at the Coble Dene Dock; 
0.0 p.m., departure from ditto ; 0.20 p.m., land on the Nortli Pier 
at Tynemouth ; 6.40p.m., return from Tynemouth by special train ;
8.30 p.m., conversazione in the rooms of the Literary and Philoso
phical Society, by invitation of the society and of the general 
committee. The lecture room and Wood Memorial Hall will be 
lighted by Swan’s electric lamps. The museum of the Natural 
History Society will be open, and an exhibition of microscopes will '

Moderate scale, this tendency is 
of limited nature, and very different indeed from the property of 
carrying or propagating flame, which even comparatively non
sensitive dusts possess in the presence of a very small quantity of 
fire-damp. In conclusion it may be admitted as possible that, 
with the large volume of flam# and the great disturbing effect of a 
blown out shot as the initiatory cause of the ignition of dust, and 
its suspension in the surrounding air, such inflammation may, in 
the complete absence of fire-damp, be propagated to a greater 
distances than the results of small experiments would warrant one 
in assuming. But it can scarcely be maintained that the air of a 
mine in which the coal gives off gas at all can be at any time free 
from fire-damp ; and as the existence of very small and unsuspected 
quantities of that gas in the air of a mine may suffice to bring about 
the ready propagation of flame by coal dust, and thus to develope 
violent explosive effects, it would appear needless to assume that 
coal dust may, in the entire absence of fire-damp, give rise to 
explosions, even of only limited character in coal-mines, in order 
to account for casualties which cannot be ascribed to the existence 
of accumulations or sudden outbursts of fire-damp.”

Even the water supply of Paris could not remain unaffected by 
the hot weather of last week; the supply was regulated or 
restricted, so as to make the inhabitants feel the necessity for 
economy, which is not fully appreciated when a circular is 
distributed asking that no waste shall take place.

South Kensington Museum.—Visitors during the week ending 
July 23rd, 1881:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free, from 
10 a.m to 10 p.m., Museum, 8566; mercantile marine, building 
materials, and other collections, 3833. On Wednesday, Thursday, 

Friday, admission 6d., from 10 a.m. till 6 p.m., Museum, 
-.-14 ; mercantile marine, building materials, and other collections, 
4o6. Total^ 15,119. Average of corresponding week in former 
years, 17,877. Total from the opening of the Museum, 20,159,800.
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COMPOUND MILL ENGINE FOR MESSRS. ROUSE AND CO., BRADFORD.
MESSRS. TIMOTHY BATES, AND CO., SOWERBY BRIDGE, ENGINEERS,
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THE IEON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES 
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND 
OTHER DISTRICTS.

The engine which we illustrate above is an admirable 
example of the modern type of spinning mill machinery. Our 
drawings practically explain themselves ; that given above 
showing the way in which the power is taken off the engine, by 
a separate belt for every floor.

The engine is at present driving 32,000 worsted spinning and 
twisting spindles with all the necessary preparing machinery. 
The engine is indicating GOO-liorse power, but when fully loaded 
it will indicate 900-horse power at 74J revolutions per minute. 
The friction diagrams for engine and mill show 140 indicated 
horse-power, including all shafting and straps, which is very 
moderate. Steam is supplied at 60 lb. pressure by ordinary 
Lancashire boilers.

The air pump is constructed on a special system which does 
away with one-half the valves, and has given great satisfaction. 
The engine, as a whole, reflects much credit on its makers, 
Messrs. Timothy Bates and Co.—Pollitt and Wigzell.

forge hematite 65s. was asked, and for foundry qualities, G7s. Gd. 
to 72s. Gd. per ton.

Machinery is in good demand for export, pumps and pumping 
engines being in leading request. Rather more has been doing 
with Russia lately in hydraulic machinery, lifting jacks, differential 
pulley blocks, &c., and the Government requirements in this line 

fairly good. Cartridge machinery for the east of Europe has 
been in special request of late.

Messrs. Cochrane, Grove, and Co., of Dudley, have just received 
part of an order for twenty-seven miles of iron mains, which the 
Liverpool Corporation have divided between this local fh in and a 
Glasgow house, and which will be used on part of the new Liver
pool water supply route from Wales.

In the manufacture of the large water pipes for use in Southern 
Africa, the order for which I have previously recorded, Messrs. 
Piggot and Co., of the Hooper-street Works, Birmingham, are 
resorting to gas heat in the welding process. The gas does not 
pass through a regenerator, but is supplied by a Strong’s patent 
gas furnace.

Amongst the gas engineering work upon which the hands at the 
same establishment are now engaged is a gasometer 90ft. deep and 
190ft. in diameter, and a three-lift holder.

Bridge and girder work, railway roofing and piers are being 
turned out in large quantities frem the heavy ironfoundry yards, 
and wrought iron tubes are in improving demand for Canada, 
South Africa, and Australia.

Concurrently with an improved demand for English sporting 
guns complete, it is satisfactory to know that gun barrels are now 
being made in Birmingham which, on the score of price, are 
largely putting a stop to the business which the Belgians were 
doing in barrels in this country. The large demand on American 
account for cheap guns is causing a great number of arms to be 
turned out which will reflect no credit on our English factories, for 
they are in many instances inferior imitations of standard patterns.

The operative nut and bolt makers of Darlaston have officially 
withdrawn the notice they had served on their employers to ter 
minate the list of prices and sizes upon which they are being 
paid. The hands had intended seeking higher wages, but they 
are content to continue at work and receive wages based on the 
1877 list.

At the half-yearly meeting of the Railway Rolling Stock Com
pany, held in Wolverhampton on Tuesday, a profit of £3249 was 
declared, which is £561 less than last half-year. A dividend at 
the rate of 3 per cent, per annum was declared.

A dividend for the past half-year at the rate of per cent, per 
annum, out of profits, will be recommended at the coming annual 
meeting of the Sandwell Park Colliery Company.

(From our own Correspondent.)
Indications multiply of a steadily augmenting demand for raw 
and rolled iron alike upon the Birmingham and also the Wolver
hampton exchanges. To-day in the former, and yesterday— 
Wednesday—in the latter town, the attendance was more than 
customarily numerous at this period of the quarter, with greater 
readiness by consumers to buy forward. But no ironmaster who 
has a month’s orders on hand in any one of his departments, 
would book at other than such advances as b. yers were no more 
prepared to give this than last week.

Orders were sought after for best bars and plates, but otherwise 
the great majority of the finished iron mills are well supplied with 
specifications. Girder, and angle, and T-iron is selling a little 
better in most of the sections; yet boiler plates are in quieter 
demand than three months ago for all but inferior qualities. 
High-class bars are in slightly improved request. The makers 
maintain the positions which, in the matter of prices, they have 
relatively taken up—two firms demanding £7 10s., and the rest 
£7, with a further 12s. 6d. for Earl Dudley’s iron. But as one of 
the two firms who require the higher range of prices is engaged 
mostly upon a class of bars which, being for a special use, secure 
£9 per ton, the influence of the minority is not considerable upon 
the market.

Colonial and Government and home orders are increasing for 
rivet iron of the best brands, and chain iron is in improving request, 
both for light and for heavy goods. There is likewise a little more 
doing in exceptional instances in anvil iron, but as a rule the anvil 
makers still hold heavy stocks.

Medium bars are selling to tire local engineers and the merchants, 
and are going to India, and the Antipodes, and the Cape. Prices 
range from £G up to £G 10s. Common bars are in more active 
request this week, and the consumers have to pay more by from 
2s. Gd. to os. than they bought at in their contracts of two and 
three months ago. Makers who then accepted £5 15s. are now 
requiring £5 17s. Gd. and £6, and they are better able to get these 
higher prices now than the lower at the earlier date. The same 
prices, or a little over, have to be given for nail rods, in which, 
though the current demand is weak, there will soon be a better 
trade doing, for the obstinate strike of the operative hand nailers 
looks likely soon to cease in the concession by the employers of the 
operatives’ demands. Shoeing iron was procurable to-day at from 
£6 down to as low as £5 17s. Gd.

Strip iron keeps in demand and prices remain strong for the 
time of the year, at for medium qualities of gas strip £G to 
£0 2s. Gd. At those quotations consumers are holding off. Hoops 
are no cheaper on the week. They were quoted yesterday at 
£6 7s. (id. to £6 10s., usual qualities, but for the brands of some 
high-class houses £8 was demanded.

The sheet trade held its own. Every maker is well sold for
ward, and buyers press rather than withhold specifications. A 
common quality of working up sheets was to be had to-day at £7, 
and occasionally a little less. For Russian roofing sheets, on the 
other hand, there were makers who were asking up to £10, though 
merchants, who were the chief buyers, declined to give the price. 
There was less eagerness both yesterday and to-day to buy shown 
by the galvanisers. A few of them asserted that they were now 
“out of the market,” inasmuch as they “had bought up to 
Chi-istmas.” Makers did not heed this bearing. They still quoted 
£10 for latens, £8 10s. for doubles, and £7 15s. for singles, 
intending, perhaps, to give way a trifle in latens, and perhaps a 
shade in singles, but to require the full figure for doubles.

Galvanised sheets were a shade less strong, the wired advices 
from Australia having shown a drop of some 10s. per ton on the 
previously quoted maximum rates. A few firms asked £12 per ton 
for corrugated 24 w.g. delivered in Liverpool. Excellent ship
ments are going forward to Australia, to South America, and the 
Cape. At the same time the home business is stronger, a better 
demand than last year being expressed by the agriculturists for 
this.commodity both as to rick roofs and as shedding.

Pig makers were firmer in their prices than a month ago, a few 
makers of good and also medium all-mine hot blast sorts requiring 
from Is. 3d. to 2s. Gd. rise for lots needed by new customers. Con
sequently only old customers were able to-day to buy high-class 
Staffordshire at £3 5s., and Shropshire at £3 was not pressed. 
Inferior sorts were checked in their upward tendency by the failure 
of the attempt to bring about concerted action between the makers 
in Cleveland and Glasgow for reducing the make in both those 
centres. Derbyshire, Northampton, and Lincolnshire iron was 
hard to sell at anything above £2 2s. 6d. Yet £2 5s. and occa
sionally £2 7s. Gd. was asked. Part-mine iron was quoted £2 5s. 
to £2 10s.; and cinder pigs, £2 to £2 2s. Gd. In no case, however, 
did we learn that tlieso prices had been obtained. For Barrow grey

NOVEL OIL SEPARATOR.
Me give an engraving of a machine for separating oil from

metal chips, such as turnings, drillings, chips from bolt and____
machines, and from small articles snch as screws, bolts, and nuts, 
which in their manufacture are necessarily coated with oil, much 
of which is commonly lost. By the use of this machine the oil 

ned by the chips, screws, &c., is very quickly separated from 
the metal by centrifugal action, leaving only a slight film, which 
is beneficial rather than otherwise.
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NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.SiniiilFIC.2.
i] (From our own Correspondent.)

Manchester.-—Somewhat of a lull has come over the iron trade of this 
district during the last few days, and the weekly market at Manchester 
on Tuesday was characterised by a quiet tone, so far as business was 
concerned. Sellers, however, continue veryflim in holding for the 
slight advance which has recently bqen made in prices, and even at 
present rates it is difficult to book orders for extended deliveries. 
Enquiries are being made in the market for forward contracts, and 
in a few cases sales of outside brands, with deliveries extending 
into next year, are reported ; very few makers, however, will .go 
further than the end of the year, and in many cases they decline 
to book further than the next three months.

In Lancashire pig iron a few sales have been made at prices equal 
to about 44s. for No. 4 forge, and 45s. for No. 3 foundry delivered 
into the Manchester district, and these prices are now the minimum 
prices quoted by local makers. _

There is no material change to notice in outside brands of pig 
iron coming into this market. The business doing is still chiefly 
in Lincolnshire iron, which, delivered equal to Manchester, is 
quoted at 44s. up to 45s. Gd. per ton, less 2\. Sales of Derbyshire 
and Middlesbrough iron are extremely limited, and the prices 
asked for these are little more than nominal, so far as this market 
is concerned.

In finished iron a more decided improvement is apparent than 
has yet been established in the pig iron trade. Not only has a con
siderable business recently been done in bars, and also in hoops and 
sheets, but there is still a tolerably good inquiry in the market, and 
the new business has been done at better prices. The average 
price recently realised for local bars delivered into the Manchester 
district has been £5 17s. 6d., and makers who throughout Manches
ter, Bolton, Warrington, and Wigan are generally well supplied 
with orders, in some cases for the next three months, are now 
holding out for £6 per ton as the minimum price.

I continue to hear reports all round of increasing activity 
amongst locomotive builders and in the general engineering
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The article from which the oil is to he separated is placed in a 
removable conical pan in the revolving drum, and confined by a 
metal cover fastened securely over the top of the drum by the 
lock nut shown in Fig. 2. The machine shown in the illustration 
is about 30in. high, and requires a floor space about 20in. square. 
It revolves at a speed of 2000 revolutions a minute, and is noise
less and free from jar. The Scientific American, from which we 
quote, says the machine is wall made,"carefully finished, and is 
accompanied by a shaft and hangei’3. Further information may 
be obtained of Mr. C. F. Roper, P.O. Box 1211, Boston, Mass.
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ture; and they do not scruple to exercise their power without 
notice and on the slightest pretext. A large batch of them are 
summoned to appear before the Middlesbrough stipendiary on 
Monday week, to account for a recent act of this kind involving the 
stoppage of a plate mill for a whole week.

branches of trade, most of which are now getting fairly well 
occupied, although, as I have previously pointed out, it is as a rule 
upon very low-priced work.

Inquiries I have made during the week amongst representatives 
of the men also furnish evidence of a better state of things so far 
as actual employment is concerned. For several months there has 
been a gradual decrease in the number of men out of work, and in 
the various Lancashire districts connected with the Amalgamated 
Society of Engineers there are at present fewer men reported on 
the books than has been the case for the last five years.

THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)

On the week there is an improvement in the iron trade, and this 
improvement is more noticeable in manufactured iron than in raw 
material. Still pig irons are selling fairly well, the extra demand 
being caused by the stoppage of certain Lancashire supplies through 
disputes with the workmen. Plates and sheets are the best going 
things, and on these the mills are very busy. After Messrs. John 
Brown and Co., Limited, started their Swinton rolling mill last 
week—it having been idle for a few years—notices were given in 
several of the boiler plate rolling mills here that full time would 
be allowed the men until further notice. This is encouraging, and 
ironmasters are anticipating a better autumn demand in all lines. 
The reason of this activity in the plate trade is not far to find. 
During the past three years casualties to shipping have been extra
ordinarily great owing to rough weather. Losses of vessels have 
been exceptionally large, and these losses, because of a slight revival 
in the shipping trade, are now sought to be replaced. The principal 
shipbuilders in the Scotch yards have orders for iron-built steamers, 
consequently both boiler and ship-plates are in great demand. It 
is well known that in marine engines high pressures are run on the 
boilers. None but best plates will stand these extreme pressures 
with safety. Orders, therefore, are being issued to the first-class 
houses who send out the highest qualities of material requisite in 
this line. “B. B.” plates are asked for largely, and contracts at 
present in hand indicate a continuance of good trade in this line 
for some time to come.

Though there is no revival in the pig iron trade of South York
shire to an extent which would warrant the blowing in of many of 
the furnaces at present damped down if it is shown that the 
present revival is likely to continue we shall hear of some of the 
old firms again risking moneyi n the smelting trade. It was 
during this month of last year the prices in the iron trade took an 
upward leap, and the advance in rates continued until November. 
Between August and November large contracts were made for 
forward deliveries, and those deliveries have continued until well 
into the middle of this year. The company-suppliers who entered 
into them have done well, but customers badly, owing to the 
relapses in prices. Last year’s experience of revival in the iron 
trade is therefore keeping buyers back for the present, and the im
provement can therefore be only attributable to a sterling and 
genuine demand.

Passing to the Bessemer department, there also we find an 
improvement in business. The large contracts which have recently 
been secured by district houses for rails are relieving stocks, and 
holders of Bessemer billets decline to book orders under £615s. per 
ton, cash at works. Super billets are fetching £8, and special 
brands and upwards £9 per ton. The call for these billets is not 
pressing, but it is steady. The late depression has had one good 
effect. Converters of Bessemer material have had foreign irons 
offered to them at very low rates. They have purchased largely, 
converted the material and stocked, and the metal now being sent 
out is of much better quality than a year ago. Prices are at least 
20s. per ton under the quotations of November last, and business 
is not so brisk as then; still, it is on a firmer basis, owing to the 
absence of speculation.

Those engaged in the best cast steel departments are doing well, 
but this branch of business is confined to the leading houses or old- 
established connections. Makers of common cast steeis are suffer
ing from the competition of agents for Bessemer, and up to the 
present have had the worst of the fight. The introduction of 
extra proportions of foi eign irons into Bessemer billets, termed in 
the trade “ super,” has knocked converters of common cast steels 
out of the market. It is asserted, and not without truth, the best 
marked Bessemer, at £9 10s. per ton, is more to be relied on in 
tempering than cast steel at £12. The latter must necessarily vary 
in temper in a ton because of its process of unit manufacture, 
whilst one blowing of Bessemer, if good, is good, and can be 
depended upon throughout the 8 tons cast at one pouring.

(Joalowners are finding trade on the decline, and already many 
of the collieries in the South Yorkshire district have received 
notices of reductions of wages. On the other hand, the amalga
mation of the South and West Yorkshire Miners’ Associations 
must be regarded as having an influence against further concessions 
being made on the part of the men. The new association is styled 
the “ Yorkshire Miners’ Association,” and its council meeting was 
held yesterday at the Miners’ Hall, Barnsley. An executive com
mittee and trustees have been appointed, with Mr. Cowey, of Shari- 
stone, as president, and Mr. G. Gragg, of Dodwortli—president of 
the late South Yorkshire Miners’ Association—as vice-president. 
It was decided to try to induce the colliery owners in South York
shire to adopt a sliding scale, and to ask them to call a meeting at 
some future date to consider the matter.

In the cutlery trades there is very little fresh to note, excepting 
the Australian orders are again coming in, principally for goods 
intended for trans-shipment in the South Sea Island trade. Some 
good lines have also come in from the Spanish South American 
provinces, but these are principally placed through London and 
Birmingham agencies. The country trade in cutlery is dull, and 
American customers are again holding back their lines ; still trade 
with the United States in better class goods is brisk as compared 
with twelve months ago.

NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)

The annual holidays being now at an end, the public works are 
again in full operation, and trade prospects, on the whole, appear 
encouraging. But the iron market lias not been very active, 
blast furnaces which had been damped down at Gartslierrie for 
repairs about ten days previously were again put in blast on 
Monday, and three others were expected to be lighted up at 
Eglinton in the course of the week. There are at the time I 
write 11C in blast as compared with 117 at the same time last year, 
and of these five are working hematite.

Business was done in the warrant market on Friday at 47s. 41d. 
On Monday forenoon transactions were effected at 47s. 5d. to 
47s. 54d. cash, and 47s. G^d. one month, the afternoon quotations 
being 47s. 5d. to 47s. 3id. cash, and 47s. 6d. to 47s. old. one 
month. The market was flat on Tuesday at 47s. 4^d. to 47s. 2d. 
cash and 47s. 31 d. one month. On Wednesday the tone was again 
dull, with business down to 47s. To-day—Thursday—the market 

flat, at 47s. to 47s. Id. cash and 47s. 2d. one month.
The prices of makers’ iron are a little easier, although there is 

not much actual change in the figures :—Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at 
Glasgow, per ton, No. 1 is quoted at 55s.; No. 3, 49s.; Coltness, 
57s. and 49s.; Langloan, 57s. and 49s.; Summerlee, 55s. and 
47s.; Calder, 55s. and 48s. Gd.; Carnbroe, 51s. and 47s.; Clyde, 
50s. and 4Gs.; Monkland, 48s. and 45s. Cd.; Quarter, 48s. and 
45s. 6d.; Govan, at Broomielaw, 48s. and 45s. 6d.; Shotts, at 
Leith, 56s. and 49s. Gd.; Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. Gd. 
(specially selected, 5Gs.) and 51s. Gd.; Kinneil, at Bo’ness, 47s. Gd. 
and 45s. Gd.; Glengarnock, at Ardrossan, 51s. Gd. and 47s. Gd.; 
Eglinton, 48s. and 44s. Gd.; Dalmellington, 48s. and 45s.

The shipments of pig iron from Scottish ports for week ending 
Saturday last amounted to 12,705 tons, against 11,118 in the pre
ceding week, and 11,062 in the corresponding week of last year. 
Italy, the United States, and Germany are at present our largest 
customers.

The malleable trade is generally active, some of the works being 
unusually busy. A number of fresh orders is reported. The 
reduction of wages in the North of England will, however, accord
ing to rule, affect those here, which will be reduced propor
tionately.

The coal trade exhibits a gratifying measure of activity. For 
consumption in the ironworks and factories at home there is a 
large steady demand, and the shipping trade keeps particularly 
good.

Efforts have lately been made to organise a miners’ union in the 
West of Scotland. Meetings for this purpose have for the most 
part been held privately, but the success attending them has only 
been indifferent,'jirobably because those at the head of the move
ment are not miners, but outsiders. Two public meetings have 
been held within the past three days in the neighbourhood of 
Glasgow, at which proposals were made for restricting the output, 
but no result of consequence is expected to follow in the mean
time. The executive of the' Fife and Clackmannan Miners’ Asso
ciation met at Dunfermline on Saturday, and received reports from 
the mining districts of the two counties, which went to show that 
the trade is at present in a flourishing condition.

A number of public works has been inaugurated this week in 
Scotland, besides the Edinburgh Dock at Leith, which was opened 
on Tuesday by the Duke of Edinburgh. Among these are the 
Annan Waterworks, which have been erected under the direction 
of Mr. W. Henderson, C.E., Dumfries, at a cost of £12,000. The 
reservoir, which is situated seven miles from the town, covers 
16 acres, and will hold 27,000,000 gallons. The filter bed and tank, 
five miles nearer Annan, are at a height of 215ft. above sea level, 
and will pass about 150,000 gallons daily. Seven-inch pipes convey 
the water from the tank to the town. Works to supply water 
to the inhabitants of Corstorphine, near Edinburgh, have likewise 
been formally opened.

The North British Association of Gas Managers held their 
annual meetings in Glasgow at the close of last week, under the 
presidency of Mr. Gilchrist, of Dumbarton.

In the coal trade business continues extremely dull, and although 
there has been rather more of the common classes of round coal 
going into consumption for iron making and other manufacturing 
purposes, this has had no perceptible effect upon the large supplies 
coming into the market, which are still far in excess of require
ments. The only class of fuel upon which there is any pressure for 
supplies is in the better qualities of slack, and for these sellers 

firm, with this exception, prices all through are weak, 
and although any further permanent reduction of list rates 
is scarcely probable, stocks are forced upon the market by needy 
holders at extremely low figures. At the pit mouth the average 
prices are about as under :—Best coal, 8s. to 8s. Gd.; seconds, Gs. 
to 7s.; common, 4s. Gd. to 5s. 3d.; burgy, 4s. 3d. to 4s. 9d,; good 
slack, 3s. 9d. to 4s. 3d.; and common, 3s. to 3s. Gd. per ton.

The rapid development of tramway systems, not only throughout 
this immediate district, where scarcely a week passes without some 

section being opened, but also throughout the country gene
rally, is naturally causing considerable attention to be directed to 
the important question as to the possibility of employing mechanical 
means in the place of horse-power for working the traffic, and also 
to the best construction of carriage. At the large carriage works in 
this district all kinds of tram-cars are now being turned out, and 
the progress which has been made in this direction has gone so far 
that cars have even been constructed with separate inside compart
ments for the special accommodation of smokers. The great 
demand, however, is for cars of the lightest possible construction, 
even at the sacrifice of strength and durability, and the reduction 
of the weight is one of the main points to which makers have now 
to turn their attention. In this direction great improvements have 
been effected upon the cumbersome carriages which were first 
brought out, and now a large number of light one-horse cars is 
being produced.

In the direction of applying engine locomotive power to tram
ways numerous experiments are being made, and a brief reference 
to what is being done in this district will be of interest. Messrs. 
Ashbury and Co. and Messrs. Beyer and Peacock, of Manchester, 
have just completed for the North Staffordshire Tramways 
Company a combined tramcar and engine from the designs 
of Mr. Hy. Vignoles, the well-known railway engineer. The 
engine is of the ordinary locomotive type, the special 
feature being that all the gearing is carried out of sight, 
under the carriage platform, the boiler occupying one end of the 
car. Over this is built the carriage, having the appearance of an 
ordinary tram-car, divided into two sections, one containing the 
boiler and affording accommodation for the engine driver, and the 
other being set apart for the passengers. Seats are carried along 
the full length of the roof, and a zinc canopy protects the outside 
passengers from the smoke of the engine funnel, and also from the 
weather. The piston-rods, condensing pipes, and all working 
gear carried underneath the car arc concealed from view by an 
apron covering the wheels. Access to the car is provided by a 
lobby at one end running along one side of the boiler room to the 
passenger compartment, and a staircase leading to the roof, and at 
the opposite end of the carriage by the ordinary footsteps and 
staircase. The car is constructed to carry about sixty passengers, 
but both its weight and dimensions would seem to stand in the way 
of the adoption of this description of tram carriage in its present 
form. The total weight of the carriage and engines is about 11 tons, 
and the length over the platform is 30ft. 9in., whilst the height 
from the rails to the top of the canopy is 13ft. 5in. Messrs. 
Ashbury and Co, are also constructing cars for the Dewsbury, 
Birstal, and Batley Company, which are to be drawn by a separate 
engine designed by Messrs. Kitson and Co., of Leeds, and which 
will be contained in an independent carriage so constructed that 
when working the engine and passenger carriage will have the 
appearance of two tram cars linked together.
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Another description of engine designed for tramway purposes 
has just been completed by Messrs. Daniel Adamson and Co., of Hyde 
Junction, on Col. Beaumont’s principle of the application of com
pressed air. Some time back I referred to the experimental trials 
which were made at Messrs. Adamson’s works with the first engine 
constructed by Col. Beaumont upon this principle. The results 
then obtained were highly satisfactory, but the engine itself was 
too cumbersome for the special purpose with which it had been 
designed, and in the meantime Messrs. Adamson have devoted 
their attention to the simplification, as well as the reduction of the 
weight of the working parts, and the engine which lias just been 
completed, although similar in principle, differs considerably from 
the one I briefly described a few months back. The new engine 
resembles in outside appearance an ordinary tramcar, minus the 
seats on the top, the whole being contained in a cab or house of 
neat design, having windows at the side and open at both ends for 
the convenience of the driver. Inside the cab are contained the 
reservoirs or receivers for storing the air at the pressure required, 
which is in this system used at an initial pressure of 1000 lb. per 
square inch. The method of filling the reservoir with air at this 
pressure has been reduced to a simple process. At the starting or 
filling station a stand-pipe is provided in a convenient posi
tion, and the driver has only to connect this pipe with 
a branch pipe provided for the purpose on the engine. 
The stationary engine then pumps in the air, and the time 
occupied is little more than that required to supply an ordi
nary locomotive with water. The reservoir being filled, the engine 
is ready for its journey, and can be worked down until the ah- is 
exhausted to a pressure of 200 lb. The great departure in this, 
from other high-pressure air systems, is that the pressure of 1000 lb. 
is used direct on the working piston, and a larger volume being 
used as the pressure in the reservoir reduces, no reducing valve is 
necessary. An arrangement is also provided to supply a sufficient 
amount of heat to permit expansion, 
requirements of the Board of Trade the engine is fitted with auto
matic brakes and stop valves for controlling the engine when 
exceeding a speed of eight miles per hour, whilst the engine is 
capable of being driven from either end so as to avoid the neces
sity of turntable or other means for the return journey.

WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)

Steady improvement in coal is now the leading feature, and 
business continues to wear that brisk and hopeful aspect which is 
suggestive not only of permanence but of improved prices. At 
Swansea, where business in coal has flagged, I can now see not only 
a better demand but a stiffening of price, and should this condition 
last over the next week, and there is a good prospect, there will 
certainly be a lifting of price. Higher prices are sustained at 
Cardiff and Newport, and 1 see that 9s. f.o.b. is quoted for house 
qualities—Rhondda. Through and through is in demand at 8s. Gd., 
and even 7s. Gd. and 8s. are obtainable for the small or smiths’ 
coal.

Prices are not lower than they have ruled of late, but there is a 
lessened demand. Men, too, are not working harmoniously, and 
there are widespread rumours of impending strikes. For ordinary 
coke 15s. to 15s. Gd. are asked f.o.b. Liverpool or London; char
coals remain at from 18s. to 19s.

A good show of implements is expected from the midland coun
ties at the Glamorganshire Agricultural Show, to be opened at 
Merthyr next week. Sheffield, Leeds, Market Harborough, and 
other places will contribute.

At the close of this week the Art Exhibition will open at 
Cardiff. Arrangements are made for outdoor exhibition of 
machinery, and most if not all of the electric lights will be shown, 
so that there will be a capital opportunity for comparing the 
various patents.

The iron trade remains without any special feature of interest. 
Bars are quoted at £5 2s. Gd.; rails from £5 7s. Gd. to £5 10s., 
according to specifications; steel rails, £6 5s. to £6 10s., though I 
have known steel sold at £6. Heavy wrought scrap will fetch 
70s.; old iron generally is rather low at from £2 to £2 2s. per ton.

I have still no movement to record from Cyfarthfa. Modifica
tions and improvements are being carried out at various works at 
Swansea, Treforest, and Tredegar. A large business is being done 
in foreign ore. Newport alone has received in the half-year 
ending June no less than 1,325,000 tons. Many of the leading iron 
firms are now buying freely, prices being as low as can be leason- 
ably expected, viz., 14s. per ton. For quantities sales can even be 
effected at 13s. per ton. This is a considerable reduction to the 
ruling figure last year. I know 
thing like 30,000 tens. The course 
purchasing at 13s., and 
will—the ruinous loss r

THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)

Quietude and steadiness were the leading characteristics of the 
iron market held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday. Prices were not 
altered in any material degree. No further approach appears to 
have been made towards fulfilment of the project of blowing out a 
certain percentage of the blast furnaces of the district, and the 
idea that the Scotch ironmasters would join in anything of the 
kind seems now to be generally ridiculed. The partial strike of 
last week among the blast furnacemen against the award under the 
sliding scale has lessened the production of pig iron by some thousands 
of tons, and in so far the accumulation of stock for the month will 
be less than might otherwise have been reckoned on. Neverthe
less, it is believed there will again bean increase when the monthly 
statistics are made known. The shipments, though they have in
creased during the last few days, will certainly amount to less than 
last month, and the local consumption has been affected by partial 
strikes at the ironworks and shipyards.

No. 3 g.m.b. may be had at 37s. f.o.b. for prompt, and 
37s. Gd. for delivery over the remainder of the year. Warrants 
are offered at 38s., forge iron is 36s., and mottled and white at 
proportionately lower prices. Connal’s stock of Cleveland iron is 
now 183,528 tons, being an increase of 1216 tons during the week. 
At Glasgow the total is 572,202 tons. With such stocks and with 
a production still in excess of consumption, it is not thought likely 
or probable that pig iron can rise for some time to come ; and the 
probability is there may be a fall of value in the winter, when the 
shipping season is over, if not before.

Manufactured iron continues steady. Plates are from £G for 
large and £6 2s. Gd. for small quantities, free on trucks Middles
brough, less 21 per cent, discount. Bars, angles, and iron rails 
at £5 12s. Gd., same terms and conditions.

Most of the shipyards on the north-east coast are more or less 
impeded by partial strikes, the malcontents being at present the 
platers’ helpers. It is thought probable that the disputes will soon 
be adjusted, but in the meantime they are a source of loss and 
annoyance, altogether out of proportion to their importance. 
They are indirectly affecting the manufactured iron trade also by 
interfering with the execution of contracts. Shearmen and their 
helpers are continuing to give great trouble at some of the plate 
mills. Performing as these men do the last operation in the pro
cess, they have the power of stopping all previous operations, and 
inflicting loss and injury on all others concerned in the manufac-

In accordance with the

Bai-row.—The position of the hematite pig iron trade is undis
turbed, but there is still a very active demand, and prices are fully 
maintained. An increased trade is being done with America, and 
the enquiry which has lately been experienced from this quarter 
has led to the acceptance of a large amount of business. The 
consequence of this is being shown in the activity which is observ
able at all the ports on the coast, and at Barrow in particular, 
where all the ocean berths are occupied by large steamers taking 
in cargoes for America, the Continent, and the colonies. It is 
noteworthy that stocks have within the past few weeks undergone 
considerable reduction, and at the present time, although large, 
there is every reason to believe they will be reduced to a much 
greater extent before October closes. If this proves to be the case 
the prospects of the winter will be rendered more cheerful, as with 
heavy stocks in hand at the close of the season it was to be 
expected that the production of metal, both iron and steel, would 
be reduced. Bessemer iron is quoted at 56s. per ton at makers’ 
works, and No. 3 forge at 54s. per ton. Shipbuilders having 
booked one or two very large orders are more than ever busy, and 
engineers have also participated in the increase of business.

firm who bought at 30s. some- 
now would be to finance by 

as prices improve—and it is expected they
_ _______________ be modified considerably.
The South Wales and Bristol Wagon Works announce a dividend 

of 10 per cent., and a substantial balance carried forward.

iii'-

mayare

Law and Clark’s Civil Engineering.—While admitting the 
propriety of closing tlie correspondence on this subject cis we did 
in our last impression, Mr. Law wishes it to be pointed out with 
respect to the paragraph of the last letter published relating to 
sleepers, that “ the original reading in Mr. Law’s book was‘the 
form of sleeper most generally employed,’ and in the new edition 
this reads ‘the form of sleeper most universally employed.’”

O
r'or
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744. Door Chains, Arc , H. Skerrett, Whit-by-road, 

Sparkbrook.—2D-£ February, 1SS1.
777. Printing Presses, A. M. Clark, Chancery-lane, 

Loudon.—23rci February, 1SS1.
924. Strengthening Masts, Arc., 11. J. Harrison, Liver

pool.— 1th March, 1SS1.
1010. Spinning Hemp, Arc., J. Barbour, Belfast.—9<A 

March, 1SS1.
1295. Preserving Organic Substances by Gas, C.

A. TV., and A. L. Lawton, New Rochester, U.S.— 
23rd March, 1SS1.

1043. Steelyards, O. Jones, Salford.—l-ith April, 1SS1.
1049. Signals, A. J. Boult, High Holborn, London.— 

Uth April, 1881.
17S3. Measuring Electric Currents, E. G. Brewer, 

Chancery-lane, London.—2bth April, 1SS1.
1S02. Electric Lights, Arc., P. Jensen, Chancery-lane, 

London.—20£/i April, 1S81.
1S50. Railways, A. TV. L. Reddie, Clianccry-lane, 

London.—29th April, 1S81.
1904. Ornamenting Wood, Arc., A. Martin, Store- 

street, Bedford-square, London.—3rd May, 1SS1.
1918. Carbon Conductors , E. G. Brewer, Chancery- 

lane, London.—3rd May, 1SS1.
1941. Tire Fastener, A. Longsdon, New Broad-street 

London.—ith May, 1SS1.
1943. Electric Lighting, E. G. Brewer, Chancery- 

lane, London.—Uh May, 1SS1.
2277. Sewing Books, Arc., D. M‘C. Smyth. Hartford, 

U.S.—24«A May, 1881.
2295. Treating Refuse Matter, A. Baron von Podc- 

wils, Munich, Bavaria,— 25tA May, 1881.
2-3S4. Oscillating Steam Engines, H. J. ILiddan, 

Strand, Westminster.—31st May, 18S1.

London. — A communication from C. E. Avery, 
Boston, U.S.—19f/i July, 1881.

Last day for filing opposition, Vlth August, 1881.
1075. Caps, D. Butterfield, Keighley.— 12th March, 

1881.
112(3. Sharpening Pencils, J. Darling, Glasgow.—15t/i 

March, 1SS1.
1227. Cleaning and Separating Wheat, Arc., E. Davies, 

Liverpool.—21s£ March, 1S81.
1235. Electric Lighting, G. A. Tabourin, Marseilles. 

—21st March, 18S1.
1236. Electric Lamps, Arc., J. A. Berly, Relf-road, 

Peckham-rye, London.—21sf March, 1S81.
1244. Coating Metal Plates, R. and J. Lewis, 

Llanelly.—21sf March, 1881.
1245. Axles, Arc., TV. M. Riddell, Einsbury-pavement, 

London.—2L-£ March, 1SS1.
1256. Showstands, L. A. Grotli, Finshury-pavement, 

London.—A communication from A. Dubois, Paris. 
—22nd March, 1SS1.

1252. Raising, Arc., Window Sashes, J. W. Lewis, 
Halifax.—22nd March, 1SS1.

1265. Uncoupling, Arc., Apparatus, C. F. C. Morris 
and F. H. Bennett, Blackfriars-road, London.—22'ad 
March, 18S1.

1267. Combined Couch and Armchair, F. TV. Sinnock, 
Bristol, and G. R. Martin, Bath.—22nd. March, 1881.

1269. Neckties, Arc., S. TV. Robinson, Nottingham.— 
22nd March, 1881.

1271. Pickling, Arc., Iron, D. and TV. Rosser, Cilfrew 
Tin Plate Works, near Neath.—22iid March, 1SS1.

1277. Furnaces or Stoves, H. G. Grant, Bull’s Head- 
chambers, Hopwood-avenue, Market-place, Man
chester.—A communication from A. Prevot, Ber
gerac, France.—23rd March, 1881.

1298. Folding Crates, Arc., J. R. Kelsey, Strutton- 
ground, Westminster.—23rd March, 1S81.

1303. Winding-up Watches, Arc., H. H. Lake, Soutli- 
amnton-buildings, London.—A communication from 
K. Vogel, United States.—23rd March, 1SS1.

1308. Screws, S. Gibbs, Herne Bay.—2ith March, 1881.
1319. Suspending, Arc., Apparatus, G. Keey, Birming

ham.—2 ith March, 1881.
1327. IIeat'ng Stove, T. Morgan, Cockspur-street, 

Westminster.—A communication from O. Eltericli, 
Nurenberg, Bavaria.—24th March, 1SS1.

1354. Casting Metals, J. C. Mewburn, Fleet-street, 
London.—A communication from J. Demogeot, Paris. 
—26th March, 18S1.

13S6. Utilising Liquid Fuels, H. N. Crellin, jun., 
Parkside, Kew-road, Richmond, and C. S. Rolfc, 
TVestminster-cliambers, Westminster.—29t/i March, 
1SS1.

1394. Signalling Apparatus, J. C. Park and H. J. 
I’ryco, Bow, London.—29£/t March, 1SS1.

1411. Hydraulic Apparatus, E. de Pass, Fleet-street, 
London.—A communication from P. O. Oecholhauser, 
Berlin, Germany.—31st March, 1SS1.

1445. Hair Felt, J. Erskine, Greenock.—1st April, 
1881.

14S3. Cocks, Arc., J. Ingleby, St. Peter’s-square, Man
chester.—A communication from It. Meyer, Breslau. 
—5th April, 1881.

1514. Steering Apparatus, F. TV. Willcox, Sunder
land.—5th April, 1SS1.

1654. Measuring Apparatus, A. M. Clark, Chancery- 
lane, London.—A communication from T. Sourhe, 
Bordeaux.—14th April, 1881.

1G7S. Woollen Fabrics, J. H. Riley, Bury.—10th 
April, 1881.

1708. Boat Plug, A. M. Clark, Chancery-lane, London. 
—A communication fromL. H. Itymond, New York, 
U.S. -19£/t April, 1881.

17S7. Dynamo-electric Machines, A. M. Clark, Chan
cery-lane, London.—Com. from H. J. Mtiller and A. 
Levett, New York, U.S.—25th April, 1SS1.

1S01. Preventing Radiation of Heat, R. Stewart, 
Leadenliall-street, London.—26£/t April, 1S81.

2093. Corn Mills, A. E. F. Chattaway, Wixford.— 
13 th May, 1881.

2311. Paper-cutting Machines, J. Kenyon and W. 
Ainsworth, Blackburn.—26th May, 1SSL

2378. Fire-arms, TV. Nokes, Chester-strect, Aston.— 
31s£ May, 1SS1.

2442. Taps, Arc., J. L. Corbett and TV. Lochliead, 
Glasgow.—3rd June, 1881.

2498. Motor Engines, TV. R. Lake, Southampton- 
buildings, London.—Com. from M. Arzberger and A. 
Oblasser, Austria.—Sth June, 1881.

2537. Metallic Alloys, Arc., G. A. Dick, Cannon- 
street, London.—16th June, 1881.

2747. Purifying Water, G. Bisehof, Hart-street, 
Bloomsbury, London.—23rd June, 1881.

2924. Engines, G. TV. Robertson, Glasgow, and I. Beck, 
Sheffield.—5th July, 1S81.

2942. Wagons, F. F. Redfern, South-street, Finsbury, 
London.—A communication from M. V. TVormer, 
Darfton, U.S.—5th July, 18S1.

2949. Cotton Ropes, H. Birkmyre, Port Glasgow.— 
6th July, 1SS1.

2962. Railway Vehicles, TV. R. Lake, Soutliampton- 
buildings, London. — A communication from TV. 
Robinson, Boston, U.S.—6th July, 1881.

2993. Breech-loading Small-arms, S. B. Allport, 
Birmingham.—7th July, 1881.

3019. Combing Cotton, TV. R. Moss, Bolton.—9th July, 
1881.

305S. Journal Bearings, TV. R. Lake, Southampton- 
buildings, London.—A communication from J. R. 
Baker, Jersey, U.S.—12th July, 1SS1.

306S. Hammocks, A. M. Clark, Chancery-lane, London. 
—A communication from V. P. Travers, New York, 
U.S.—14th July, 1SS1.

3157. Hose-coupling, TV. E. Gedge, TVellington-street, 
Strand, London.—A communication from D. B. 
Kendall, Howland Flat, U.S.—20th July, 1881.

3160. Looms, H. J. Haddan, Kensington, London.—A 
communication from L. J. Knowles, Massachusetts, 
U.S.—20t7i July, 1S81.

3161. Looms, H. J. Haddan, Kensington, London.—A 
communication from L. J. Knowles, Massachusetts, 
U.S.—20£/t July, ISSi.

3182. Boiler Furnaces, P. F. Dundon, San Francisco, 
U.S.—21s£ July, 1881.

3223. Spinning, T. Coulthard, Preston.
3234. Gas, S. Pitt.—(A. Berland, St. Petersburgh.)
3235. Displaying Advertisements, TV. Dorset, London.

25th July, 1881.
3230. Sharpening the Teeth of Card-ribbon, A. C. 

Henderson.—(Messrs. A. Rousseau and Sous, France.)
3237. Twist Lace, die., Machines, J. R. Hancock,
3238. Electric Contact, B. J. B. Mills, (G. Leclanche, 

Paris )
3239. Feed-water Heaters, J. If. Johnson.—(G.

Strong, Philadelphia, U.S.)
3240. Electric Light, T. E. Gatehouse, Camberwell.
3241. Army Trenching Tool, A. H. Storey, London.
3242. Printing Placards, W. Brierley.—(P. Dhonan, 

Dresden, Saxony.)
3243. Combing Fibres, G. Little, Oldham.
3244. Cords, Ac., TV. Dean and A. Orrali, fork.
3245. Velocipede, T. Brown, Euston-road, London. 
3240. Pumps,’ II. J. Haddan.—(L.'Maneng, France.) 
3247. Electric Clocks, F. T. lieid, Exeter, and J. L.

Valentine, Teignmoutli.
324S. Caps and Hats, S. K. Prager, London.
3249. Bells and Goncs, R. C. Lindop, Liverpool.
3250. Steam Cooking Apparatus, D. Grove, Berlin.
3251. Supplying Water to Engines, D. Halpiu, London.

THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Condensed from the Journal oj the Commissioners of 

Patents.

*.** It has come to our notice that some applicants of the 
Patent-office Sales Department, for Patent Sx>ecifications, 
have ca.used much unnecessary trouble and annoyance 
both to themselves and to the Patent-office officials by 
giving the number of the page of 
which the Specification they require is referred to, instead 
of giving the proper number of the Specification. The 
mistake has been made by looking at The Engineer

The Engineer at

Index and giving the numbers there found, which only 
refer to pages, in place of turning to those pages and 
hading ike numbers of t!te Specification.

Applications for Letters Patent.
\* When patents have been “communicated” the 

name and address of the communicating party are 
printed in italics.

19£7t July, 1881.
3132. Winding, Ac., J. and J. Horrocks, Manchester.
3133. Beverage, C. Kempster, jun., Nesseliffc.
3134. Moulding, Ac., T. and J. Humphreys, Hulme.
3135. Screw Propellers, TV. Morrison and C. Norfolk, 

Kings ton-upon-Hull.
3130. Bottles, Ac., T. P. Richardson, Wordsley.
3137. Lactic Acid, II. J. Haddan.—(C. F. A very, U.S.)
313S. Soap Lyes, F. Versmann, New Charlton.
3139. Lamps, TV. R. Lake.—(E. V. liequa and F. F. 

Lambert, U.S.
3140. Telegraphs, E. G. Brewer.—(T. A. Edison, U.S.)
3141. Tooth-brushes, G. Gillies, London.
3142. Purifying Liquors, TV. R. Laka.—{Purifying 

and Maturing Process Company, Hartford, U.S.)
3143. Small-arms, J. S. Edge, jun., Yardley, and J. 

Dceley, Birmingham.
3144. Pickers, C. F. and E. Burslcm, Cliedale.
3145. Heating Gases, H. Hang, Germany.
3140. Brakes, G. K. Winter, Norwood.
3147. Germinating Grain, Ac., A. J. and A. Q. 

Reynolds, S&uthampton-buildings, London.
3148. Steam Engines, W. R. Lake.—(I). Renshaw and 

II. T. Litchfield, Massachusetts, U.S.)
314!'. Malt Extract, H. R. Randell, London.
3150. Drying, Ac., TV. R. Lake.—(C. G. Till, U.S.)
3151. Teaching Children the Alphabet, TV. C. Day, 

Bedford-square, London.

Inventions Protected for Six Months on 
deposit of Complete Specifications.

3137. Lactic Acid and Lectiles, H. J. Haddan, Ken
sington, London.—A communication from C. E. 
Avery, Boston, U.S.—19£/t July, 1SS1.

3141. Purifying Alcoholic Liquors, W. R. Lake, 
Southampton-buildings, London.-—A communica
tion by the Purifying and Maturing Process Com
pany, Hartford, Connecticut U.S.—16th July, 1SS1.

3157. Hose Coupling, TV. E. Gedge, TVellington-street, 
London.—A communication from D. B. Kendall, 
Howland Flat, U.S.—20th July, 1881.

3100. Looms, H. J. Haddan, Strand, London.—A 
communication from L. J. Knowles, Massachusetts, 
U.S.— 26th July, 1881.

3161. Looms, H. J. Haddan, Strand, London.—A com
munication from L. J. Knowles, Massachusetts, 
U.S.—20£A July, 1SS1.

3182. Boiler Furnaces, P. F. Dundon, San Francisco, 
U.S.—21st July, 1881.

(List of Letters Patent which passed the Great Seal on the 
26th July, 1S81.)
es, J. C. Stevenson and J. G. 

Tatters, TVestoe.—26£7t February, 1S81.
361. Saddles, A. Scliolefield, Halifax. —27th January, 

1SS1.
365. Acid, TV. J. Cooper, Westminster-ehambers, West

minster.—27th January, 1881.
377. Safety Valve and Gauge, E. Field and P. M. 

Cotton, Chandos-chambers, Adelphi, Westminster.— 
27th January, 1881.

394. Gas Burner Regulators, TV. W. Wynne, Chan
cery-lane, London.—2S£7i. January, 1881.

395. Scales, H. J. Haddan, Strand, Westminster.— 
25th January, 1SS1.

406. Ice, J. Hopkinson, Manchester.—25th January, 
1881.

411. Spinning Apparatus, J. Hodgkinson, Bolton.— 
31s£ January, 1S81.

418. Stoppers for Bottles, B. Zibacli, Whitechapel- 
road, London.—31s£ January, 1SS1.

421. Machine Rest, Ac., H. and TV. Sutcliffe, Halifax. 
—-1st February, 1881.

427. Horseshoes, R. Ingram, Store-street, London.— 
1st February, 1SS1.

454. Taps, Ac., E. J. Collis, Stourbridge, and J. D. 
Ready, Wolverhampton.— 3rd February, 1881.

456. Combined Muff, Bag, Ac., I. Pick, Queen Vic
toria-street, London.—3rd February, 1881.

477. Filter, T. Dunlevie, Station-street, Burton-on- 
Trent.—ith Febr uary, 1SS1.

587. Hydraulic Cranes, F. TV. Walker, Leeds.—10t7t 
February, 1881.

591. Table, TV. R. Lake, Southampton-buildings, 
London.—10£7i February, 1SS1.

620. Packing Sugar, Ac., A. Scots, jun., and J. D. 
Scott, Greenock.—lith February, 1S81.

SSI. Moulding Apparatus, TV. A. Ingalls, Providence, 
U.S.—1st March, 1SS1.

951. Bracelet, Ac., Fastenings, J. M. Banks, Birming
ham.—5th March, 1SS1.

959. Knitted, Ac., Fabrics, E. Whitehall, Notting
ham.—7th March, 1SS1.

15S4. Treating Ores, &c., J. Hargreaves and T. Robin
son, TVidnes.—7th March, 1881.

21S7. Marine Steam Engines, TV. Allan, Sunderland.— 
19f/t May, 1881.

2227. Gas, F. TV. Crossley, Great Marlborougli-street, 
Manchester.—21st May, 1SS1.

2305. Weavers’ Harness, TV. R. Lake, Southampton- 
buildings, London.—25th May, 1SS1.

2329. Fastenings, T. Green, Northampton.—27tli May, 
1881.

2395. Wheeled Vehicles, S. Pitt, Sutton.—31s£ May, 
1881.

4245. Treating Or

Patents on which, the Stamp Duty of 
£50 has been paid.

2901. Engines, R. Waller, Helbeek Moor Foundry, 
Leeds.—20£7i July, 1S7S.

2SS4. Filter Presses, J. Bowing, Old Broad-street, 
London.—19f/i July, 1878.

2S95. Transparent, Ac., Devices, J. E. Jefferies, Yeo 
Bank, Congresbury.—20th July, 1S7S.

2904. Punching Jacquard Cards, T. Nuttall, Rams- 
bottom.—20£7i July, 1S7S.

2905. Brass Screw Nuts, TV. E. Evoritt, Birmingham. 
20th July, 1S78.

2939. Tubular, Ac. , Forms of Iron and Steel, J. G. 
TVillans, Bayswater, London.—2ith July, 1878.

3038. Belts or Bands, M. Gandy, Liverpool.—31st 
July, 187S.

3S94. Tramways, TV. Mackison, Dundee.—20£7i July, 
1S7S.

3103. Distributing, Ac., Types, H. J. Haddan, Strand, 
London.— 6th August, 1S7S.

2912. Producing Designs, TV. B. Woodbury, Norwood. 
22nd July, 1878.

2913. Kilns, C. Amand, Boulevard de Strasburg, 
Paris.—22/ut July, 1S78.

2919. Cutting Hedges, A. Ridgway, Market-place, 
Macclesfield.—22nd July, 1878.

2923. Stop-tap Boxes, C. T. Hill, Hey wood.— 23rd 
July, 1878.

3222. Boring, Ac., R. II. Brandon, Southampton- 
buildings, London.—15f7i A ugust, 1S7S. *

3252. Treating Saccharine, A. P. Price, Lincoln’s- 
inn-fields, London.—17th August, 1S7S.

,2945. Operating Window Blinds, N. Hunt, Ashley 
Down.—21th July, 1S7S.

2958. Drying White Lead, J. C. Martin, Richmond.— 
25th July, 1878.

296S. Chains, R. Applegartli, Abehurch-lane, London. 
—26th July, 1878.

20£7i July, 1881.
3152. Storing, Ac., Heat, F. TVobb, J. Reddrop, and 

M. Foye, Crewe.
3153. Dispatch Tubes, Ac., T. J. Mayall, Reading, U.S.
3154. Melting, Ac., Pots, J. Brown, Cradley.
3155. Alarm Signals, A Kelday, London.
3156. Furnaces, Ac., T. E. Parker, Fondon.
3157. Hose Coupling, TV. E. Gedge.—(D. Kendall, U.S.)
3158. Weighing Cranes, L. A. Groth.—(A. Verdiere, 

Paris.)
3159. Safety Shavinc Apparatus, L. A. Groth.— 

(A. C. T. Adam, Germany.)
3160. Looms, II. J. Haddan.—(L. J. Knowles, U.S.)
3161. Looms, H. J. Haddan.—(L j. Knowles, Y.S.)
3162. Paper Bags, J. H. Johnson.—(IF. C. Cross, U.S.)
3163. Evaporating Vacuum Apparatus, P. H. P. 

Engel.—(Niederberger and Co., Hamburg.)
3164. Machine Guns, T. Nordenfelt, London.
3165. Boring Blocks, J. F. Wiles, Old Charlton.
3166. Electric Lamps, W. Morgan-Brown.—(G. P. 

Harding, Paris.)
3167. Perforating Cheques, Ac., R. Donkin, London.
3168. Fire-arms, H. Simon.—(F. Vetterli, France.)
3169. Dynamo, Ac., Machines, A. M. Clark.—(IF. 

Laing, Paris.)
21st July, 1881.

3170. Cooling, Ac., Air, R. R. Gibbs, Liverpool.
3171. Gas, TV. P. Thompson.—(II. T. Smith and II. U. 

Alcock, Australia.)
3172. Pressure Gauges, Ac., T. Bassnett, Liverpool.
3173. Raising Liquids, P. J. Catterall and E. Birch, 

Manchester.
3174. Fence Wire. A. C. Henderson.—(.Messrs. Witte 

and Kamper, Osnabrilck, Germany.)
3175. Steering, Ac., Vessels, A. Figge, G. A. KOttgen, 

and H. Wedekind, Broad-street, London.
3176. Carpets, E. Crossley, G. Marehetti, R. Cochrane, 

and TV. Mallinson, Halifax.
3177. Cases for Wires, T. J. Mayall, London.
317S. Fastening Apparatus, T. Taylor, Derby.
3179. Healing Wounds, G. Lowe, Barnet.
31S0. Tricycles, J. G. Smith, Lancaster.
3181. Boilers, F. C. Glaser, Berlin.—(//. Heine, Berlin.) 
31S2. Boiler Furnaces, P. F. Dundon, San Francisco 
3183. Decorating Paper Hangings, TV. Cunningham 

and TV. Cunningham, jun., Park-walk, Chelsea.
3154. Tanning, TV. H. Cox, Russell-street, London.
3155. Solitaires and Studs, L. A. TV. Lund, London. 
3186. Speed Governors, M. Havelock, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne.
3*87. JLECTRIC Lamps, TV. R. Lake.—(/. Nichols, U.S.) 
J1SS. Malleable Bronze,H. Lake.—(L. Ldtrange Paris.) 
31S9. Electric Lamps, TV. R. Lake.—(H. Maxim, U.S.) 
3190. Electric Lighting, R. H. Hughes, London.

Patents on which the Stamp Duty of 
£100 has been paid.

2537. Pulverising Substances, J. R. Alsing, Fins- 
bury-square, London.—20t/i July, 1874.

2564. Reaping Machines, TV. M. Cranston, Worship- 
street, London.— 22nd July, 1S74.

2696. Dental Engines, G. i’. Bousfield, Sutton.—ith 
Angus*, 1874.

25S7. Gas, H. Aitkin, Falkirk.—24t/i July, 1S74.
2606. Refining Loaves of Sugar, F. TVirth, Frank - 

fort-on-the-Maine, Germany.—25f/t July, 1874.

Notices of Intention to Proceed with 
Applications.

Last day for filing opposition, 12th August, 1S81.
919. Converting Reciprocating Motion into Rotary 

Motion, E. Edmonds, Fleet-street, London.—A com
munication from F. B. Nichols and C. Thomson, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia.—3rd March, 1S81.

994. Condensing Apparatus, J. Spence, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne.—A communication from J. C. Spence, Cal
cutta.— 8th March, 1SS1.

1149. Water Pipes, L. S. Powell, St. James-square, 
Notting-hill, and C. V. Boys, TVing Oakham.- 16th 
March, 1881.

116S. Indicating Apparatus, W. R. Lake, South- 
ampton-buildings, London.—Com. from P. J. Pointe 
and C. P. Porcher, Paris.—17th March, 1881.

1181. Taps or Cocks, S. Hands and TV. Weaver, Wolver
hampton.— 18th March, 1881.

1184. Pipe Joints, J. A. Berly, Relf-road, Peckham- 
ryo, London.—A communication from L. Langlois, 
Rue Y lerinkx, Louvain, Belgium.—18£7t March, 1881.

1185. Machine Guns, F. Lobel, Brighton. —18th 
March, 1881.

1206. Electrical Apparatus, R. R. Harper, Finsbury. 
London.—15tli March, 1881.

1220. Ingots, J. H. Johnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, 
London.—A communication from E. Wheeler, Phila
delphia, U.S.—19£7t March, 1SS1..

123S. Tramways, Ac., H. P. Holt, Park-row, Leeds.— 
21st March, 1881.

1249. Taps or Cocks, P. O’Connor, Wavertree.—22nd 
March, 1881.

12™’ Cutting Paper, Ac., J. H. Johnson, Lineoln’s- 
nm-tields, London. — A communication from H. 
Schlatter, Reutlingen, Germany.—23rd March, 1881.

1359. Screw Propellers, N. D. Spartali, Liverpool.— 
26th March, 1881.

1457. Ventilating Apparatus, R. H. Reeves, Park- 
liurst.—2nd April, 1881.

1562. Soap, H. H. Lake, Southampton-buildings, 
London.—Com. from R. Jaffo and Darmstaedter, 
Charlottenburg, Germany.—9t/j April, 1881.

10IS. Latches and Locks, G. E. Wilson, Leeds.—13th

Sufferers for Corsets, Ac., E. P. Alexander, 
Southampton-buildings, London.—Com. from L. C.

„ P.a”lei'> Aew York> U.S.—22nd April, 1881.
2003. T\ ashing T\ ool, Ac., J. Clough, Grove Mills, near 

Keighley.— 15£7t June, 1881.
2084 Breaking Stones, Ac., H. J. Ramu, Brussels.— 

_1S£A June, 1881.
2744. Metal Cans, C. Laurent, St. Pancras, London, 

*** H. !\. Brand, Mayfair, London.—23rd June, 1SS1.
2Slb. Treating Spent Lyes, G. Payne, Millwall, 

London.—27th June, 1881.
2857. Pumps, Ac., K. W.

30t7i June, 1SS1.
2867. Telephonic Apparatus, W. E. Potter, Liverpool. 

—1st July, 1881.
2953. Thermometer, M. Immisch, Highgate-road, 

London.—6th July, 1881. 6
3137. Lactic Acid, Ac., H. J. Haddan, Kensington,

List of Specifications published during the 
week ending July 23rd, 1881.

4329, 0d.; 4690, 0d.; 4707, 6d.; 4S47, 0d.; 4870, 2d.;
4907, 0d.; 5199, Sd.; 5203, 6d.; 5206, Sd.; 5229, 4d.;
5268, 6d.; 5272, 6d.; 5276, 4d.; 52S1, 0d.; 5291, 4d.;
5293, 6d.; 5295, 0d.; 0296, Sd.; 5299, 6d.; 5302, 2s. 6d.- 
5304, 6d.; 5306, 6d.; 530S, 6d.; 5315, 0d.; 5318, 6d.;
5330, 2d.; 5331, 2d.; 5333, 10d.; 5335, 2d.; 5341, 2d.; 
5342, 2d.; 5343, 0d.; 534S, 4d.; 5353, 2d.; 5354, 2d.;
5356, 2d.; 535S, 2d.; 5359, 2d.; 5360, 4d.; 5362, 8d.;
5364, 2d.; 5365, 4d.; 5366, Ocl.; 5367, 6d.; 5368, 2d.;
5370, 6d.; 5371, 6d.; 5373, 2d.; 5376, 0d.; 5377, 2d.;
5378, 2d.; 5379, 2d.; 53S0, 4d.; 5381, Is. 2d.; 5382, 0d.; 
5283, 6d.; 5384, £d.; 53S5, 4d.; 5387, 0d.; 53S9, 6d.;
5391, 2d.; 5322, 6d.; 5393, Gd.; 5395, 2d.; 5396, Sd.;
539S, 6d.; 5399, 4d.; 5400, 2d.; 5401, 2d.: 5402, 0d.;
5403, 6d.; 5405, 6d,; 5400, 8d.; 5407, 2d.; 5409, 2d.;
5410, 6d.; 5411, 2d.; 5413, 6d.; 5414, 2d.; 5417, 2d.;
5418, 4d.; 5419, 2d.; 5420, 2d.; 5421, 2d.; 0422, 4d.;
5423, 2d.; 5424, 0d.; 5425, 0d.; 5426, 2d.; 5428, 2d.;
5429, 2d.; 5430, 2d.; 5431, 4d.; 5433, Gd.; 5434, 6d.;
5438, Gd.; 5439, 0d.; 5440, 2d.; 5453, 6d.; 5463, 4d.;
5466, 6d.; 54S9, Gd.; 5490. 4d.; 11, 4d.; 29, 6d.; 
35, Gd.; 735, (id.; 1315, 0d.; 1506, Gd.; 1655, 0d.; 
1697, 0d.: 1701, 6d.; 1833, 2d.

22nd July, 1881.
,, J?ETAL Yype> C. K. Cooke, Fleet-street, London.

3192. Rolling Leather, E. Wilson, Exeter.
3193. Valve Gear, G. L. Lambert, Nottingham. 

Scissors, Ac., G. G. M. Hardingham, London.
319o. Railway Sleepers, H. L. Bucknall, London. 
J196. Pianofortp: Actions, J. Browne, London.

Gallery for Globes, Ac., J. TV. Cade and T. TV. 
Buffy, Liverpool.

3198. Fastening Ropes, J. W. Cade and T. TV. Duffy 
Liverpool. J ’

3199; Combination Carriage, J. N. Rowe, Lancashire, 
3200. J ricycles, A. Burdess, Coventry.
^oaV Jrinting> W. P. Thompson.—(A. II. Rogers, U.S.) 
3202. Standard \\ eights, TV. Parnall, Bristol.
8203. Springs, TV. Buckley, Sheffield.
3204. Lawn Tennis Bats, C. Simons, Gloucestershire 
320o. Writing Instruments, J. Kuttner, London

Harvesting, H. H. Lake.—(D. M. Osborne, U.S.) 
320;. Round Wrought Chenille, C. Gorecki, Paris 
3208 Preparing Cotton, Ac., J. Higgins and T.' S. 

Whitworth, Salford.
3209. Gas, C. S. Ellery, Bath.
3210. Lighting Lamps, TV. H. Stokes, Birmingham 
3211 Obtaining Zinc, H.Lake.- (L. Letrange, Paris.)
3212. Velocipedes, G. Singer, Coventry
3213. Rifle, C. Garbe, Berlin.
3214. “

3191.

*** Specifications will be forwarded by post from 
the Patent-office on receipt of the amount of price and 
postage. Sums exceeding Is. must bo remitted by 
Post-office order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, 
High Holborn, to Mr. H. Reader Lack, her Majesty’s 
Patent-office, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, 
London. _________________

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS,Patents Sealed.
List oj Letters Patent which passed the Great Seal on 

the 22nd July, 1881.)
151. Microscopes, F. H. Wenham, New Bond-street, 

London.—12£A January, 1881.
307. Preventing Water from Freezing, J. Rule, 

Dublin.—24£/i January, 1881.
330. Roughing Horseshoes, TV. Bishop, Blenheim 

Cottages, Sebastopol-road, Lower Edmonton.—25th 
January, 1881.

334. Washing and Separating Ores, Ac., D. Burns, 
Brookside, llaltwhistle.—25th January, 1881.

339. Reaping, Ac., Machine, A. I. Boss, Bloomsbury, 
London.—26th January, 1SS1.

342. Hansom Cabs, TV. Johnstone, Edinburgh.—26t/t 
January, 1881.

379. Distributing Apparatus, T. E. Golding, Conduit- 
street, Bond-street, London.—28th January, 1881.

3S2. Brakes, J. Lansley. Basingstoke.—2S£/i January, 
1881.

401. Fastenings for Bracelets, Ac., E. Atkins, Birm
ingham.—29£/i. January, 1881.

413. Unhairing, Ac., Hides and Skins, E. G. Brewer, 
Chancery-lane, London.—31-st January, 1SS1.

48S. Mould Joints, C. J. Allport, Queen Victoria- 
street, London.—4t/i February, 1881.

489. Nailing Barrel Hoops, TV. Morgan-Brown, 
Chancery-lane, London.—5t/t February, 18S1.

500. Sewing, Ac., Machines, TV. E. Gedge, Wellington- 
street, Strand, London.—5th February, 18S1.

508. Slabs, Ac., of Sugar, M. Bauer, Boulevard 
Magenta, Paris.—17th February, 1881.

609. Spring Beds, E. P. Alexander, Southampton- 
buildings, London.—Vlth February, 1881.

081. Soap, TV. R. Lake, Southampton-buildings, Lon
don.—16fli, February; 1881.

Prepared by ourselves expressly for The Engineer at the 
office of Her Majesty’s Commissioners of Patents.

4329. Sharpening Saws, S. Holland.—23rd October,
1SS0. 6ct.

Suitable cutting, holding, and advancing mechanisms 
arc mounted on a table having at one end brackets to 
carry a shaft which rotates and actuates the cutter and 
feed mechanism by hands. The cutting instruments, 
which may consist of emery wheels or steel cutters, 

formed at their periphery to correspond to the 
form of the saw teeth. The cutter is mounted in a 
fork piece fitted to a rock lever, which is actuated by 
a disc cam, whereby it is raised from one tooth when 
it falls by its own weight into the next tooth of the 
saw, which has been moved forward.
4686. Improvements in Signalling on Railways, 

and Means or Apparatus therefor, W. W. 
Biddulph.—13£7t November, 1S80. Gd.

The object of this invention is to afford at each 
signal box on the line an approximate indication as 
to the position of any train travelling between such 
box and the next in either direction. For this pur
pose the inventor provides an indicator and means for 
driving and arresting or locking same, so that it may 
be released temporarily by the train closing or break
ing an electric circuit as it passes predetermined 
points of the line, whereupon the indicator is caused 
to make a partial rotation, to show that the train has 
passed the respective part of the line. Supposing a 
train to have left one station, and be travelling 
towards _A. On moving over the contact point at A, a 
current is passed through the electro-magnet in the 
signal boxes at the two stations, i.e., that the train is

f' M' Ghu'k--<£- J' Bouteilloux
321/>-. OeotrifJgal' Machines, J. H. Johnson.-(Let 

Societe dite Raffmienede St. Oven, Paris.)
23rd July, 1881.

3216. Sugar, T\. E. Halse.—(U. Fsmarch and E. Pass- 
burg, St. Pelersburgh.)

3217. Fasteners, E. P. Wells, Notting-hill, London
3218. Registering the Travel of Vehicles, R H 

Brandon.—(L. Pouget, Montpellier.)
3219. Pulley Block, R. Priest, Stafford.
3220. Looms, C, T. Bradbury A R. Harrison, Chester.
3221. Scouring, Ac., Fabrics, J. Warrall, Ordsall, Sal

ford, and J. Kershaw, Wadsworth, Halifax.
3222. Drying Fabrics, R. F. and TV. H. Carey and W 

Partington, Bui well.
3223. Camp, Ac., Furniture, T. Barnby, Birmingham.
3224. Galvanic Batteries, J. and A. J. Higgin, Man

chester.
3225. Sawing Machines, T. Robinson.—(IF. Smyth, U.S.)
3226. TY eaving, R. Ecroyd, Lomesliaye.
3227. Changeable Lasts, J. Fieldhouse, Keighley.
3228. Controlling Telephonic Communications, J.

A- Brasscur and 0. Dajaer, Brussels.)
2' Railway Brake, T. H. Ramsden, Snailesworth.
3230. Paper Bags, T. Coates, Carlisle.
3231. Commutators, E. G. Brewer.-(T. Edison, U.S.)
3232. Carbonising, Ac., Substances, W. L YYTise — 

(Messrs. Pilon,Ereres, et Cie., Paris.)

are

A. Leverkus, Manchester.—



covers. The front case 13 is connected to the underside 
of boiler C and the back case 13 with the top side of 
boiler 1), the object being to increase the circulation. 
For Cornish boilers, a division plate is fitted in the 
boiler, the water passing along one side, and back to 
the tubes A along the opposite side.
4847. Obtaining Oil from Petroleum, Resin, Ac., 

IF. It. Lake.—22ml November, 1S80.—(A 
tinn from J. E. Borne.) 6d.

A still is arranged over a furnace, and from the top 
a pipe leads to the upper compartment of a separator 
of cylindrical form divided by a partition. A pipe 
passes from the upper compartment to a condensing 
tank, where it is connected to a condensing coil. The 
upper and lower compartments communicate by an 
elbow fitted with a cock, the upper end entering the 
separator slightly above the partition, and the lower 
end entering the lower compartment and terminating 
just above a series of perforated plates. From the 
opposite side of the separator a pipe leads to a 
receptacle.
5199. Mowing oh Reaping Machines, II. II. Lake.— 

•—IRA December, 1880.—(A communication from J. 
Ecan no.) 8d.

The part for cutting the grass or com consists of 
scythe blades M rotating round a vertical shaft G

mb

£comm u

0...

driven by worm If. The upper end of shaft G is 
screw-threaded so as to regulate the height of the 
blades M.
5203. Wood Pulp, Ac., C. E. Ilceger.—lZth December, 

^ 1880. lid.
The wood is treated in boiler A, constructed of cor

rugated plates, and containing a perforated casing Bto
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receive the wood, and a long perforated pipe C, the 
top of which is enlarged to receive a pipe E, having 
holes above a propeller 1) driven by a pulley and shaft, 
and serving to circulate the liquid for converting the 
wood into pulp.
5276. Windlasses for Ships, O'. D. Davis.—16</t 

December, 18S0. 4 d.
This consists in the combination of several old and 

known devices. A is the driving shaft on which the 
barrel B is mounted loosely; C the brake wheel solid 
with ban-el, and having a cone on which works the 
purchase wheel D. A ring or flange E is fixed by pins 
and nuts to a screw nut X working on a hollow screw 
shaft F ; G is the pawl ring keyed on the shaft. The
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screw shaft F is fitted with hand wheels to bring the 
coned part of purchase wheel D and the coned part of 
the brake wheel 0 together.
5281. Working Traffic over Inclined Planes and 

Steep Gradients on Railways, Ac., J. S. Hughes. 
—ltif/i. December, 1S80. lid.

One or more ropes of steel A are laid along the line, 
and their ends fixed near the top and bottom of the

,1. -
77/
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or other 
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drum,incline to a screw anchor, coupling 
fastening. On the locomotive a pulley or pulleys 

mtod on a shaft and connected with the drivi 
wheel, and over these pulleys the ropes are passed. 
5291. Shuttles for Looms, J. II. Pickles.—Yith 

December, 1S80. Ad.
The object is to give increased steadiness to the 

tongue so as to prevent it vibrating, and it consists in 
providing the tongue A with a tail piece C, which when 
the cop is in place lies in a groove on the underside of

s B
ingare moi

travelling boards A receive between them the fibrous 
material N, the ends of which are carried over two 
flexible or articulated sheets of hackles G revolving at 
right angles to the boards A, one on each side.
4707- Velocipedes, E. Burstow.—lthit November, 1S80. 

lid.
The velocipede consists of one large central wheel 

and four smaller ones, the rider sitting over the 
former and working it by treadles. The small wheels 
are arranged in pairs so connected together that when the 
axle of one pair is moved that of the other pair moves 
in the opposite direction, so as to facilitate running in 
a curve.
4870 Steam Engines, C. J. Galloway and J. II. Beck

with.—‘Hth November, 1880.—(Void.) 2d.
In order to prevent water being drawn from the con

denser into the cylinder during the racing of the 
piston a vessel containing a float connected to a valve 
is arranged in the exhaust pipe. The weight of the 
float and valve is such that the latter remains closed 
when the former is not immersed, but when it is 
immersed the valve is raised and allows water to flow 
out or air to pass in.
4967. Determining the Quantity of Water 

Carried Mechanically by Steam, C. D. Abel.— 
2.1th November, 1S80.—(A communication from F. A. 
Brocq.) (id.

This consists in taking a known volume of the 
mixture of steam and water, and increasing its 
volume with suitable sliced until a decrease of pres
sure shows itself, whereupon by determining the pro
portion between the two volumes the proportion of 
water contained in the saturated steam will be 
ascertained. Steam enters chamber X at A and issues 
at B. On the upper side the chamber has a large 
rectangular opening closed by a plate. A second

[4 9671
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cylindrical vessel E is bolted inside chamber X, and is 
made of gun-metal, and serves to receive the known 
volume of. steam and water. • In it is an opening T 
equal in height to the diameter of A, and at the lower 
side is a similar aperture, both openings being fitted 
with slides. Chamber E contains a plunger, and at 
M is an opening covered by a corrugated disc of 
German silver, constituting the sensitive membrane of 
a pressure gauge.
5113. Improvements in Telephones, J. B. Morgan.— 

8tli December, 1880.—(-1 communication from T. A. 
Ellison.) lid.

This invention relates to improvements on the 
carbon telephone described in patents Nos. 2009 and
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2306, and dated tho 30th July, 1877, and 15th June, 
1878, respectively. The object of the invention is to 
allow the diaphragm to respond to the atmospheric 
vibrations without being unduly checked, and at the

same time to ensure the necessary pressure and extent 
of surface contact between the carbon and the elec-

olcctric undula-trodes to 
tions in

> produce the corresponding 
tlie line. In the Figures, the diaphragm is 

represented at A with a case B and mouth-piece C, the 
diaphragm A resting on or being secured at its edges 
to 13. The carbon is shown at I; D is a cup of insula
ting material holding 1 ; K an electrode in the shape 
of a metal rivet holding D to the diaphragm, the 
other electrode being a platina disc at the end of screw 
F passing through spring G connected at its ends to 
cup D. II is a weight carried by the spring, and 
wire K is connected to A, and tho other wire L to 
spring G. The vibrations produced by speech, Ac., 
act upon the atmosphere, and vary tho electric condi
tion of the circuit in consequence of 11 acting by its 
inertia to vary the pressure on the carbon. In Fig. 2, 
the screw F is made to act upon a magnet that varies 
the initial pressure upon the carbon by its proximity 
to the weight II, which is of iron.
5162. Improvements in Printing Telegraphs, II. 

ran Hoevenbergh.—10(/t December, 18S0. Is. 2d.
This invention relates to improvements in automatic 

printing telegraphs by means of which the rapidity 
and certainty of operation of the apparatus is improved, 
the synchronism between the transmitting cylinder 
and the type wheel of the receiver is improved by 
causing tho same to be regulated automatically once 
during each revolution. Fig. 1 shows the receiving 
apparatus, which is of old construction and form, the 
improvement which forms the subject of tho invention 
being in an arrangement for producing the vibration 
of the armature E, by which the step-by-step advance 
of the type wheel A is produced through the agency of 
an escaiiement. Two electro-magnets F and Fi are 
arranged with their poles facing towards each other 
upon opposite sides of E. The yoke of these electro
magnets consists of a permanent steel magnet of horse
shoe shape, into the opposite poles of which N and 85 
(see Fig. 2) the respective cores of the electro-magnets

one
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are secured. F and Fi are preferably arranged with 
their similar poles facing each other, so that the arma
ture E is attracted indifferently by either pair of cores 
when no current is passing. The coils are so arranged 
that a positive current will generate an electro
magnetism which will reinforce and strengthen the 
normal magnetism of F, and neutralise that of F1; E 
therefore will be attracted by F, and not by FI. The 
contrary will occur if a negative current be sent. Thus 
by transmitting alternate currents, E may be made to 
vibrate very rapidly. The other improvements relate 
to the parts of the apparatus which produce the 
impression of the proper letter on the paper, and 
moves it forward as required, and the synchronism of 
the type wheel with the transmitting apparatus at the 
distant station. Fig. 2 shows the general arrange-
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ment of the circuits and mechanism, T and T1 being 
the binding screws for the attachment of the line 
wires. The normal circuit through tho instrument is 
from T by wire 1 to electro-magnet F ; thence by wire 
2 to Fi ; thence by wires 3, 4, and 5 to printing magnet 
K ; thence by wire 0 to T1. The shunt circuit, which 
cuts out K, starts from the point 4 between the type 
wheel magnets F F1, and the printing magnet K, and 
goes through the frame of the instrument to the kerb 
of the type wheel A, and thence through contact point 
R, spring S (when the latter is in contact), and wire 
8 to binding post T1, where it rejoins the main wire. 
The three principal working parts of the apparatus are 
operated by three different strengths of current, the 
normal strength of current, which is also tlie weakest, 
is sufficient to actuate the escapement, controlling the 
type wheel by reversals of polarity, but not sufficient 
to withdraw the unison stop L. A certain additional 
strength is sufficient to effect the printing also, but 
not to withdraw the unison stop, which can only be 
done by the aid of a still stronger current, and this 
last is prevented from operating the printing magnet 
by the shunt device above mentioned. The latter part 
of the specification of this patent refers to the trans
mitting apparatus.
5206. Steam Generators, II. J. Allison.—VMh 

December, 1S80.—(A communication from J. Mac 
Nicol.) 8 il.

I lie tubular heating surface of the boiler consists of 
the tubes A, having water within them and being

75206,1
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inclined and fixed in the cases B, in the outer plates 
of which are holes for their introduction, cleaning, Ac., 
which holes are covered by suitable doors or plugs and

July 29, 1881.
travelling from and that towards which it is going. 
Thus the armatures are momentarily raised, thereby 
allowing the discs to revolve till brought up by pawls. 
The depression of the rails caused by tho passing of 
tlio train is utilised to operate a contact point by 
acting upon a lever which automatically returns and 
breaks the circuit after the train lias passed. The 
drawing illustrates the apparatus. A is tliedisc, divided 
into segments, controlled by pawl B, and connected 
with an armature. 1) is a contact piece pressing 
against A, and which is in connection with one pole of
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a local battery. This battery circuit includes a 
trembling bell. In the back of the disc is a stud F 
of ivory, which rests over and breaks the contact of 
the spring when the disc is at its starting point. G is 
the lever connected to earth with short arm in con
tact with the rail II, the other arm being provided 
with contact piece corresponding to contact piece K 
on spring L.
4696. Preparing Fibrous Materials for Spinning, 

II. M. Qirdwood.—15(/< November, 1880. lid.
This relates to the roughing process, and may also 

be adapted to the hackling process. A pair of endless

THE ENGINEER. 87
the shuttle, and of exactly tho same width as the tail 
piece, so that the tongue cannot vibrate. A spring E
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is placed on the upper side of the shuttle, and serves 
to keep the tail piece C in position. The shuttle tip 
is formed with a socket G and projections H of a 
serrated form fitting between projections on the end 
of the shuttle.
5293. Furnaces and Fireplaces, E. V. Alexander. 

—17(/( December, 1880.—(A communication from C. 
Nikiphoroff.) lid.

This consists in replacing fire-bars by a number of 
rectangular perforated cast iron gratings, laid side by 
side and supported on bearers.
5296. Evaporating and Boiling Apparatus for the 

Manufacture of Sugar, Ac., C. D. Abel.—17(/t 
December, 1880.—(A communication fromN. Rillieux. 
8 d.

This relates First, to an equilibrium valve fitted 
upon the supply pipe of tho recipient for discharge or 
exhaust steam for regulating tho supply of steam 
thereto. Secondly, to arrangements whereby the 
boiling process with double action may be effected in 
pans with steam coils by steam pressure of I- or :[ of 
an atmosphere, or even greater, obtained in the first 
evaporating pan. Thirdly, the heating of the boiling 
pan by steam from the recipients of discharge or 
exhaust steam, or from the first evaporating pan, tho 
steam pipes from both vessels being connected to the 
distributing pipe of the steam coils of the boiling pan. 
Fourthly, maintaining the pressure in the first pan by 
a valve actuated by a pressure regulator or by hand. 
Fifthly, to regulating the supply of discharge steam 
from the boiling pan, either to the first pan or to tho 
second or third pan of a triple action apparatus. 
Sixthly, the use of two smaller pans in combination 
with the first evaporating pan. Seventhly, the use of 
a float discharge valve for withdrawing water from 
two vacuum chambers with different degrees of 

Eighthly, an arrangement of pipes and 
apparatus to obtain a more perfect triple action 
process and a more perfect utilisation of the steam. 
Ninthly, the arrangement for drying the megasse by 
the furnace heat of the boilers in which it is to serve 
as fuel.
5299. Caloric Engines, M. P. IF. Boulton.—IIth 

December, 18S0. dd.
This relates to improvements on patent No. 495, 

a.d. 1879, and consists, First, in providing means for 
urging the displacing piston D in both its strokes by 
power acting directly on it, the cam by which it is con
nected to the engine serving only to regulate and time 
its movement. For this purpose the piston rod is en
larged so that the gaseous pressure on its hot side 
exceeds that on its cool side, thus driving tho piston 
when sending the charge of air into the heater IT, 
while for its other stroke a weight acting on an arm 
or a spring, or compressed air may be used. The pis-
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ton D is actuated so as to rest at the hot end of its 
cylinder, and moves slowly when near the end in both 
strokes, so as to give time for easy movemont of the 
valves. The valves governing the passages between 
the displacing vessel and the heater are worked sepa
rately. The ends of the displacing cylinder S, and of 
the working cylinder C, are placed in the flue K, 
through which the hot gases from the furnace F pass. 
An air pump is attached to the passage between the 
displacing vessel and the regenerator in order that 
cold air may be occasionally forced through the regenc 
rator R to keep its plates cool.
5302. Reels, Ac., for Coiling AVire Ropes on

board Ship, JV. II. Ilarjield.—17th December, 1880. 
lid.

Tho reel is mounted loosely on the main shaft and 
carries a toothed ring B, gearing with a pinion E, 
mounted loosely on a shaft 0, supported in the same 
frame as the reel. The pinion E may be connected to
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its shaft C by a friction clutch operatod by the hand 
wheel F. On the shaft C is mounted a disc G, on 
which rests a nipping pawl to prevent the crank handles 
D, flying round when a strain comes on the rope. 
5306. Preventing Waste of Water in Water- 

closets, T. II. Goodson.—IIth December, 1SS0.—(A 
communication from II. E. T. Goodson.) thi.

Between the supply pipe and the pipe leading to the 
closet is fixed a valve box containing two check 
valves one above the other, the stem of the upper one 
being enlarged so as to present a larger area than the 
valve. The outer end of tho enlarged part works 
through a stuffing box and butts against the under
side of the front part of the closet seat, which is 
hinged at back. The lower valve stem slides in the 
upper stem, and between the two valve seats is a pipe 
leading to near tho bottom of an air vessel. When the
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silent by tlie controlling clockwork. Fig. 1 is a front 
view of the apparatus with the clockwork stopped ; 
Fig. 2 gives details of the main-shaft and mechanism, 
also the dial; Fig. 3 shows the arrangements of 
circuits. The operation is as follows the instru
ments are normally all stopped, the levers G engaging 
one of the stop shoulders 5 of the stop cams, H and the
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toes P holding the springs N disconnected from the 
pins M. The cams V are then at different distances 
from the ends of the springs U, and the pointers W 
arc at zero and vertical. Supposing it is desired to 
signal station 4, the operator sends a current which 
passes all the starting magnets, and causes them to 
attract their armatures, and by connected fingers 
to throw the levers G off from the shoulders 5 of the 
cams H, allowing all the clockworks to start simul
taneously. As the pointer W passes through the 
space 1 the signalling shunt 21, 22, 23, 24 at the first 
station is broken by the cam V engaging the spring U, 
ail d as the said pointer passes to space 2 the signalling

it so as to allow the natural play of the foot. This is 
effected either by forming the blade in two or more 
pieces connected by links, or by thinning the portion of 
the blade from below the instep to near the heel. 
Other arrangements are employed.
5330. Steam Engines, /. Humphreys and D. Joy.— 

20«7t December, 18S0.—{Not proceeded with.) 2d.
This consists principally in arranging the engines on 

ships so as to be perfectly balanced as to weights in all 
positions, for which purpose the cylinders are placed 
behind each other on the same centre in sets of three, 
with their cranks set at angles of 120 deg., whereby 
the three sets of cylinders thus balance each other. 
The valve chests are brought round to the front so as 
to save space.
5331. Finishing Hard and Soft Felt Hats, J. 

Eaton.— 20th December, 18S0.—(Aof proceeded with.)
2d.

This relates to a machine for shaving or finishing the 
hats, and consists of a lathe with a reversible motion, 

the block of which the hat is placed. On the table 
is a bracket in which works a spring acting upon a 
two-armed lever, to the other arm of which a carriage 
is fixed and has a to-and-fro motion imparted to it by 

india-rubber-faced wheel. Radial arms moved in a 
to suit the shapes of the hat are connected to the

i 'ii
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shaving tool.
5332. Preserving Meat, &c., J. Eckart.—20th Decem

ber, 1S80. 4d.
This consists of a preserving salt consisting of 

50 per cent, common salt; 47 ‘5 per cent, of chemically 
pure boracic acid; 2 per cent, tartaric acid; and 
0-5 per cent, salicylic acid ; 20 grammes of the salt are 
dissolved in 1 litre of water.
5333. Valves and Shafts and Caps and Cowls

for Ventilating, &c., C. R. Stevens.—20fA Decem
ber, 1880. 10d.

This consists, First, of an inlet valve made to open 
vertically from its frame so as to allow the full area of 
the opening to be effective, such valve being hung on 
a vertical rod and balanced by cross rods on centres ; 
Secondly, in making one or more reservoirs for holding 
mercury and supporting the valve on floats, the valve 
being kept in position by guide rods ; Thirdly, in 
combining with the “ Sheringham ” ventilating inlet 
valve curved partitions, so as to deflect the air verti
cally instead of at an angle ; Fourthly, to exhaust and 
other ventilators described in patent dated 13th 
December, 1877, and consists in shaping the vacuum 
chamber and cap, and providing the ventilators with 
projections, so as to prevent the entrance of water or 
snow.
5334. Burnishing the Heels of Boots and Shoes, 

11. J. Iladdan.—20th December, 1SS0.— (A communi
cation from B. F. larrabee.) 6d.

This relates to improvements on patent No. 762, a.d. 
1SS1, and consists, First, of an equalising pressure ; 
Secondly, of a swivelling tool block; and Thirdly, 
of a tilting and adjustable jack.
5335. Dumb-bells, 11. J. Iladdan.—20th December, 

1880.—(A communication from J. M. A. Despagnat.) 
—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This consists of a bar with a hook at each end to 
receive sand-bags, so that the weight may be varied.
5339. Finishing Silk Hats, D. M. Easton.—20th

December, 1S80. 4 d.
So as to restore the gloss to silk hats which have 

been worn, and also to impart the gloss in the first 
case in the manufacture highly refined petroleum 
is mixed with oil myrbane, and applied to the hat.
5340. Improvements in Telephone Signal Appara

tus, IF. Morgan-Brown.—20</j December, 1SS0.—(A 
communication from G. H. Bliss.) 8d.

This invention relates to telephone signal apparatus 
'which contains a series of clockworks arranged to run 
synchronously, and each controlling a signal bell in 
the circuit, so as to allow it to sound only at certain 
pre-determined periods of time, the said periods being 
different at each instrument, so that only one signal 
can be operated at any one time, the others being kept
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shunt at station 1 is closed and at station 2 is broken, 
and a similar operation takes place as the pointer 
passes into the spaces 3 and 4, while the pointer is 
passing through space 4, and the signal shunt at 
station 4 is consequently broken, the operator sends 
currents to line to operate signals, and the said 
currents in passing over the line will follow the shunts 
17, (M, N, 18 around the starting magnet, the said 
shunts being closed when the clockworks first started, 
and at all the stations except station 4; the said 
currents will also pass through shunts 21, 23, U, I, 24, 
22, about the signalling magnets R, which will conse
quently not be operated thereby, but at station 4 the 
currents will be obliged to pass through the coils of 
and operate the signalling magnet R, since the 
signalling shunt is broken at this point by the cams 
V. The operator may continue to send the currents 
and operate the signal at station 4 as long as the 
pointer W is passing over the space 4, and the cam V 
at station 4 is holding up the spring U, but the 
moment that it arrives at the end of the said space 
the said currents must close, as after this moment 
they would operate the signal at station 5 instead of 
that at station 4.
5341. Imitation Leather, <fce., G. IF. von Nawrocki. 

—20th December. 1SS0.—(A communication from E. 
Fischer and M. E. Cohn and Wollheim.)—(Not pro
ceeded with.) 2d.

This consists in passing a fabric to serve as a backing 
through baths containing chromic acid salts and baths 
containing leather glue mixed with glycerine, which 
substances are deposited on the fabric, the operation 
being carried on in a dark room, after which it is 
pressed and exposed to light, so as to render the sub
stances insoluble.
5342. Motive Power Engines Actuated by Wind, 

E. Edwards.—20th December, 1880.— (A communica
tion from G. E. Bohmer.)—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

A vertical shaft is fitted with horizontal arms carry
ing wings or sails shaped like mussels or hollow shell 
shaped vessels, the arms to which they are attached 
being arranged opposite to each other or in a spiral or 
helical form on the shaft.
5343. Weighing Machines and Scale Beams, IF. B. 

Avery.—20th December, 1880. 6d.
This relates to an arrangement of knife edges, 

whereby great accuracy of register is secured and the 
uncertain action caused by the lateral movements of 
the knife edges on the bearings is prevented. The 
drawing shows the application of the invention to a
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steel yard A, which is provided with knife edged 
bearing pieces at B and C, the former resting 
suspended shackle E supporting the whole weight of 
the steelyard and its load. From knife edge C hangs 
a shackle F, from which the load to be weighed 
depends. The knife edges are similar but their posi
tions are reversed.
5348. Elevating and Discharging Coal, <fcc., J. II. 

Johnson.—21st December, 18S0.—(A communication 
from G. JF. Wood.)—(Not proceeded with.) id.
” ’ing cylinder is fitted in a frame, and above it 

other cylinders capable of being turned round

"li a

A slidi 
are two
independently, the top one to receive the coal from an 
endless chain of buckets, and the bottom one fitted 
with a spout or shoot. The height of the cylinders is 
adjustable by a screw shaft.
5349. Castrating Horses, &c., J. Scott.—21st De

cember, 1SS0.—(Partly a communication from G. L. 
Matthew.) 6 d.

The scrotum is cut open so as to expose the testicles, 
which drop out and remain suspended by the cords or 
leading strings. A clamp is then applied to both 
the ends of the leading strings, after which the testicles 
are cut off. The clamp consists of two pieces of wood 
fastened together at ono end, and when the other ends 
are forced together a ferrule is slipped over and 
retains them. For young horses the clamps are made 
of steel and the parts which grip the strings 
roughened.
5353. Cases or Tubes for Match Boxes, E. M. 

Dixon.—21st December, 18S0.—(Not proceeded with.)

are

2d.
A continuous strip of cardboard is fed to a pair of 

rollers with cutters to score it where required, and 
near them is a glue or gum roller from which a brush 
takes the glue and deposits it on the cardboards, which 
is then acted upon by folders, so as to force it over a 
mandril. The tube thus formed is acted upon by 
pressure rollers, after which it is cut into lengths. 
5354. Resinous Material, &c., T. A. Wood.—21sf 

December, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.
This consists in treating mineral oils with nitric or 

other acids or substances which part freely with their 
oxygen, so as to produce a solid resinous substance.
5356. Combined Washstand and Bath, E. de Pass.

■—21st December, 1SS0. (A communication from A. 
Avon.)—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

The bath is fitted to a frame and has a cover on 
which the washing basin may either be fixed or fitted 
into an opening therein.
5357. Boxes, Cases, &c., P. Lawrence.—21st December, 

1S80. Od.
This relates to boxes to be sent through the post, 

and consists in forming them so as to be readily 
opened for inspecting the contents. The lid is made 
separate and round the body, and across the lid grooves 
are formed to receive india-rubber bands.
5358. Protecting Iron and Steel Ships from 

Corrosion, F. M. Lytc.—2lsl December, 1SS0.—(Not 
proceeded with.) 2d.

One or more wires connected with the negative 
poles of a battery convey electric currents to the part 
to be protected, the anode being at the same time im
mersed in or connected with the electrolytic solution.
5359. Boots and Shoes, L. F. De Cuigniir and J. N. 

Lang.—21st December, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.)
2d.

This relates to clump soles for boots worn by 
cripples, and consists in forming it of hollow metal so 
as to make it light and durable.
5360. Producing on Marble, &c., Imitation Carved 

Work, A. Guattari.-—21st December, 1880.—(Not 
proceeded with.) id.

This relates to the production of imitation carvings 
by the percussive action of moulds or counter parts of 
the design to be reproduced on the marble, the percus
sive action being assisted by the abrasive action of 
emery powder or other suitable abradant introduced 
by means of water between the mould and the sur
face to be carved.
5364. Manganiferous Iron, P. M. Justice.—21st 

December, 1S80.—(A communication from A. Jau- 
main.)—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This consists in making and using in the blast or 
other smelting furnace, a coke containing a quantity 
of the oxides of manganese or ores containing this 
metal
5365. Basic Fire-bricks, &c., A. M. Clark.—21st 

December, 1880.—(A communication from J. B. M. P. 
Closson.) id.

This consists mainly in the employment of a
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work as the sewing progresses, and consists in forming 
the edge of the cutter blade H excentric, so as to give 
a drawing cut to the work.
5308. Clips for Gutter Spouting, J. Wiley.—18t/j 

December, 1880. Gd.
This relates to the bar or pin crossing between two 

horns of the clip above the gutter spouting, and c 
sists in making it plain, with the two ends bent do 
at right angles to the bar. Near the top of each foi-k 
of the clip a horizontal slot is formed, through which 
one bent end is passed to the opposite side, when the 
rod turns so as to bring the bent ends in a vertical 
position.
5315. Tacks, Pins, &c., E.P. Alexander.—lWi Decem

ber, 1880.—(A communication from W. R. Clough.)

con-
wn

6 d.
The novelty of the invention consists in manufac

turing the entire tack, pin, screw, or nail, inclusive of 
a broad head or shoulder, from a continuous piece of 
wire by bending, folding, coiling and otherwise mani
pulating the same.
5316. Buoys or Life and Property Saving Appa

ratus for Sea Use, J. Sample.—18th December, 
1S80.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

A circular steel buoy boat is formed with raised 
sides, the bottom being concave and divided into com
partments to store provisions. Around the inside are 
lockers also serving as seats. It is covered by a water
tight conical roof with a manhole at the top. A 
rudder and sail are provided.
5318. Heel-paring Machines for Boots and Shoes, 

F. Cutlan.—18th December, 1S80. Gd.
The boot is placed and held in position by screw 

plates. On a frame on suitable bearings is mounted a 
frame capable of being revolved, to which spindles are 
attached, around which springs are coiled, 
springs act upon the knife stock secured in the revolv
ing frame, and kept in position by the springs and a 
plate, against which a friction wheel on the stock 
bears. To breast the heel, the main frame carries a 
knife actuated by a toothed wheel and handle, the 
former gearing with a rack on the underside of the 
knife. To burnish, the knife stock is replaced by a 
burnisher.

The

5319. Alphabet of Code System, and Means or 
Apparatus for Communicating Intelligence by 
Signals, A. M. Clark.—18th December, 1SS0.— (A 
communication from C. G. Burke.) 8d.

This invention is based on the use of four characters 
differing in form or colour, and used in combination 
with a scale consisting of three horizontal parallel 
equidistant lines and spaces.
5320. Cleaning Imitation Carving on Wood, A. 

Guattari.—ISth December, 1880. id.
This relates to cleaning imitation carvings obtained 

by a series of gradual pressures in red hot metallic 
moulds, and consists in immersing the wood in a lye 
of caustic soda, or potash, and then in a bath of oxalic 
acid to neutralise the basic liquor absorbed by the 
wood.
5321. Securing the Knots of Bristles in the 

Manufacture of Brushes, E. Wright.-18th 
December, 1880. Gd.

This relates to screw presses used to facilitate the 
operation of forming or securing the knots of bristles. 
'The die of the press is made in two halves and 
through the wall of one side a slot is formed, to allow 
the end of the clip which binds the bristles to pro
trude. A key is then inserted in an aperture in the 
die, so as to lay hold of the protruding end of the clip, 
and is then turned with one hand, while the screw of 
the press is worked with the other. The end of the 
clip is then bent back and pressed down, and the 
knob of bristles can be inserted in a stock of any 
suitable kind. J
5322. Looms, C. Catlow.—ISth December, 1SS0.—(Not 

proceeded with.) 2d.
This relates, First, to means for securing on absence 

pf weft, the stoppage of the loom when the shuttle is 
m the boss nearest the weft fork; Secondly, to im
proved bar temples ; Thirdly, to apparatus for letting 
back the beam and taking up slack warp : Fourthly, 
to appliances for working the peg or barrel; Fifthly, 
to guide studs and plates in connection with the heald 
cords and heald staves ; Sixthly, to improved terry 
weaving apparatus ; and Seventhly, to the use of gear 
wheels and tension rollers, so as to reverse the direc
tion of rotation of taking-up and cloth rollers.
5323. Protecting Copper Pipes and Cooking Ves

sels, &c., T. Redwood and T. F. Blackwell.—18th 
Deceinber, 1SS0.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

lhe outside of the pan is coated with zinc, so as to 
cause a galvanic action, which by increasing the 
electro-negative or inactive state of the copper serves 
to protect its inner uncoated and exposed surface

swasasaw?- *•"• *

This relates to breech-loaders of the bolt class, and it 
t?? °?;uS1?g'the cartridges to be fed forward in 
Iront of the bolt by an upright tube each time the bolt 
is drawn back and the breech opened. The lower end 
of the tube enters at the side of a cylindrical casing, 
Kofi! ce+£re of which is an axis carrying a star wheffi, 
l etween the arms of which the cartridges fall, and 
which is caused to revolve so as to bring the cartridges 
successiveiy opposite the barrel, when the return of 
the bolt forces the cartridge opposite into the barrel.
5325. Feeding Racks for Sheep, &c., C. Y. Camp- 

bed.—im December, 1SS0.—(Not vroceeded with.)

+RC0Ver-is over the rack so as to afford shelter 
of h.f wllPle beinS Portable, and capable
oi being attached to a fence or other fixture.
5326. Rails and Chairs for Railways and Tram-

Jetdld mhB)™2rmh Decc,nber’ 1880-<^ p-
Ua,d,e, with a single head, and its body has 

ii Ho" 0r.JS1filtl7 hooked figure tapering from its 
iheek nf JPth,th.e head to its lowest part. The inner

^uT^gr.sr„&*s1?h“ks"”11'
632lfsOSK6™S’ &C'’ T' Bm Vrybrougli. —2Gth December,

This relates to the blade, and consists in constnicting

—lSd/i

corre-

July 29, 1881.
gelatinous substance of animal or vegetable origin, 
such as glue, gelatine, Japanese cement, fucus and 
their congeners, and in some cases sugar and molasses, 
as a binding material for the magnesia or other basic 
material.
5361. Wood-turning Machine, W. R. Lake.—21st De

cember, 1SS0.—(A communication from F. Hanson.)

The object is to control the path described by the 
rotating wood in a wood-turning machine, and hence 
the shape of the object cut by means of geared pattern 
wheels or formers of any desired shape, made to

[53611
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revolve in unison with and describe the same path as 
the wood. The pattern wheels D are mounted on a 
shaft capable of sliding up and down in the uprights 
C and are driven by pinions G, the shaft being fitted at 
one end with appliances to hold the wood.
5362. Regulating the Supply of Steam to Steam 

Engines, J. D. Churchill.—21st December, 1880. 8d.
This relates to governors that will operate equally 

well whether the driving shaft is driven in one or in 
the opposite direction. The drawings show an 
arrangement of gear for use in an apparatus such as 
described in patent No. 4977, a.d. 1879. A is part of a
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vane or break spindle, the vanes of which revolve in a 
liquid, so as to retard its motion. On the crosshead B 
are pivotted shifting pieces C, which bear against a 
connecting piece D, which by crosshead E fixed to the 
driving shaft F is caused to revolve with the latter. 
The connecting device is free to move lengthwise on 
the driving shaft against a collar G, connected to an 
adjustable load. When the enjpne increases in speed 
the pieces C change their positions, and shift the con
necting piece D, and so operate the regulating valve. 
5366. Coke Breaking or Splitting Machine, W. F.

Anderson and G. Mant.—22nd December, 18S0. 6d.
A moving jaw A is actuated by crank B through rod 

C, and is furnished with spikes or chisel points. A 
fixed jaw D has its front roughened and behind it are 
packing pieces shaped like magnets, and serving to 
adjust the size of the material to bo broken. A second

|5366|
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arrangement shows the movable jaw working on a 
pivot in the centre of its length and fitted with knives 
on either side, which operate alternately in combina
tion with two fixed jaws or roughened surfaces. 
5367. Wood-turning Machinery, W. R. Lake..—22nd 

December, 1880.—(A communication from F. Hanson.) 
Gd.

The object of the invention is to control the 
approach of the tool towards the work at the same 
time as it is moved along its side by means of a sta
tionary pattern provided with a toothed edge. A is 
the frame, B a sliding bed plate carrying the
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mechanism for holding and rotating the work, and 
BI a sliding bed plate carrying the cutter head C 
and its operating mechanism. With the former or 
pattern F gears a wheel by which the motion of the 
cutter is regulated. The drawing is a plan view of the 
machine.
5368. Reversible Cresset Grate, J. II. Owen—22nd 

December, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.
The coals are contained in an iron cresset having the 

front and back formed of iron bars, the sides of iron 
either open or close, hung on pivots, so that by 
reversing it the top will become the bottom and the 
front the back.
5373. Spades, Shovels, <fec, /. M. Parsons—22nd 

December, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.
A plain piece of wrought iron bar is placed in a 

plater’s or roller’s fire, and when sufficiently heated 
lie middle part is placed between two dies, which 
press up the metal, so as to form a recess on each edge 
of the bar, in the middle thereof, and thickening up 
the metal at the middle flatways, and also drawing it 
lengthways, after which the bar is placed in a die and 
hammered, so as to flatten the thickened part, and also 
indent parts of the wider ends, such parts forming tha 
coffer for the handle when the halves are welded 
together.
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on spindle C and acts on, tlie striker E being cocked 
by the same lever that opens and closes the breech. 
The main spring F is placed beneath the barrel in 
front of the breech shoe, and is connected by a link to 
the fore part of the hammer. The sear G is in the 
form of a horizontal lever centred near its middle, its 
forward end engaging the spur on the hammer, and 
its rear end acted upon by the trigger. H is a safety 
slide which engages the trigger boss and is acted upon 
by the end of the hammer; K is the extractor lever 
also actuated by the hammer. The sight apparatus is 
made to occupy a recess in the top of the stock, and it 
is fitted with a shade.
5405. Cutter Holders for Machine Tools, F. M 

Newton.—23rd December, 1880. 6d.
The holder consists of the bar A to secure it in posi

tion, and the slotted bolt B in which the tool C fits 
loosely. The bar A has two conical surfaces D and E, 
and the bolt B has a screwed part passing through the

154051
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end of A and fitted with a nut, by tightening up which 
the top edge of the tool is brought into contact with 
the surfaces D and E. The tool may be adjusted to 
any angle with the holder before tightening up the 
nut.
5406. Rotary Blower, Exhauster, Pump, <fcc., P. 

Goldschmidt, G. Halilo, and A. Heussy.—23rd De 
her, 1880. 8d.

The drawing shows

rem

an apparatus to be used as a 
rotary force pump. Within the double cylindrical 
cast iron casing A the shafts B and C are caused to 
revolve and carry the drums D and E respectively.
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D is the lifting rail with rings and travellers E, so that 
as the lifting rail is moved up and down, the yarn is 
wound on the bobbins. F is a flange placed on the top 
of each bobbin to keep the yam off the upper rim.
5400. Travelling Trunks, J. J. B. Toussaint.— 

23rd December, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.
The top, bottom, sides, and ends of the trunk are all 

formed in two parts hinged together, and capable of 
folding inwards, so as to reduce the size of the trunk 
when required.
5401. Gas Governors, F. G. Hamer.—23rd December, 

1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.
The gas is made to enter a 

valve, an outlet and flexible diaphragm connected 
with the inlet valve, so as to open it more or less as 
the pressure of gas varies, the flexible part of the 
diaphragm having the shape of a narrow ring produced 
by joining two equal truncated cones with then- 
smaller bases.

chamber with an inlet
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5402. “Syrupino” Aerated Beverages, &e., J.

McEwen and S. Spencer.—23rd December,
This relatos to a “ syruping pump,” and consists in 

mounting the cylinder so that it is capable of oscillat
ing, and in actuating the piston by an exceutric pro
vided with a slot and mounted on a sleeve loose on 
the shaft.
regulate the throw. The sleeve has a lug, and the 
shaft a catch arranged so that when the shaft is 
turned forwards in filling a bottle the catch coming 
against the lug moves the excentric with it, and 
works the pump, but on rocking the shaft the reverse 
way it can make a quarter of a turn before acting on 
the excentric, so that in filling bottles with internal 
stoppers the bottle can bo rocked slightly so as to bring 
the stopper into position without working the syrup 
pump.
5403. Breech-loading Mechanism and Sights for

Small-arms, D. Fraser.—23rd December, 1880. 6d.
The breech block A is rectangular, and fitted to slide 

vertically in the breech shoe, which is a massive box, 
fitted to the stock by bolt B, the end of the barrel 
being screwed into its front part. The breech is 
opened and closed by an external lever on spindle C, 
which also carries an internal lever connected by a link 
to the breech block. The hammer D is ako mounted

1880. 6d.

The excentric can be shifted so as to
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partly across the fabric, leaving at each edge a selvage 
of the full thickness of the double fabric. It is pre
ferred to omit the binders for four or five dents of the 
reed at each edge of the fabric, so as to form rounded 
and comparatively soft edges to the belt, the selvages 
being tubular. The drawing represents a loom to be 
used in manufacturing these belt fabrics.
5392. Microscopes, J. M. Moss.—22nd December, 

1880. 6d.
This consists in mounting the body carrying the 

lenses on a stand capable of presenting the instru
ment together with the objective in every possible 
position with regard to an illuminating ray proceeding 
in a fixed direction, so that every possible variety of 
illumination from direct front light to the last degree 
of obliquity at which a ray will enter a surface of glass 
can be obtained without the use of any substage and 
without once losing sight of the object or the light. 
For this purpose the body is mounted together with 
the stage upon an arm capable of rotation in a vertical 
plane, the centre of which rotation is exactly in a 
horizontal line with the object when the latter is in 
the focus of the objective.
5395. Screws and Screw-drivers, J. F. Lackersteen. 

—23rd December, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.
On the screw a spiral groove is cut similar to that on 

a gimlet, and which begins at the point, passes 
through the threads, and ends in one edge of the slot 
on the head. The screw-driver has on its spindle a 
movable appliance carrying clips, which grasp the 
under part of the screw head when the driver is 
inserted in the slot.
5396. Treatment of Copper Ores, <fec., J. II. John

son.—23rd December, 1880.—(A communication from 
P. G. L. Designolle.) 8d.

This relates, First, in the application of the system 
of electro-chemical amalgamation, described in patent 
No. 507 a.d. 1880, for the purpose of extracting the 
copper from ores containing precious metals, and also
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for extracting the precious metals from such ores ; 
and Secondly, to the means for separating the copper 
and precious metals from the complex amalgam, 
obtained either by electro-chemical amalgamation or 
by trituration with metallic mercury. Fig. 1 is a sec
tion of a pugging apparatus for treating the amalgam, 
and Fig. 2 a section of the apparatus for effect
ing the distillation of the amalgam and the sepa
ration of the precious metals. The ores reduced to a
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fine state are treated with bichloride of mercury, with 
the addition of sodium chloride in the pr 
metallic iron. Metallic mercury is added 
render the amalgam pasty to enable it to adhere to 
amalgamating plates. The greater part of the amalgam 
produced is separated by decantation, subsidence, and 
filtration, the precious metals contained in the com
plete amalgam being separated in the distilling appa
ratus by volatilisation or distillation by which the 
metals most tenacious of mercury gravitate, while the 
copper ascends to the surface.
5398. Securing Stoppers of Bottles, IF. C. Eaton.

—23rd December, 1880. 6d.
A ring is secured round the bottle neck, and is pro

vided with a spring lock. A ring or clasp is connected 
to the stopper, and has a chain attached to it carrying 
the lock staple, which, when inserted in the lock and 
the key turned, prevents the removal of the stopper.
5399. Roving and Drawing or Finishing Frames, 

J. Farrar.—23rd December, 1880. id.
This invention consists in dispensing with the flyer 

and long spindle, and in substituting “rings and 
traveller” and short spindles. A are the short 
spindles, with a flange B on which rest the bobbins C.
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The shafts are geared together, and during one half of 
each revolution each drum will act alternately to draw 
in air, gas, or other fluid through opening X and expel 
it at Y.
5407- Folding Bedsteads, &c., II. G. Grant.—23rd 

December, 18S0.—(A communication from C. C. Held.) 
—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

The bedstead consists of flat strips of steel jointed 
together, so as to fold up when not in use, and form
ing the frame supported on feet at either end. A 
canvas sheet is stretched across the frame and forms 
the bed.
5409. Brooches, G. II. G. Pendleton.—23rd December, 

1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.
The back plate has a piece punched out to form the 

joint and catch, which are bent to the required form, 
and a spring is punched out of the plate at light 
angles to the joint, and is so bent as to bear against it 
and keep the end of the tongue in the catch.
5410. Velocipedes, W. Hillmann. — 23rd December,

1880. 6d. ,, ,
This relates, First, to transmitting motion from the 

pedal so as to drive both side wheels with equal or 
different speeds, by which means the steering is 
effected; Secondly, to self - adjusting bearings; 
Thirdly, to the mode of steering velocipedes with two 
steering wheels mounted on fixed studs at the front or 
rear of the vehicle ; and Fourthly, to the pedals of 
velocipedes.
5411. Metallic Knobs or Handles,/. S. Edge and 

J. Deeley.—23rd December, 1880.—(Not proceeded 
with.) 2d.

The body and neck sire stamped from slioet metal,

ends together to receive the second trussing hoop, 
and to a machine for levelling the staves of a barrel
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body and for driving the truss hoops at one complete 
operation.
5382. Spectacles, G. IF. vonNawrocki.—22nd Decem

ber, 1880. -(A communication from P. Goerz.) 6d.
This consists in making the bridge of the spectacles 

movable or changeable, so as to bring the centres of 
the glasses exactly opposite the pupils of the eyes.
5383. Ships, &c., J. Tangye and II. J. Cunnack.—22nd

December, 1880. 6d.
So as to reduce the friction between vessels in motion

and the water, water is by suitable pumps drawn in 
fiom openings in the stem and forcibly ejected through 
openings near the bow of the ship, such openings being 
adjustable and arranged so as to throw the currents of
water backwards.
5384 Machine Guns, IF. Gardner.—22n.d December 

1880. 8d.
This relates to improvements in machine guns as 

described in patents No. 881, a.d. 1876, and No. 2735, 
a.d. 1878, and is designed to adapt the mechanism to 
guns having a series of barrels. A series of breech 
pins or plungers C, each having a rear extension to 
receive the crank pin D, operated by a crank handle, 
and the main firing pin and main spring E 
retained as in the former patents. To cause the

are
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cartridges to drop in front of plungers C from the 
cartridge feeder or reservoir, a sliding plate G is free 
to move transversely across the space behind the 
barrels B, the cover A of the gun having apertures to 
allow the cartridges to fall on to the slide, which is 
then traversed by a T-shaped lever H operated through 
other levers actuated by two independent cams, one 
on each end of the crank shaft. Below slide G is a 
bed-plate J, with channels in which plungers C work. 
Each plunger is fitted with an extractor K ; L is the 
lever which operates the firing pin, and is operated 
by the disc F. An improved sighting device is 
described.
5385. Extracting Gold from Auriferous Deposits, 

IF. R. Lake.—22nd December, 18S0.—(A communica
tion from 0. Bailey.)—(Not proceeded with.) id.

A tank nearly full of water contains a box set at an 
angle of 15deg., the bottom of which is curved and 
formed of grating covered with screen wire. An axle 
carrying a row of stirrers in the form of a screw carries 
the refuse to the upper end of the box, where they are 
discharged, the finer earth and precious metals falling 
through the screen into the bottom of the tank, from 
whence it is conveyed to an upright tank containing 
a series of amalgam plates arranged on an incline ana 
forming a zig-zag passage.
5389. Extracting Juices and Saccharine Matters 

from Sugar Cane, &c., A. M. Clark.—22nd Decem
ber, 1880.—(A communication from B. Odio and F. 
Perozo.) 6 cl.

The substances are placed in an upright cylindrical 
vessel A, in the cover of which is a steam supply pipe 
D, and at the side an opening F to remove the bagasse 
after the extraction of the sugar and juices. Within 
cylinder A is a perforated diaphragm G, preferably con-
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sisting of two plates with a filtering medium between. 
A shaft H passes through the cylinder and carries 
perforated blades L, arranged in spiral form to agitate 
the substances and assist in the expression of th 
juices, which pass through the diaphragm to the 
bottom of cylinder A.
5391. Cleaning and Sweeping Roads, <&c., F. II. F. 

Engel. — 22nd December, 1880. —(A communication 
from 0. C. Barchmann.)—(Not proceeded with.) 2d. 

Dry or wetted sawdust is employed to absorb the 
mud or dust, and is delivered from a suitable reservoir 
on a ear, after which a brush removes the mixture of 
mud or dust and sawdust to the side of the road, or on 
to an endless cloth which conveys it into a box.

5>3£J3. Cartridge Belt Fabrics and Looms for 
Weaving the same, J. II. Johnson.—23rd December. 
1880. (A communication from A. Mills.) 6d. 

this cartridge belt fabric is a heavy double fabric
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laced together with a small portion of the warp called 
JlI<< u1S|, , . e fabric being similar to what is known 

as a back binding" producing when the “binders” 
are not used a hollow or tubular fabric. The loops or 
thimbles are woven on one thickness, nnd extend only
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5370. Disengaging Hook, Link, and Chain and 

Sling, J. Brown.—22nd December, 1880. 6d.
This consists of a link B to which the tumbling hook 

A is pivotted, and to its shank end is attached a pen
dant chain C serving to assist the tumbling of hook A. 
The end of chain C has a hook E with an eye in its 
bend. D is the sling, the chain of which has a single 
or double eye II at one end, which is attached to the 
chain in a cup J. The other end of the chain has a
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hook K with an eye in its bent part. The link B is 
hooked over the hook of the crane ; the sling D is 
passed round the weight to be lowered, and the hook 
K hooked round the chain forming a running noose. 
The ring H is hooked on to the hook A, and the hook 
E on the chain C is hooked through the noose.

5371- Valves, Cocks, or Taps, J. B. Denans.—22nd 
December, 1880. 6d.

This relates, First, to the application to taps of plugs 
or obturators composed of para-caoutchouc supported 
internally by metallic membranes rendered adherent 
to the caoutchouc by vulcanisation ; Secondly, to the 
arrangements and applications of such plugs and
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obturators. The drawing shows one application of 
the plug, consisting of the metal core or stem T with 
shoulders or membranes D extending into the 
caoutchouc C. The stem T is operated by a screw 
movement, the caoutchouc causing the return motion 
and also serving as a stuffing-box. On the end of stem 
T is a plug moving as a piston in tube E, in which it 
opens or closes suitable openings.

5376. Padlocks, A. Linley.—22/td December, 1880.
(W.

The bow or loop is made in tivo pieces A pivotted at 
B, and each having an extension C taking between
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projections forming part of a sliding plate F operated 
by the lock mechanism.
5377- Manual Lever Hammer, J. Cuthberl.—22nd 

December, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.
An anvil is placed on the base of the machine, and 

above it a hammer head moves in guides, being 
actuated by a chain attached to a quadrant worked by 
a lever.

5378. Chaff-Cutting Machines, C. T. Burgess.—22nd 
December, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

Tho feod rollers are actuated by a worm, parts of 
which on opposite sides cross the axis at right angles, 
so that while such parts are gearing with the teeth of
the wheels on the rollers, the latter will stand still 
and not feed. So as to vary the length of the cut in 
rollers with ratchet wheels the pawls are actuated by 
a rod moved to and fro by a lever caused to rock on 
its fulcrum by a crank, and by varying the relation 
between the distance of the fulcrum from the point 
where the rod is connected to it, and the distance of 
the fulcrum from the point where the connecting rod 
from the crank is connected to it, the length of feed 
may be altered.
5379. Scissors for Cutting Hair, /. F. E. Mullett. 
; ; —22nd December, 1880. —(Not proceded with.) 2d.

Combs are combined with the scissors, and are 
adjustably mounted one on each side of one blade, a 
short distance from the cutting edge, and serve to 
protect the head and hold the hah- in position for 
cutting.

5380 Treating Wood Pulp, &c., E. C. T. Blake.— 
22iid December, 1880. id.

Blood is mixed with a quarter of an ounce of nitrate 
of potassa for each pint, and mixed with wood pulp 
so as to form a soft pulpy mass, which is put into 
moulds and placed under a light continuous pressure, 
so as to form it to the desired shape.

5381. Manufacture of Barrels, IF. Morgan-Brown. 
—22nd December, 18S0.—(A communication from E. 
and B. Holmes.) Is. 2d.

The cutting or dressing mechanism of the staves 
consists of an under cutter A, composed of a triangular 
head fitted with adjustable concave cutting edges, 
and rotating on a shaft, and an upper cutter B, also 
composed of a triangular head with adjustable con
cave cutting edges and rotating on a shaft. The 
adjustable weight 0 presses on the work which is sup- 
l>orted on table D. The stave is drawn through the 
machine by suitable feeding mechanism. The inven
tion further relates to a jointing machine, to the 
w.ndlass which operates to draw the flaring stave
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that a number of the needles which it carries can be 
simultaneously thrown out or brought into use as 
required for different patterns.
5429. Derivatives of Benzole, J. A. Kendall.—24th 

December, 1880.— (Not proceeded with.) 2d.
This consists in the manufacture of nitro-benzole 

and dinitro-benzol from the gaseous compounds 
obtained in the process of the destructive distillation 
of coal and other carbonaceous substances by means 
of nitric acid or a mixture of nitric acid or nitrates 
and sulphuric acid.
5430. Horseshoes, W. Job.—24th December, 1880.— 

(Not proceeded with.) 2d.
A groove is formed on the underside of the shoe, 

and along its edges spaces are formed at intervals by 
forming curved notches therein, preferably of an open 
U shape, whereby the raised parts or ridges are, as it 
were, rendered intermittent.
5431. Motive Power Engines and AVater Meters, 

A. Andrews, jun.—24t7i December, 1880.—(Not pro
ceeded with.) 2d.

This relates to a special arrangement and combina
tion of the valves for reversing the action of recipro- 
catory motive power engines and fluid meters.

5433- Roundabouts, P. Kveritt and C. Burrell, jun. 
—24th December, 1880. Qd.

This relates to means for enabling persons on round
abouts to perform gyrations in groups after the 
ner of waltzers, such groups, while moving in a circle 

to all, turning to the right or left as desired. 
5434. Safety Valves, W. R. Lake. —24th December, 

18S0.—(A communication from 6. IV. Copeland.) Qd.
This relates to safety valves in which a weighted 

auxiliary piston or slide valve controls the operation 
of the main piston or valve, by being actuated 
by the excess of pressure in the valve chamber to open 
a port and close an exhaust, whereby the pressure in 
the valve chamber is allowed to enter a chamber 
below the main piston and lift it, thereby opening a 
passage from the valve chamber for the escape of the 
excess of pressure, and by the diminution of pressure 
in the valve chamber to close the port and open the 
exhaust, whereby the pressure in the chamber below 
the piston is allowed to escape, and the main piston is

By moving the levers by means of the 'winch D the 
platform on which the goods are placed can be moved

Is 4-661

of a frame adapted to be attached or connected with 
the car at one end, the opposite end of said frame

and in the back of the body where it is to be joined to 
the neck an internal collar is formed and joins the 
body by a sunken shoulder, leaving round the collar a 
seat against which a flange on the neck fits. This 
flange may be soldered to the seat or left loose, in 
which case both the body and the neck are screwed on 
to the end of the spindle.
5413- Metallic Frames for Washing and Wringing 

Machines, &c., H. H. Andrew and TV. Lockwood.— 
' 23rd December, 1880. Qd.

The frame is made of steel bars, of T, U, H or other 
suitable section bent into a skeleton frame, parts of 
which act as springs to put the pressure on the roller. 
5414. Apparatus for Giving Alarm and Securing 

Doors, Windows, &c., A. C. Farrington.— 23rd De
cember, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This relates to a spring bolt, which, when liberated 
by opening the door or window, either explodes a 
detonating cap, strikes a gong, or operates a bell crank.

5417- Fluid Motors or Meters, TV. P. Thompson.— 
24th December, 1880.—(4 communication from J. 
Merrylees.)—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

A casing is made in three parts, one forming the lid, 
the middle one containing the index and counting 
mechanism, and the lower one the channel way and 
measuring or motive power apparatus. The disc of a 
flat paddle wheel revolves in a circular space in the 
lower chamber, and the hinged paddles move in an 
annular channel in which is an inclined plane, placed 
so as to fill the channel at one point, where the vanes 
are bent till they lie flat against the disc, so as to pass 
the point, after which they fall and again fill the 
channel.
541 . Obtaining Fibrous Material from a Palm 

Tree, R. M. A. Duguid.—24th December, 1880.—(A 
communication from S. S. Herring.) 4d.

The leaves with their petioles of the Elais Guinexn- 
sis (which grow on the oil rivers of Western Africa) are 
boiled in water with a little alkali, and then beaten 
lightly and well washed in clean water and dried. 
They are then passed through fluted rollers to remove 
the fleshy matter.
5419. Locomotive Cars and Tramway Locomo

tives, E. Latham and F. Bradley.—24th December, 
1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This consists in driving dummy cranks affixed to an 
axle free to revolve in bearings from steam cylinders 
placed vertically at each side of a suitable generator. 
These cranks are coupled by rods to the carrying wheels 
of the car. The starting and reversing gear is operated 
by rods extending to either end of the car. The 
engine is provided with a condenser of special con
struction.
5420. Tramways, J. Leathwood.—24th December, 1880. 

—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.
The longitudinal sleepers are fitted at intervals 

with gripping boxes placed in recesses therein, and 
into which the ends of the sleepers fit. One side of 
the box has internal ratchet teeth, and a sliding piece 
having spring clips is provided with a bolt screwed 
to the rail, so as to hold it in position.

5421. Substitute for Gums and Resins, &c., C. 
Estcourt and F. C. Eastwood.—24th December, 1880. 
2d.

The residue from the distillation of hydrocarbon oils 
is treated with substances which give up oxygen 
readily, preferably nitric acid, and produces a solid 
matter which may be used to replace gums and resins, 
and also an oily matter which may be used for lubri
cating or other purposes.
5422. Piled Velvet, &c., J. Perkins, jun.—24th

December, 1880. 4d.
So as to produce a piled velvet with the pattern 

woven into it, the tappets acting upon the healds and 
the jacquard machine are arranged to operate as 
follows : —The jacquard machine raises the figure or 
pile with the half of the ground warp and remainder 
of figure heald up, and the weft is inserted here with 
the cutting wire. The other part of the ground warp 
is then raised, also a third warp, and a pattern or 
binder slioot or weft inserted, which raises the cutting 
wire, ensuring it coming perpendicular so as to cut in 
the centre of the pile, and thus produce a smooth 
instead of a ribbed surface.

5423. Preventing Displacement of Linch-pins of 
Gun Carriages, &c., W. Gardner.—24th Decem
ber, 1880 —(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This consists in placing a washer over the axle with 
a notch to allow the passage of the linch-pin when the 
washer is turned, so as to bring a flange or rim over the 
pin, which cannot then be removed.

5424. Pressing or Moulding Bricks, &c., H. John
son and B. Suart.—24th December, 1880. Qd.

This relates to box moulds for forming bricks by 
pressing by steam or hand power, and its object is to 
form them with nibs thereon or holes therein for pegs 
or nails. A is the outer die or box, B the bottom 
plate of the press formed with a boss C forming a 
socket for the head of rod D, by which it is raised and 
lowered. E is the bottom of the box mould screwed 
to plate B, and F are the sides and ends of the mould 
connected to the bottom by hinges, and are mitred so
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being provided with a flanged wheel adapted to engage 
with the rails and devices, substantially as described, 
for imparting rotary movement to said flanged wheel, 
substantially as set forth.

242,644. Dynamo-electric Machine, Paget Higgs, 
New York, N.Y.—Filed March 3rd, 1881.

Claim.—(1) A dynamo-electric machine, in which the 
cores of some of the field-of-force magnets are placed 
in the shunt circuit only and the rest of the cores are 
in the main circuit, substantially as described. (2)

from the step of the warehouse F to the vehicle G or
vice versa.
5489. Steam Engines, &c., H. Davey.—3Qth December, 

1880. Qd.
This relates to the construction of a small engine to 

be used to work the valves of a main engine, so that 
the direction of rotation and speed of the latter are 
governed thereby. A and B are the cylinders actuating 
shaft S. Between them is a space containing two 
cylindrical slide cases and a chamber between them 
divided into compartments, the back one H receiving 
steam supply, and the front one K divided by hori
zontal partitions into three compartments, the middle 
one serving as the exhaust. The slide cases con
tain double piston slides C and D, worked by ex

common [24-2.644-1 A
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The method of working dynamo-electric machineg 
which consists in magnetising a part of the field-of- 
force magnets by the main current and a part of them 
by the current of a shunt circuit, substantially 
described.

242,678. Cultivator, Isaac S. Mussetter, Oakland, 
Ohio.—Filed April 4th, 1881.

Brief.—By means of the jointed beam the link and 
bell crank are connected by the angular bar to the 
rear part of the beam, when the beams are swung 
laterally they remain practically parallel with the line 
of draught and the shovels always at right angles.
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From the slide cases central passages 
lead to the top compartment of K, and end passages 
I lead to the lowest compartment of K. The partition 
between H andK has three ports, opening respectively 
into the three compartments of K, and are governed 
by a D slide moved by hand, so as to reverse the 
motion. To control a main engine the shaft of this 
engine is connected to the slide valve of the main 
engine, stops being provided, so that the subsidiary 
engine cannot outrun the main engine.
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mm ■moved by the pressure in the’ valve chamber to close 
the direct passage. A is the valve casing ; B, the 
valve chamber; C, passage connecting it with the 
boiler ; D, the direct escape port from the valve 
chamber ; F is the main piston having two heads of 
unequal area. In the main piston is a hole to receive 
the auxiliary piston F carrying a weight. A passage 
extends from the valve chamber through the main 
piston to the annular chamber between the two heads 
of the auxiliary piston, the lower end of the spindle 
of which is reduced to form a chamber between it and 
the hole below the lower head of the piston.
5437- Turning, Boring, &c., Metals and other 

Materials, /. Evans.— 24th December, 18S0. Qd.
This relates to the means for adjusting the material 

to be operated upon. The support or holder D for 
the material slides on an inclined plane formed on the

ill
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242,561. Dynamo-electric Machines, Henry C. 
Sample and Franz Rabl, Philadelphia, Pa.—Filed 
February 21st, 1881.

Brief.—The field magnets are formed of tubular 
cores, one enclosed within the other, with pole pieces 

rly enclosing the armature. The armature core is 
formed of alternate layers of wire gauze and per-
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Claim.—In a cultivator, the combination, with the clip 
D, of the link F, beam G, bell-crank lever H, rod I, 
and lever or link K, whereby the point of the beam is 
moved correspondingly with lateral movement of the 
handle of said beam and a straight-line draught 
secured from the latter in every position, substanti
ally as shown and described.
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CONTENTS.upper surface of the traversing saddle A worked in the 
usual manner, the position of the holder upon the 
saddle A being regulated by a worm turned by a 
winch and gearing with a wheel H moving on the 
screw I.

5438. Treating Liquid that has been Used in 
Washing Wool, &c., W. R. Lake.—24th December, 
1880.—(A communication from F. Prfvost.)

The water is introduced into reservoirs of bricks 
lined with Portland cement, and into it is poured an 
acid liquid prepared for the purpose of neutralisation 
and decomposition, and consisting of 20 kilogrammes 
sulphuric acid at 66 deg. B., 60 kilogrammes sulphuric 
acid at 53 deg. B., and 20 kilogrammes hydrochloric acid 
at 22 deg. B. The fatty matter floats on top and the 
magina passes through filters, and is afterwards boiled 
and sawdust added, the mass being afterwards pressed 
so as to obtain a crude oil which is then purified.
5439. Attaching Door Knobs, &c., to their 

Spindles, H. Payton and TV. S. Backus.—24th 
December, 1880. Qd.

The spindle is square and tubular, the portion on 
which the knob fits being split, and the hole in the 
knob has a partition across it which passes into the 
slit of the spindle, and by forcing the two sides apart 
binds them firmly in position.

5440. Tricycles, J. H. Walsh.—24th December, 1880. 
—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This relates to a mode of locking and guiding the 
steering wheel, so as to leave the arms free to be used 
with the legs in driving the tricycle.

5453. Artificial Ear Drums, H. P. K. Peck.—28th 
December, 1880. Qd.

This consists in combining with a thin elastic plate 
or disc to be inserted in the auditory passage of the 
ear, near or in place of the natural tympanum, a tubu
lar stem through which air may circulate between the 
outside and the ear passage at the back of the plate or 
disc,and between that and the natural tympanum, if still 
existing, and thus ventilate the ear, and in connecting 
the plate or disc with the stem by a collar on the 
inner end of the stem inserted between two thick
nesses of the plate, so that the collar is covered and 
cushioned and cannot come in contact with the tym
panum, and cannot irritate and inflame it.
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I 75I1I II forated sheet metal. The field magnets m 
nected in quantity or tension by means 
plates and connecting plugs, 
brushes are independently carried upon adjustable 
arms.

242,609. Steam Pump, Charles P. Deane, Springfield.
Mass.—Filed March 5th, 1881.

Claim.—(1) The combination with the air valves/ in 
the pump chamber, of the pipe g, extending to an 
opening for inlet at that part of the condenser E 
where the air therein tends to concentrate, substanti
ally a,s and for the purpose described. (2) The 
bination, with the suction valves e, communicating

be con- 
suitable 

The commutator
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as to close together at their angles. H are grooves in 
the outer die A to guide studs G, so as to keep the 
box mould in position when being raised or lowered 
into the die. Pins M are attached to plate B, with 
which they rise and fall, and pass through holes in the 
bottom and in the separating plates, and serve to 
form holes through the articles ; L are the separating 
plates, and may be either plain or embossed.

5425. Miners’ Safety Lamps, TV. Crossley.—24th 
December, 1880. Qd.

The lamp is entirely closed excepting an outlet at top 
for the products of combustion, the air to support com- 
bustion being supplied to the flame from a reservoir 
beneath the oil reservoir, into which a charge has been 
previously forced under pressure.

5426. Brake or Skid Apparatus for Wheeled 
Carriages, W. M. Hill.—24th December, 1SS0.— 
—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

The object is to facilitate the releasing of the brake 
or skid without necessitating the backing of the 
horses, and consists in attaching the shoe to the 
frame in advance of the wheel by a chain long enough 
to allow it to lie on the ground in the rear of the 
wheel. To the same point of the frame links are fitted, 
ana when secured to the shoe keep it in position for 
skidding, hut when detached the shoe can pass behind 
the wheel.
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m5463. Staining or Colouring Wood, <fec., E. A. 
Brydges.—23th December, 1880.—(A communicati 
from A. Thimm.) 4d.

Solutions of a metallic salt are applied to the wood 
and allowed to dry, after which the wood is placed in 
an air-tight room, and gas admitted, such as sul
phuretted hydrogen or ammoniacal gas. The metallic 
salts are precipitated in the pores of the wood, and 
sulphides or hydroxides formed, so that a durable 
stain or colour is produced.

5466. Transfers for Freight, &c., A. E. McDonald. 
—29th December, 1880. Qd.

This relates to means for transferring goods across 
foot pavements to or from vans, and between ware
houses and the outer edge of the foot pavement. The 
platform H is mounted on levers I, pivotted at their 
lower ends and passing through slots in the side walk.
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with the suction chamber a, of the air valves f, com
municating with the condenser E, substantially as and 
for the purpose described. (3) The arrangement with 
respect to the discharge valves h of both the water 
valves e and the air valves f at a considerable distance 
below the discharge valves, substantially as shown, and 
for the purpose described.

242,563. Car-mover, Will S. Seymour, Townsend 
Sager, and Thomas T. Croft, Janesville, Wis.—Filed 
April 2Qth, 1881.

Claim.—A car-pusher or mover consisting essentially

90

795428. Knitting Machinery, J. Imray.—24th Decem
ber, 18S0.—(A communication from La Societi! Poron 
Freres Fils et Mortier.)—(Not proceeded with.) 2d. 

This relates to the construction and arrangement of 
the needle bar, and of the connections working it, so
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